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PORTLAND

THE

PRESS

DAILY

At 109

Exchange St, Portland.
Dollars a Year in advauce.

MAINE~STATE

PRESS

$20,000

Is published every Thursday Morning at $2 50
year; if paid in advance, at 12 00 a year.
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We

prepared lo loan money In

are

$10©

from

Rater of Advertising: One inch of space, in
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
first week; 75 cents per
$1 50 per square
week after; three insertions, or less. $1 00; contiuung every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusmements,” $2 00 per square
per week; three insertions or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1 00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
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ALLEN’S

v

Counsellor _A_t

OPPOBfCNITY

GOOD BUSINESS

FOR SALE.

Law!

GRIST

PORT!, AND, ME.

Jan8d2w

FALMOUTH FORESIDE.

THOMAS II.

TALBOT,

Attorney and
a nr

Salt, at

Counsellor

>'o. 18 Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Mass.

a

[Hampshire

BUILDING,

Street.
E. P. Paysox.

fl.u.e.,

186 MIDDLE STREE8, Up Stairs.
Order Slate at F. F. Hale’s, Corner of Free
tf

de‘20

SALE—On Lewis street,
and piped
F>R
Stbago. Apply
25

near

lor

GAGE
Floor,

Commission

Prariiiion

Merchants,

t'liieaon
U lIILUgU.
no2'__

H.

SEWING MACHINE.
_

OF.

IMPORTERS

IN

STREET.

of which you will find

&T The best good? or every season always on
baud, and ail T»orfc personally attended to with
neat ness and promptness.
my4tl

W.

If

Painter,

WHEELOCK &

TAL MUSIC

MANUFACTURER

Richardson, Hill & Co.,
BANKERS,
Sears Building,

Pieces, &c., all of the best

i

GEO. L.

3

No.

Boston.

BUSINESS PAPER Bought and

sold,

Corporation Loans negotiated.

F.

DEPOSITS received, subject to check at Bight,
interest on daily balances credited monthly.

OBDltHS
executed

on

on

approved

ollaterals.

LinSON,

H.

Root,

whose brilliant

and has

an

extensive sale.

Popular Piece 1 If
Knight. 30.

A

Price

The above books and

janl7d&wly
—OF

and

SPRUANCE, PRESTON Sc CO.,

Interest.

63 South Canal Btreet,
CHICAGO, ILL.
attention oo the purchase and

Will give especial
shipment of Flour, Gram and Provisions ior Eastern

Jyl3d6m

HUNT & JEWETT,

now

stopped

on

Marble,

319 CONGBI08 NT BEET,
Yard 43 PREBLE STHKJKT.

As

soon as

the

Bonds remaining

on

BHERIDAS & GRIFFITHS.

HENRY

PLASTERERS,

jaw

v.

u aw

uvivvv,

xi.

FIFTEEN

i
PORTLAND, MX.
.0.6 SOUTH ST.,
all
kindeot
to
attention
Jobbing
paid
y Prompt
apr22dtf
n our line.

The old

WILLIAM A. EVASS,

October

tf

AT LAW,
removed their office to No. 9!i

Exrhnnge
the Portland Savings Bank.
HAVE
Street,
December 9, 1871.d3w
over

j

HOOPER,

UPHOL STERER
Nos. 31 & 93 Free Street,
MANUFACTURER

every dollar of loss.
The undeisigued is
this

OF

Forest City Bowling Alley.
te

new

Bowling Alley

at

NO. 1G SILVER STREET.
GEO.
Dec.
—a

TO

B.

GORDON.

TO

TO

BB

va

By

qn

Wn

TO

am

WHITE TEETH, HEALTHY
SOUND
AND SWEET BREATH,
secured
are

stant

of
Thurwton’M
use

in

i

1

ATTENTION!
clear from $5 to $10 a
for takovens, as it is an article

good
ANY
day selling the Patent Pan LfAer,
smart

man can

ing hot pans out of stoves

or

that is wanted in every family and will sell at sight.
For terms, address
H. A. HOLDEN, General Agent.

fo2-4w_Bowman’s Block, Bangor, Me.

Annual meeting.
Annual Meeting of the international Steam-

THE
ship Company,
Commercial and

will be held at their office, corner
Union Streets, on Wednesday, Janj
i uary 24th, 1872, at 3 o’clock P. M. for the choice of
officers and the transaction of any business that may
! legally come before the meeting.
H. J. LIBBY,

Secretary.

jal6-td

23-dIf__
TO

policies

to issue

JEREMIAH DOW, Agent,

subscriber has just opened to public and pri-

parties a

prepared

:

am.'led Choir", Ac.
repairing neatly done. Furnl.
»c^-’63r TAStf
and matted.

GO

by

Maine

TO

GUMS,
con-

Ivory Pearl Toothpowder.
It is the beat Dentrifire known.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price
25 and 50 cedts per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

GEO.

Central Rail Road.

S PE C I AL

N O T IC E

train for Walnut
and after Jan. 4, the
Hill, Perley’s, Chandler’s, Danville Junction, Auwill leave Portland, at 8.15 P. M.
burn and
The 5.15 i». m. train will run as usual to Lewiston
via Brunswick.
L. L. LINCOLN, Asst. Supt.
dtf
Jan 3.

ON

Evening

Lewiston,

I

Jan. 5.

MUSIC.

who have been anxiously waiting for its
appearance may now' send iu their orders: and

THOSEwill be

in the

disappointed

not one

quality

of

mu-

Te Deums, Benedicites, Responses, Glorias, Anthems, Solos, Duets, Sentences, and all first class,—
none better.
Large, clear, legible type, a great recsic.

ommendation.
Price in Cloth.
Sent

post-paid,

$2 50; Boards, $2 00.
on

receipt of

retail

And 104

CO.

dlw*

Cliime

is

JOSEPH A. LOCKE, Executor.
Th
Portland, Nov. 7tli, 1871.
nov24dlaw

Fluid Extract Buchu
pleasant in taste and odor, free from all lnjurioui
properties, and immediate in its action.
is

ring the New Year, iu the

MARTHA B. GILBRETH,) A
Adm
EDWIN R.

janO

J

16

23

SE in want oi Plain or
Fancy Job Printini
will find it to tlieir advantage to call on Wm. >
M a RK8, at the Daily Press Job Printiue Oftiee, Ex

TH

Change Street, Portland,

of your

delighted

viuLuiN&,uuiTAltt3, PxiUT.ES, BAND INSTKUand a full assortment ef other instrument*.
MUSIC and MUSICAL
MERCHANDISE, also for
sale at the store of

MENTS,

J. C. HAYNES & CO., 33 Court St.,
dec*7-d&wtc

[Opposite jhe Conrt House.)

fast sailing schooner, NELLIE
CHASE, Capt. Darling, is now loading,
and will have quick despatch.
For

1

janlG

freight or passage apply to
H. EATON, or CHAS. MERRILL.

lw

No. 1 Central Wharf.
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is

ment to
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family!
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FLINT,

WEpartnership,

HELMBOLD’S

under the firm
56 Union St.

gives health and vigor to the frame and bloom to th<
pallid cheek. Debility is accompanied by man]
alarming symptoms, and if no treatment is submlttec
to, consumption, insanity, or epileptic fits ensue.

the average

co-

Incontinence o
or ulceration of th<
bladder, or kidneys, diseases of the prostrate glands
stone in the bladder, caleulus, gravel or brick dus
deposits, and all diseases of the bladders, kidneys ant l

dropsical swellings,
Use Helmbold’s

Fluid Extract Buchu [
Delicate Constitutions, <
both sexes, use Helmbold’s Extract Buchu. It wi l
give brisk and energetic feelings, and- enable you t
sleep well.

Enfeebled

and

unpleasant and unsafe rem
for unpleasant dangerous diseases. Use Helm

at

acre

glory

is

Strength.

lavcu

duuuiu

Therefore th 1

uuiuvuww.j

Manhood

and

Youthful

you go out?

general averagefprice

are

regain© 1

Northern Pacific Railroad Company,

readily acknowledged by

Portland Plaster Mills I

not be above

the lowest average of all the land grants

which is

$2.70

but

on

each $50,000 of bonds,

Is the

Great Diuretic.

on

5o

Bo

5o

«o

Bo

Bo

Bo

Bo

Bo

Bo

Co

Bo

would

there

DESIBE YOUR HAIR TO BE SOFT

th

Extract

Great

Sarsaparill

ISload Purifier.

Both are prepared according to rules of Pharma*
and Chemistr and are the most active that can 1 »
made.
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE.

Fire

As

Hose

Till?!A IN THE HAND »F
A DIUHwAKE AGENTS if they
A

STATEMENT
OF THE

Portland Steam Packet

Company.

Portland, January 1st,

1872.

Capital Stock, all paid in.
$300,000 00
Liabilities, not exceeding.
$20,000 00
CHAS. FOBES, Treas,
STATE OF MAINE.

CUMDEBLAND,

SS.:

Portland, Jan. 18, 1872.
Personally appenred before me, the above named
Charles Fobes, and made oath, that the foregoing
statement was correct.
J. F. LISCOMB, J. P.
janl8 3t

P E RSON A L!
each*
will send to any address
FOB
Splendid Photographs of either
23

JAR.

cents

we

FINK, JR.,
JOHIE J1AN8VIELD,

nr

STOKES.
Address BOX 1221, Boston P, O., Mass.
EDWARD

JanlOdlw

N.

the

the U. S. Government is

THEIR
PER

Agricultural Society held
meeting jit the State House,
Wednesday, the attendance being large and
spirited.
The meeting was called to order by the
Secretary, and Hon. Warren Percival nominated President, pro tem.
A letter was read from the Presidant, Hon.
Samuel Warren, regretting his absence from
the meeting.
The reports of the President and Secretary
The meeting
were presented and accepted.
then proceeded to ballot for choice of officers
with the following result:

into

CENT.

At the

present time

we

by

are

a

gaod

1-3

President: Hon.

Secretary: Samuel L. Boardman of Augus-

the conversion

ta:
Treasurer: William fc. Morris of Portland.
Trustees: B. E. Hamliton of Biddeford;

notice that the Boston

“Holders of Five-Twenties (of 1862)

izing

upon

them,

or

ore

JKulus rnuce oi

exchanging them into other ia-

favorites for reinvestment,”

Chicago disaster fully demonstrated that a First
Mortgage Bond on any Trunk Line of railroad is
the safest and least fluctuating security known,
marked instance, at
This is manifest in one
Bond*
seen in the fluctuation oi the first
of the Michigan Central Railroad, which fell but one
while
S.
Fivelate
financial
U.
in
cent,
the
panic,
per
Twenties aHd Sixes of 1881 fluctuated two to three
Railroac
here
the
and
Central
cent.;
Michigan
ad met with the greatest loss It could by Are—tin
burning ofits large terminal depot. The New Yrol
Daily Bulletin, which gives the authentic reports o
the Stock Exchange, in its issue of the 11th of October, after the Chicago Are, says: “Railroad Bondi
have stood the shock better than auy other class o
securities,” and again, October 18th, says: “Railroar
Bonds are steadier than any^other class of securities,
The

a

quite

nov23-deod2m»

Mortgage

Society.

A communication was read from the Commissioner of Agriculture, asking that two delegates be deputed from this Society to meet
witn delegates of other societies in convention at Washington, D. C., on the 15th of
February next, to take such action as the interests of agriculture may demand. Hon.
Wm. P. Wingate of Bangor, and Samuel L.

Ser

USED IN

BANDS;
ALSO

Guitars^(Including Martin’s celebrated
Guitars,) Violoncellos, Double Basses, Concerand German Accordeons, Flutinas,
French
tinas,
Banjos, Harmonicas, Flutes, Piccolos and Flageolets,

VIOLINS,

gp~To

all things needed in their use or repair, as
STRINGS, Bows, Pegs, Finger Boards, Bridges
Reeds, Screws, &c.
Also Tuning Forks, Pitch Pipes and Tuning Ham-

persons

Boardman, Esq., of Augusta,
such delegates.

seeking j>ermanent investments, al-

mers.

holders of Government Bonds

SECURITIES

NOW

OFFERED

T« ,

THE PUBLIC.

DO

recommend this bond for the

We

reason

that it 1

GROUNDED UPON A LANDED REA1
ESTATE BASIS, WORTH DOUBLI :
OF

BONDS

IS8UE1
THE AMOUNT
They will certainly cure.
iL
They are are composed of choice emollient gum
PER MILE, AND ALSO UPON
;
ant
spread on the finest aid, of three different sizes,
Sold by Druggists
FULLY EQUIPPED TRUNK. LIN1 t
are worn with ease and comfort.
Price

15, 20 and 30 cents each.
F. C. WELLS & CO..
192 Fulton Street, N. \.

OF

!
Annual

of the

Eho., Portland Sav
held at the office of Frank
January 1C
ings Bank Building, Portland,
m.
SAM’L
a.
10
at
DlNGLY, Sec.
o’clock,
1872,
a4
d&wtd wl
Standish, Jan. 3, 1872.

Noyes,
Tuesday,

Shoe Store For Sale.
Shoe Stock. Terms easy. Address
BOX 1295. Portland, Mo
jnttf

RETAIL

further particulars concerning this Bond,

purchase

of the

same

apply

to the

o

undersigned.

SWAN & BARRETT, Bankers,
I

lOO Middle Street.
H.

-a-

M.
32

I

as

CALL AND SEE
'«•Milk, Velvet and Flask «•»«
Sets Collars and Cntft 50 cts. tot 1.
LADIES’ HOMAN TIES ONI.V30 Cta.
Ladies’ Cotton-and-Wool Ho*®
Children's Wool Hose from l«e to «U Cta.
vents, »orth (C2 cts.
Gents’ and Bovs’ Wool How
.TO cta to SI.
Meta Cation nod C’odTs
20 cts to
Handkerchief*,
Hemstitched (I.lnvn)
nn«l Braid* only 91-00.
I,!...
'lute
Switches
15 cta.
$2.
Switches
Silk
An«I all other good* at low nrlces.
C.
19
Middle
C.
Mtreet,
At Mn.
Third door from Exchange St.

4J

7J5cts.

Wrn.f’H’M,

Ja6eod2w

RAILROAD RUNNING THROUGH

For

Cumberland Count;

Meeting
THE
Agricultural Society, for the election of officers
and the transaction of other legal business, will b ;

1

THE SAME.

•

elected

ciety adjourned.

THIRTY GOLD BONDS AS ONE OI
THE REST AND SAFEST RAILROAD I

I

were

After some other informal business the So-

wishing to incream
their income, WE WOULD RECOMMEND
THE NORTHERN PACIFIC SEVEN
so

turner.

Alter the election, the question of locating
the fairs of the society in the same locality for
a term of years was discussed at some length
by Messrs. Percival, Hamilton, Dill, Wingate,
Atherton and others, and on motion of Mr.
Prince.
Voted, That the Trustees be instructed to
locate the annual fair for a term not exceeding three years, provided they can make an
arrangement with any town or city which
they may deem of advantage to the State and

either real-

sues—often into railroad bonds—the Northern Pacific
are

Samuel Wasson of Ells-

worth.

propor-

Journal in its monetary article of Nov. 11, says:

work suitable from their various publications. A liberal inducement offered. Apply to
MOONEY & SMART, Agents,
88 Middle St., Over Canal Nat. Bank, Portland, Me.

Manufactured of the best stock, or imported, anc
by
JOHN C. HAYNES & CO., 33 Court St.,
(Opposite the Court House, Boston.)
mr41y
jundl3tc
1
*
«
YOU FEEL WEAK AND LANGUID I>
CONSEQUENCE OF OVER EXERTION?
Have you taken cold? Are you afflicted with Rheu
malism, or pains of any kind? try one of
Wells’
machine-spread
8trengthenin|
Plasters.

calling

convert them

INCdNE fflORE THAN 33

Seven-Thirties

for sale

in the Five-

now
can

of

its annual

Bonds, and thereby INCREASE

of Five-Twenties, and

few first class Canvassers for the
can

these

sslikas

State Agricnltural Socidty.

completed road

the

tkn

The Maine State

freight to

St. Paul and Pacific

tion of the sales of N. P. Bonds

WIDEtake an

Notice.

j

for passengers and

slope, and

Northern Pacific

agency at once for our Elegant Gift Books. People
will buy presents for the Holidays, and our induceearned in three
ments are unrivaled. 9100
weeks, if you strike while the iron is hot. Address
H. A. fflcKENNEV Sc CO.,
49 1-9 Exchange street,
Portland, Me.
48-w3w
no28deo<l2w

INSTRUMENTS

opened

Twenties, holders of

F)R

ALL

issued

road in operation at the close of this year.

Street, New York.

Any

be

branches of 288 miles, will make nearly 600 miles of

WANTED,
publications of the well-known house of Virtue
select
New York.
&
Agent
•*

the Pacific

on

SALE by J.L. SHAW & CO, 162 1-2 Fore
street.
500 feet 5-ply Rubber, 2 1-2 inch.
300 leet Leather 2 1-2 inch.
200 leet Linen 2 1-2 inch.
AH in good order and nearly new.
no9tt
4

Yorston’s,

Concentrated

surplus of

Northern Pacific

the

Territory—this, with

of Dakota

Compound, exquisitely perfumed,and specially adapted for nourishing the Hair. Sold by Druggists and
Dealers in Fancy Goods'. Price 25 and 50 cents per

a
can

Red River of the North, the eastern boundary

the

THOMPSON’S
POMADE
OPTIME,
used daily, will make it so. It is entirely a Vegetable

a

_

held to redeem
be

each mile of the Northern Pacific Railroad.

Railroad will be

Bo

To Book Agents.
HELMBOLD’S

acres

$17,500 over the amount of bonds that

WHIDDEN.

SBQSBBSSSSBSBB
5M

Pacific Road, still

the Kansas

at this low figure for the 25,000

easily

HELMBOLD’S

is

if the average price per acre of its land sales should

5-(ltw3m

Second-hand

Extract Buchu and Improve
n
secret and delicate disorders In a 11
their stages, at little expense, little or no change i n
diet, no inconvenience and no exposure. It is pleai iant in taste and odor, immediate in its action, ai d
free from all injurious properties.

whole,

as a

acquainted with

all persons

_kn/..nr,«

his mind does not fit him for political office.”
That pungent description is not too severe if
Lord Sydney has really been meddling as E.
X. says he has. But it seems his authority is
not always respected. Another correspondent speaks of it in the most Irreverent manner
as a bugaboo, which only needs to be defied to
collapse altogether. He relates how <the Lord
last
served
a
notice
Chamberlain
manager requiring the exyear on a
cision of several speeches from one of Herve’s
comic operas, on “quasi-religious grounds!”
'The objections were voted frivolous, and the
manager tore up the notice. Every speech
objected to was spoken, and nothing came of
If
it. The censor knew better than to fight.
all the managers had shown the same courage this year the pantomime might have been
As for those now playa shade less dreary.
ing, I have seen two of them, and I cannot
recollect that they contained any of those
flings at Mr. Gladstone to which the Telegraph refers. One of them has an elaborate
conundrum at the expense of English Republicans which got about as many hisses as
cheers. It has been the fashion for the orchestra to play between the pieces the air
God Bless the Prince of Wales, and for the audience to get up on their legs during its performance. Most people do, but you can safely sit still if you like. There are* points in
plenty in the dialogue on the stage meant to
raise a cheer from loyalists, but the success of
these efforts did not seem to me to be great.
G. W. S.

are

192 Fulton

cures

I

Grants, to be SUPERIOR TO

different

the

F. C. WELLS & CO.,

Helm bold’s

Rose Wash

of these roads:

The CHARACTER of the Land Grant of the

_

YOU

Vigor

land sales will be

its

Marquette and Ontonagon.5.00
Denver Pacific.4.18
Union Pacific. ;.4.25
Kansas Pacific.2.70

DO LUXURIANT AND GLOSSY?

Buchu.

housewhich his unnition in
hold devolves on nim. How the censorship
of the drama happens to belong to his office I
don’t know, and perhaps the origin of his authority is of no great eonsequence so long as
it is not questioned. “A Lord Chamberiain,
says the Liberal journal above quoted, “is a
nobleman who usually has done his party
good electioneering services, and who is rewarded for these services with a well-filled

Huties

Pacific.6.77
and Sioux City.6.50
St. Paul and Pacific.6.50
Cedar Rapids and Missouri River.6.00
St.Pauland Sioux City.5.67
Mo. River, Fort Scott and Gulf.5.55
Jackson, Lansing and Saginaw.6.00

—»■

Helmbold’s Extract Buchu.

x-aciuc

Iowa Falls

Gr ound Land Plaster

Jan.

They

The actual Lord Chamberlain is Viscount

THAT OF ANY OTHER ROAR; but avan

&

workingmen.

Sydney, a well-meaning person, I believe, and
sufficiently accomplished in the mysterious

Atlantic and

JOUVEN’S INODOBOUM&ID GLOVE
CLEANER.
It will make them equal to new with scarcely any
trouble. Be careful to get the Genuine.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods.
Price 25 cents per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

KNIGHT

the London

were

do*»bt that

no

Marquette.*..7.18

you

bold's Extract Buchu and'Improved Rose Wash.

of Man

be

Minnesota.7.04

at

prepared to supply dealers and consumers
with fresh eroune (N. S.) Land Plaster.
Shipped by R. R. or Vessel in Bulk or Bbls., as desired.

no more

price per

noruieru

can

Southern

MONEY IN BUYING A NEW

SPEND
WHY
pair of Kid Gloves every time
have with
Renovate those

tne

to

Flint and

C. H. Staples,
Hiram Winchester,
Chas. H. Winchester.
jn2*3w
Portland, Jan. 1st, 1872.

Fob Non-Retention and
Urine, irritation, inflammation,

by

ed on

Average per Acre.
Grand Rapids and Indiana.$13.98
Burlington and Missouri Rivar.11.70
in Nebraska. .8.75
do
do
Illinois Central—to 1889.H 0»
do
for 1870.12.55
do
Hannibal and St. Joseph.11.00
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe.7.70

jobbing

Boot and Shoe Business,
name of C. H. STAPLES & CO.,

Extract Buchu

la

The

j

Xairfield, January, 1872.

Copartnership No tic
hare this day formed a
undersigned
for the transaction of the

plans and arrange new ones, If need
Before the illness, a detnonstration in
support of Sir Charles Dilke had been resolvtheir

be.

$1,000; Reg-

allowed “to negotiate and procure

gran tea

much above the

requested

the

is

Railroad Company, for there

EVANS St JO88ELYN,
limitaton on the 31st day of I>cccinDer.
1871. All persons indebted to said firm are
to make immediate payment, and those having demands against them are desired to present the same
for payment, at the old stand, No. 1 and 2 Free street
Block, where all in want of good Furniture, at low
prices will find it for their interest to call.
ARAD EVANS,
W. H. JOSSELYN.
Portland, Jan. 1, 1872.ja3deod2w

expired by

acres

uw,ow

with

NOTICE duly appointed

hereby given, that the subscribers liav
been duly appointed and taken upon themselve
the
trust
of
of the goods and estate c
Administrators
j
JOHN H. GILBItETH late oi Fairfield,
in the county of Somerset, deceased, and givei
bonds as the law directs. All persons having dc
mands upon the estate of said deceased, are require*
to exhibit the Rame for settlement; and all
person
j indebted to said estate are called uik>u to make pay

Christmas,

For Havana.

and taken upon himsel f
been
the trust of Administrator of the estate of
HENRY H. WESCOTT. late of Portland,
; in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and givei 1
i bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
mands upon* the estate of said deceased, are require*
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to sab
i estate are called upon to make payment to
THOMAS M. G1VEEN, Adrn’r, of Brunswick,
Portland, Jan. 2nd, 1872.
jan9 16 23

__

or

is

EDWARD £. BRIGGS, Adra’r.
dc29-3w
Deering, Dec 19tli, 1871.
is hereby given, that the subscriber ha

NOTICE

Rork,

val of inaction has given them time to consider

bends, $100, $500, $1,000, $5,000 and $10,000.

Company

young man who bears the title of Prince
to have typhoid fever? The inter-

a

happened

Idea may be formed of the immense value of the 60,-

name

Concentrated Extract Buchu

only the tinkling, sweet-toned little Music
Boxes, hut larger and larger ones, up to Immense Instruments that produce sonnds as powerful as those
of a Pianoforte, and till a house with melody. Call
soon at 33 COURT STREET and select one from the
large s-ock, so that it may

ed upon to make payment to

NOTICE

Broadway,

New

and

Republicanism. Docs anybody suppose
going to abandon their views because

are

stage.

jn30tf

Dissolution of Copartnership.
is
that the copartnership

South Tenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

MUSIC BOXES! MUSIC BOXES!

hereby given, that the subscriber ha
been duly appointed and taken upon himaell
the trust of Administrator of the estate ot
JOHN LOWERY, lale of Deering,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and givei
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demand
upon the estate of said deceased, are required to ex
hibit the same; and all persons indebted to said es
tate are called upon to make payment to

« are-nouse ^o.

1871

hereby given
of
under the firm
NOTICE

price.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
decl2 d&w50tc

hereby given that the subscriber hi
been duly appointed Executor of the Will <
MARY S. HILBORN, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and ba
taken ux»on himself that trust by giving bonds as t Iilaw directs. All persons having demands m>on th ;
rouiLt; ui inuu uweasca, are
required 10 ex ill oil ill' ;
same; and all persons indebted to said estate are call

NOTICE

Portland, January 28th,

Not

A

u. uock ana

bottle.

COLLECTION

SACRED

HOGS!

HI NT

.rresiuent r.

Shattered Constitutions Restored by Hein
bold's Extract Buchu.

—OF—

quantities to suit,

A.

have leased their Docks and other propery in

debts contracted in their name or on their account,
unless authorized or approved by the President of
the company.
CHAS. A. LAMBARD,

Analytical Chemist,

by Helmbold’s Extract

NEW

AT 94 COMMERCIAL STREET,

the 1st ot

NO. 07 EXCHANGE 8T.
octntf

w*Alt kiDdsof

The

on

estimated that

old, safe and reliable Office.

Pa blob Suits, Lounoeb, Spring Beds,
Mattress ib,
Hlrn«uo»Rh !*■•*■* Brd I-onngr., En.

oTfiAcl

It is

by tlie Chicago lire will not exceed 81,300,000 which leaves the Company in a condition
tor meeting all future obligations promptly and honorably.
The Company is now prepared under this undoubted security to take good business. There will be au
advauce of rates but it will not be excessive or extravagaut. It will be such as the public will justify
in a sound and reliable office that intends to pay |

ATTORNEYS & COUNSELLORS,

H.

$3,785,877.

their losses

_

McCOBB * KINGSBURY,

J.

were

JL

Cape Elizabeth to James E. Simpson for one year
from Jan. 1, 1871, to Jan. 1, 1872, and during said
time the Company wil* not be responsible for any

BACMBACH'8

RECEIVED!

And for sale in

«rTHE Portland Dry Dock and Ware-House Co.”

Practical and

The

HORSES!

Jan ltl-dlw

DOLLARS A DAY”

JUST

NOTICE.

o

H. T. HELMBOLD,

edies

BROWN’S STABLE, 84 Federal Street.

The Best lot Dressed Hogs in this Market

Hartford Office, notwithstanding its heavy

Ore hundred thou Hand dollnm.
The assets of the Hartford Company

FORT FAIRFIELD.

Jyl

Com’y

of

By his Attorney, L. D. M. SWEAT,

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston,

losses at Chicago, comes out with its capital unimpared, and assets amounting to over oue million

LAW.

COUNSELLOR AT

Fire Insurance

_dc21-3w

u»«

sale at

To the transient travelling public, with no reduction
of fare,Attendance and hospitalities.
No effort will be spared for the comfort and convenience of the guests of this favorite house.
dc29tfD. N. CUSHMAN.

DRESSED

udod

WE

Suitable for Teams, Carriages and Light Work for

The undersigned having assumed the sole proprietorship of the United States Hotel, would announce
to his friends and the public, that on and after
JANUARY 1st, 1S72.
in accordance with the spirit of the times, “Retrenchment and Economy.” he will reduce his rates to

HARTFORD

depends

IUC JIC1 *UUB WIU UOUUI

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

STUCCO* MASTIC WORKERS,

or

sup-

they

following denomi-

issued in the

are

During the present month

REDUCTION OF PRICES!

x

are

remedy.

Take

WORK HORSES!

United States Hotel!

“TWO

and blood-

HORSES !

CARRIAGE HORSES!

JT. AMBROSE MERRILL, No. 139 Middle Street.
J. W. & H. H. MCDUFFEE, Cor. Middle
A Union St*.

hand shall be

Labor Saving

IMITATIONS!_nov21tf

DRIVING

Watches, Jewelry, Stc.

CLEWS & CO..

u*n

xi

BEWARE OF

Congrem

will be placed upon the New
York Stock Exchange, and the merits of the Bonds
will entitle them to take rank with any Railway
Mortgage upon the Exchange List, none of which
will sell below par.
Detailed Report will be furnished on application.

that the subscriber has

in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to made payment to
ALBERT W. BRADBURY, Adm’r.
Portland, Nov. 21st, 1871,

GEO. C. HOBBS’

I. DEEMING A CO., 48 India 103 & 104

disposed of, the security

and

Sewing Machine Repair Shop.
(Over Gilson’s Apothecary.)
N. B.—All kinds of Sewing Machines repaired, and
every job warranted equal to any iu New England.

Teas, Coffees, Spices, &c.

account.

hand a good assortment of Italian
keep
and American Marble, and will receive orders to
all
to
size
cut
kinds of Monumental stock, at prices
that will not tail to be satisfactory fo all marble workaug‘22
ers._
on

Preserving

Sole Agency, No. 12 Market Square,

.lair.,__

August receipts.$67,244 82
September
96,622 53
October
..73,<>02 58
November
69,393 69
December
62,650 97
The net earnings out of this amount were more than
10 per cent, on the amount of the mortgage indebtedness of tlie road applying against the portion iu operation. The figures above given represent actual
cash receipts, no charges beiug made for construction

Wholesale Dealers In

Street.

R. F. LIBBV, 17 1-3 Union Street, np

the

n

Which can be applied to all kinds of Sewing Machines now In use. The points therefore are, greater
speed, less labor, and entire escape from those diseases which have afflicted females when employed on
Sewing Machines, and accomplishing a much larger
amount of work in the same time than will any other
Treadle now in use. Every Hall Treadle warranted
to rive entire satisfaction. All persons are invited to
call and see the operation of this invention at the

Stair Builder.

road. The entire equipment will be hereafter devoted to increasing the earnings.
The receipts for the last five months from local
traffic, over a portion only of the line, and while
much of the equipment was in use for construction purposes, were as follows:
Construction Is

tnat of posterity,

Store,

made

d3w

the trust of

HKLMBOLD’S

ever

10, 1872.

hereby given,
NOTICE duly
appointed and taken upon him sell
administrator of the estate of

diu-

a

ported from these sources, and the

STREET.
dcl2eod-6in

Invention.

Schools.

plan

Commission Merchants,

A Health

ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL, 430
Congrem Street.

A small amount only remains of this issue of Bonds;
and in view of this fact the Company has raised the
price from 90 to 92£ and interest, henceforth.
The mortgage deed authorizes the issue of $6,600,000
of construction,
Bonds; a modification of the
shortening the line of road, will confine the issue to
six millions.
the
total
about
mile,
making
per
$20,000
The remainder of the Bonds will be cancelled by the
Trustees.

—WITH—

SHALL

Silver and Plated Ware.
LOWELL, 301 Coagrea

ARNER

MORTGAGE BONDS.
To 92£

£. A. O’BRION,

Office

THE—

of

treatment is submitted to, Consumption

594

important improvement

CO.,

Sewing Machines,

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.
M. PEARSON, No. 33 Temple St., scar
CongrrM. AH kind, of Silver and Plated
Ware Repaired.

& Minnesota R. R.
FIRST

The most

grem Street.

w&s

use

I.

The Hr. Hall Treadle

GEO. R. DAVIS Sc Co.. No. 301 1-9 Con-

Burlington, Cedar Rapids

styles, Berlins, Be.nbrants, Medallion,
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card,and the retouched
card, bv which new process we get rid ot freckles
moles, wrinkles, and all iraperlections of the sain.
Call and judge lor yonrselves.
tar Mou#— Good work at M•derate PricAlta 1. Please.may 20
es.
All the new

rr MIDDLE
£3f°Music sent by mail.

Street.

& CO„ Boston.

w3

If no

[nsanity may ensue. Our flesh

OF

HAWES & CRAGIN’S Mnsic

&

Commercial Street.

ELIJAH P. LEWIS, late of Portland,

eliable

(Old Instruments taken in exchange.)
CHOICE and large stock of Sheet Music,
A Books, Folioa, Wrappers. Also a fine
lot of Violins, Banjos,
Brums, Guitars,
Cornets, Concertinas, Strings, Music Box-

Real Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

on

Jan

Health and Happiness

ORGANS!

REED

_

Love. Waltz.

159

BURDETT & WOOD’S

lin Bta.•

ADVANCE IN PRICE

(PORTLAND, ME.
Copying and enlarging done to order

Italian & American

well-known,

FLETCHER

■etic.

PIANOS of the best Manufacture,

rniLkER, No. 91 Federal Street.
Every description of Water .Fixtures arranged and set up in the beat manner.
Jobbing promptly attended to.

BY

oi

matter

Established upward of 18 years, prepared by

DR. WM. C. DOWNS,
Place Providence R.

8ALE

FOR

is

'»

Exchange

No. 6

Beef,

Mess

oeen

Diseases of these orgnns require the

CELEBRATED

P. FEENIf, Cor. Cumberland and Frank-

no

HOW LONG STANDING.

Musical Merchandise,

JArnES

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

No 152 Middle Street.

Address,

CONSISTING

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.

pieces, mailed, pest free,

i receipt of Retail price.

PHOTOGRAPHER,

to

SEED!

bark,
directions, $3 per pound; sent to all parts.

Plumbers.

$2 50.

Ever 1 Cease

whatever abuse originating and

for

CO., No. 133 Ex-

devised for

one

OLIVER DITSON

account.

Mor-

reputation fire .cannot burn,

of the very best books that can be
learners of Reed Instruments. Already
is

eod6m__

J

Village Pride.

Root’s School for the Cabinet Organ

for Bonds and all first-class securities
commission.

dec22

the

and whose

COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and
Dividends made with promptness on all points.
ADVANCES made

Nell

From

FEMALE,

Beef!

RECEIVED,

JUST

supply of this invaluable remedy
A SMALL
Cancer, Scrofula, Rheumatism, Salt
EXTRACTBUCHU
Rheam, Ulcers and all Blood Biseases, just
received from Ecuador. Price of the
with full
ja5dtf

Mess

Chicago Extra

New

HELMBOLD’S

A. S. DAVIS A CO., No. SO middle Street.
J. H. LAmSON, 139 middle St., cor. Cross.

All who wish to go to an ORGAN SCHOOL are advised to apply to that excelleut teacher, Mb. George

and

kOTHROP

Extra

URINARY ORGANS,

SON.

CUNDURANGO.

Photographers.

Price, Boards, $2 60; Cloth, $3 00; Full Gilt, $4 00.

Song l

A

KENDALL & WHITNEY.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Weather Strips.
Ac

NEW

THE—

MALE OR

Portland Sept ,2,187i.tep2dtl

Street.

■

A Capital
ris. 40.

—OF

CO.,

lw

AMD

\ BUSHELS New Timothy Seed; also
yj Clover and Red Top tor sale by

and

jnlO

dis-

eases

AT. LABBABEE.
ja 5d2w

SEED,

REDLON, 333 1-3 Congress St.

Reed Organ.

or

aU

TOWELS !

No. 6 Free Street Block.

and

Debility,

lot of

small

J. M. DYER &

General

the

in

a

[VERY CHEAP !

Whether exietlng in

conducted tinder the

LABBABEE
S.

change Street.

Music fitted for Piano-forte

W.

Portland, Jan’y 4,1872.

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.
SmALL A KNIGHT, No. 134 Exchange

brought out within the last two years.
Duets, Quartets, Rondos, Polkas,

Marches, Four-Hand
quality.

S.

o.

Masons and Builders.

Full of Songs,

Portland, July t>,1871.Jy7-d6m

Complaints,

uui

1500 COPIES SOLD in one week !
attractive Collection, just published, contains
the CREAM of all the VOCAL AND INSTRUMEN-

ol Leather Beltings. Bubber
Belting and Hose tarnished to order. Also
tor sale Beit Leather, Sides and Backs, Lace
Leather, Belt H. oks, Copper Rivets and Bit's.

me

And

Organic Weakness, Female

LABBABEE,

from this date associated with

tor diseases of the

cure

Bladder, Kidneys, Gravel, Dropsy,

116 Federal Streets.

SARGENT,

a’certaiu

HUCK

LUMBER BUSINESS.

Carpet-Bags.

This

Street,

No. 90 Middle

PAISLEY SHAWLS !
Is

—

Is

STOCK!

ALSO,

C OPARTNE R.S HIP.
P.

our

WINTER

Lawrence, Mass.

H.

stock of

our

PRICES !

or

CHANCE !

janl8-lm

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and

The Musical Treasure.

BREWER,

dc30 dtf

Up-

JOHNSON, 171 middle

LOW

To close out

FOR

ABIpp.

Street.

Fluid Extract Buchu

SALE.—A Boarding House in a thriving city
near Boston.
Good situation, and nicely furnished throughout. Lease, low rent, and but small capital required. Good run of business; sold on account
of removal of owner. Address
LOCK BOX 63,

LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

N. E.

jy13dtf__

Pont

six

74 State Street.

Cook at No.

few weeks

DRESS GOODS!

Communications addressed to
prompt attention.

KAKH]

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity.

no30

I
*

experienced

AN

ABNER

DURAN A

Winter Dress Goods !

IT
a

their

re-

neither to be coaxed nor frightened into
a loan which shall not exceed Fifty Thousand Dollars
giving it up. It is to be carried out. A meeting of delegates from numerous trade and poper mile,” which is secured by a FIRST and ONlitical organizations was held this week, Mr.
Odger in tbe chair. They chose an executive
LY MORTGAGE, “UPON THE RAILcommittee, and resolved to hold the demonstration immediately before the meeting of
ROAD, FRANCHISES, AND ALL THE
Parliament.
By way of response to Tory
LANDS
AND
AND
PROPERTY,
threats, and to the violence at Leeds and BolRIGHTS OF PROPERTY, REAL AND
ton, they adopted the name “Freedom of
Speech Committee.” Undoubtedly they will
NOW
IN
POSSESSION
BY
PERSONAL,
have plenty of opportunity to show whether
they can make thei^title good.
THE NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILThere have been not a few stories about the
ROAD COMPANk, OR WHICH THE
loyal British merchants who found flunkyism
consistent with the sharpest eye to business,
SAID COMPANY MAY HEREAFTER
and who bought up all the crape in London
and Paris in anticipation of the Prince’s
ACQUIRE,” and THE TRUSTEES OF
I will add one which I think
death.
THE
BONDS ABE OBLIGER TO
has not been in
print. At least one
HOLD 93,000 ACRES OF AVERAGE
large mourning house had an advertisement with heavy black borders put in
LAND AS SECURITY FOR EVERY |
type, and kept it standing for several days,
with orders to go into the morning paper
930,000 OF RONDS ISSUED.
which should contain the expected fatal news.
The sales of all lands “AT SUCH PRICES
If it had happened to come late at night, this
enterprising Briton would have had a day's
AS APPROVED RY THE SAID TRUSstart of his no doubt equally loyal but less
wide-awake competitors, llow he, and the
TEES,” are set apart to redeem the bonds, for by
crape forestalled in general, must have rethe definite terms of the mortgage, “THE PROjoiced in the news of the Prince’s convalescence!
CEEDS OF ALL SALES OF LANDS,
is u or is 11 not permission* iu iiiaae iun 01
WHETHER IN CASH, BONDS, COUMr. Gladstone on the London stage? May
Mr. Bruce be held up to scorn ? Is an epiPONS
OR
OTHER
SECURITIES,
gram on Mr. Lowe, who makes plenty of his
SHALL BE DEPOSITED WITH THE
own, beyond the bounds of license ? In one
is there or is there not a political cenTRUSTEES;” ‘also “ALL MONEYS IN word, on
dramatis exhibitions, and has the
sorship
THE HANDS OF THE TRUSTEES
Lord Chamberlain struck out all gibes on
the present government from those amazing
FOR LAlfDS SOLD, SHALL BE INproductions of the British mind called Christmas Pantomimes ?
Various papers say yes.
VESTED BY THEM, IN THE FIRST
The Daily Teleyraph, which is what the
MORTGAGE BONDS OF THE COMFrench call an officious organ of Mr. Gladstone, declares there is not one word of truth
PANY SECURED RY THIS MORTin the story; that the Lord Chamberiain has
BE
BONDS
CAN
WHEN
SAID
GAGE,
assumed no|such authority; and that anybody who goes| to the theatres knows he has
PURCHASED AT A SUM NOT EXnot, because the government or some members of it get their full share of severe handCEEDING IIO CENTS ON THE DOLling in more than one pantomime. That
LAR AND ACCRUED INTEREST.”
ought to be conclusive; but, unluckily, the
Daily News publishes, on the same morning
Although the Northern Pacific Railroad Company
on which the semi-official contradiction apIntend to sell the sarno quality of lands at prices BEpears, one or two letters indicating that some
A mansort of censorship does or did exist.
I OW OTHER GRANTS, to Induce rapid setager writes that last summer a notice was
tl mont; still the practical working of the above proreceived from the Lord Chamberlain’s office,
directing him to expunge from a song there
vision is apparent, for the sales of land up to Novemnightly sung the line, “May Gladstone keep
his temper.’ The manager thought this a
ber 1st exceeded 200,000 acres, at an average price upvery natural and liberal aspiration, and did
wards of <6 er acre, EQUAL TO 91,900.000,
not see why it should be struck out. This
morning a direct and positive contradiction to
OB MORE THAN lO PER CENT. ON
the semi-official contradiction is published.
TOTHE
WAS
WHICH
911,300,000,
“E. N.” writes: “I am the manager of a
theatre, and all allusions to Mr. Gladstone
TAL amount of bonds sold to
and Mr. Lowe were excised from my ChristTHAT DATE; still this 200,000 acres of land Is
mas pantomime.’’
The only remaining question seems to be whether the Lord ChamberNOT QUITE ONE-SIXTEENTH PART
lain did this on his own authority or by command from some higher power, say Mr.
OF THE LAND GRANT IN MINNESOBruce, for instance, who must be thoroughly
TA ALONE.
tired of the taunts and sneers which he has
to endure in the papers, and which he might
Below we give the averago price per acre of the
well be glad to suppress, if he could, on the
sales of the Land Grants on different roads, that some

AT EXTREMELY

Bent Wanted.
SMALL genteel and convenient Rent of
seven rooms.

The

cents.
be had at Abbott’s Store, at Allen’s
at the Point; and Day’s
K. Ia.,9 Agent.
*

can

We offer for

Wanted.

Toilet Articles.

a

■

Address or call on
“S»., Pres* Office.

(Monday morning,

b lock

9 Clapp’s Block,
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

and Embroidery done to order. All Machines sold
and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.

▲ CARD—Id thanking my former customers and
friends for the patronage they have bestowed upon
me lor the last ti teen years, 1 have the pleasure in
recommending to them Mr# W. L. KEILKRtor
a continuance of the same, feeling confident that he
is able to please all who mav give him a call iu his
CHAS. S. SCHUMACHER.
line.

M.

Hair Goods

i

;*/>•!>

rooms.

Hereafter the business will be
firm name of

J. F. SHERRY,

see

i

k

Rent, Box 803 will receive
Nov 30dtf

to order.

on hand.
Machines sold on Monthly Instalments.
Sy Machine Stitching and Stamping for Braiding

Offioe at Schumacher Bros, 6 Deering Block

H.

;

stantly

PORTLAND, MAINE.

A

Furniture and Upholstering.
DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
All kinds of Uphold <>ring and Repairing

j:

full assortment at

331 CONGRESS STREET.
you have already a Sewing Machine, call and

A1H

Exchange Street.
HOVT, No. 11 Preble
holstering done to order.

“Palmer’s Combination” adapted to all kinds
of Machines. It will cord, ruffle, lay in
piping cord,
turn a wide hem, and make the french fold, with the
utmost ease and exactness.
A full assortment of Needlos, Thread and the various Sewiug Machine Helps and attachments, con-

L.KEILEK,

Fresco

a

RATA1V.

I-

,.,,n

janl6

Cloak,

Velvet

L. F.

Friend.

With a “singer” in the bouse, always ready to
comply with any reasonable demand, there is no good
reason why you may not have a
“Merry Christmas”
and a
“Happy New Year”, each day of which shall
add a new' voice to the already mighty chorus of voices, that arc sounding the praises of “The Hinger”

Merchant Tailor,
MIDDLE

eral gtreets.
Ar.

justly celebrated Hinger Hewing Machine ns a
Christmas Gift to your Wife, Sister or Lady

GOULD,

LOST

istered

and

Coupon bonds,$100, $500,

nations:

Single fare, 10

Tickets

FREE OF U. S. TAX— are

are

PRICE,

Comer; Knight’s Store,
Store, in Portland.
jnl*-lm wl

HEL.IHBOL.irS
L-.

15th inst.) between the
head of Park street, and P. S. & P. Depot, a roll
of Newspapers and Letters. The finder will be liberally rewardod on leaving them at mv office, 111
Commercial st.
GEO. S. HUNT.

Furniture and Bouse Furnishing Goods.
BENJ. ADAMS, cor. Exchange and FednAAPRR

cents.

in 1900—bear 7 3-10 per

the Company’s lands at the LOWEST CASH

at 6.30, and Bell’s store, Portland, at 9.30.
the Omnibus will start from Bell’s store.
Fare from Allen’s Comer, 10 tickets for $1.00, and
5 for 50 cents. Single fere, 15 cents.
Fare from Back Cove, 16 tickets for $1.00, 8 for 50

!

_

ceivable at lO PER CENT PREMIUM for

Sundays

/

PACIFIC

payable

are

natural dislike to discuss

a

the Throne while the heir to it lay near
death, the Republicans have in either case
taken just the course to neutralize the feeling
which was skillfully nursed against them.
But Sir Charles Dilke and Mr. Odger and
their supporters are very much in earnest in

Interest In GOLD, payable first of July and

January,

ner

;

Bonds

These
cent.

whether it was

or

RAILROAD COMPANY.

Bennett’s, 145 Congress St., near head ox
Washington Street.
Saturday Evenings, Omnibus wi 11 leave Allen's Cor-

LOST!

WALTEB COBEY ft CO., Arcade, No.
18 Free gtreet#
N. TARBOX, Nos. 158 and 160 Fore gt.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 ExI
change 8t. Upholstering of all kinds
done to order.

do not

GOOD RENT of 5

janl6tf

Dye-House.

that you will not pronounce it for all purposes the very best Family Hewing Machine
extant.
Now is the time to secure one of these farfamed and

348 CONGRESS STREET.

137

Sewing Machine,

janl8tf

POST-OFFICE

and at F.

to act as News
train. References and a deposit
to C. R. Chisholm * Bro., G. T. R.

and Builders.

E. SYMONBS, India St.
dyed and IlnUked.

doubt,

a

Wholesale & Retail

NATHAN

to which is the best”

as

A

WHITNEY Ac MEANS, Pearl Street, opposite Park.

allow yourself to be governed by any one’s opinion,
but call and examine “THE SINGER” and
witness its 0{>erati6n, and we have not the shadow of

FRENCH WINES,
liOviCm

views of the fact that “various opinions do exist,

*.

WANTED,

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

IMPROVED

& Oo.

Peyret

the

on

Apply

required.
Depot.

SAWYER & CO., Bleacher., No. 131
Middle gtreet#

Packard & hardy, Fluent
cor# Congress and Exchange 8ts.

C.F.Davis Chicago.
K. W. O' AO ,206 State at.,Boston.

\

■

Wanted.
intelligent young man

SMART

A Agent

the premsses,
A. TENNEY.

“THE SINGER”

AS SOUTH CANAL STBEET,

...

some

Dentists.
Frescoed i
i JOSIAH HEALD, No. 103 Middle Street.
i OK. W. R.
JOHNSON, No 13 1-3 Free St.

Pine.

cn

JAMES

Finery st.
aug25

or at

Ora in and

c. COBB, No. 13 Pearl St.

Carpenters

Parma far Sale.

New House

!.

for the Weed Family Favorite Mewing Machine. We wish to procure
CANVASSERS
live and
Men

Bonne' and Hat Bleachery.
S

Portland, Not 1,1870.noltf

N. B.

r.i-.r

1

1

milch Cow. Enquire of FLETCHER
159 Commercial Street.
Jan9-d3w

& CO.,
ONE

gtreet.

He would reler parties abroad to the
following
named gentlemen ot this city: Hen. Geo. F. Shepley, Hon. A. W. H. Clapp, Hon. Benjamin Kinyebury, Jr., Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. John Lynch,

FRESCO PAINTER

»

*

;;

new

Book Binders.

Real Estate and Loan Agent

GEORGE D. JOST,

good

Repairing.

:

K ;J1

Wanted.

No.

WM. A. QUINCY, Boom 11, Printer’.
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange gt.
gMAIild & 8HACKFORD, No. 35 Plum

with fine shade trees aud

Lets ..d

*

158 Middle gt., orer IX.
All kinds of Mackines fo

■

.f-.-i'M-inT •> i,
*:,t:
•: 'Ji'i-.i •. J:

and Wome
to canvass
energetic
Portland and Vicinity for above Machine;
good comBooksellers and Stationers.
mission given. Applv at
*S.
W.
EATON
&
&
FOGG
Middle
No.93
SON’S,
HOYT,
BBEEO,
133 Middle Street,
gtreet.
General Agents for the State.
janl8-lw

Wm. b. jebris,

dec27eod3m

and Cross Streets.

Hay’s.

a

.*

Wanted.

attractive grounds, and has excellent stabling.
Will be sold with or without furniture.
A. TUCKER,
Inquire of, or address,
Conductor on B. & M. R. R.
jalOeodtf

and Counsellors at Law,

Paysox,

Edward

lightfully located,

first-class Upholsterer; none but first
class need apply. Geo. A. Whitney, 56 Exchange st,
Jal3

Bakers.
W.

The undersigned offers for sale the “New
House,” situated in the pleasant
aud prosperous city of Dover, N. H.
The
hotel is in good repair; well furnished; de-

PAYSON & PAYSON,

Exchange

DYER,

sale and to let.

Property for Sale.

Hotel

Refers to Hon. E. R. Hoar; Hon. Nathan Clifford,

HAVINGS BANK

H.

very small expense, and in connection with
Wareeouse on Commercial street. A business of 150
; to 200 thousand dollars can be done to a good profit,
any active business man, with a moderate capital.
Terms favorable. Apply to EDWARD H. BURGIN
Cor.
Market and Milk Sts., P. O. Box 715.
!
jal6tf

•Judge of the Supreme Court, U. S.; Hon. George F.
Shepley, Judge of the Circuit Court, U. S.; Hon. D.
W. Gooch, and Hon. Ginery Twichell.
jn3-6m

Attorneys

W. 8.

by

law !

GOOD

WANTED

'i»Ur

*

ROOMS and good board at
No. 13 Myrtle street.
ja3dtf

Agency for Sewing Machines.

all late

improvements, Elevators, ScreenWITH
ing, Blowing and Bolting. Also for Grinding

(Late Assistant Attorney General, U. S.)

Boarders Wanted.

ATWELL Sc CO., 174 1-3 Middle St. AdTrrti«em«nta inserted in papers in Maine
and thrssghsnt the country at the publishers’ lowest rates.

MILL,

—AT—

95

Advertising Agents.

THE

NS EXCHANGE STREET,

THE—

NORTHERN

Rt., opp
»■
7.15 A. m.
10.30
9.00
1.30 P.M.
11.00
3.30
13.00
3-30
3.30 P. W.
4.30
SUNDAY.
5.00
6.00
9*30 A* UK*
9*13 from head of Wash1.43 P. 31*
ington, corner Congress
Street.
SUNDAY.
13.13 P. UK.
4.30
Passengers waiting, can be accommodated with
seats at James A. Day’s, 103 Middle Street; at Samuel Bell’s Shoe Store, Congress Street, Cahoon
Block;

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

tation.

mortgage

—OK

JAMESUl’daY'S,
103 Middle
Plum

6.00 A. .71.
Y.3©

dlm-eodllm&wGw

___

CORNER

speedy revival of the Republican agiEnglish royalists may say what they
like of Republicans, they will hardly question
the good sense they have shown during the
paroxysm of loyalty. Whether it was policy,

accrued interest, the

LAND GRANT GOLD BONDS

STARTS FROM
iji

of the Prince of Wale* and Revival of the Republican Agitation.
[Correspondence of the N. Y. Tribune.)
London, Jan. 4.—Two things seem pretty
certain: the recovery of the Prince of Wales,
and the

We offer for sale at par and

CO,

East Deering Omnibus Line
a-,

Recovery

Choice Investment Security !

first

~

CLARENCE HALE,

A

time table

*rJii

SATURDAY RORSIA'D, JAS. so, 1372.

7 3-10
GOLD LOAN!

seen

de«19-dtf

>

divided annually, upon
hich are i*aued, bearing in

JOHN W. MUN GEEIt, Correspondent,
Offlqe, 166 Fore Street, Por^Oand.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

who have

G. B. ItltOAD &
;i:nf

John D. Jonbb, Pres dent.
Dbknib, Vice-Preiident.

Secretary.

apman,

Straps.

them to be the neatest
shawl strap ever invented.
Just the thing for holiday presents. We also manu&cture Shawl Straps of
all kinds.
Sole Manufacturers of Broad's
Patents, 27$ Market
Street, Opposite P. O.

*'»

Charles
<J

THOMAS WILDES.

-i:.

redeemed.

W. H. H. Moose, 2d Vice-Prest.
J. D. Hewlett, 3i Yice-Preet

Shawl

are

terminated darin*' the lear, certificate* for

the Premium*

ere*t.until

..—

Company

>!

jw

$13,000,000.00]

than

are more

Patent

|THE~ PRE8S.

THE

The only Shawl Strap made with metallic
top.
Silver plated, with cross and end straps. Acknowlt

William, New York.

Its Assets for the Security of its Policies

New High street, No. 79; very nice, and convenient; gas throughout the house; perfect drainage ; Sebago water; everything in perfect order.
One-half remain on mortgage, if desired, for a long
term of years; will be sold at a bargain, or rented, if
16.dlmo.

Broad’s

Comp’y

Insures Against Marine and Inland Navigation
And will issue Policies making Loss payable in England.

New House for Sale or Bent.

Jan

of

corner

BONDS.

HAVE YOU SEEN

Insurance

SI Wall st.,

sums

mortgages in Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Westbrook, or Deering. Parties desirous of building can also be accommodated with loans.
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Real Estate & Mortgage Brokers.
sep21ti

| not sold.

CHRISTMAS.

(ORGANIZED IN 1842.)

cla»«

daily

BUSINESS CARDS.

Mutual

LoanIt!

to

MEDICAL.

ATLA NT I C

BULLETIN.

Eight

THE

MISCELLANEOUS

Geo. R. Davis & Co.’s

PORTLAND Pl'BLIgHINO CO.,
Terms:

ESTATE.

_REAL

published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

PAYSON, Banker,
Exchange St.

Jan 12.-eodsw4w

Mon, We S.

Don’t
A

Slip Down!

GOOD ASSORTMENT OF

FOOT HOLDS, Itor Hen* Women,

At 132 Middle Street.
Overshoes,
Also a large stock of Rubber Boots and
for Men, Women and Children.
«. «. PALMER.
3w

jaCeodis

Intelligence.
Irish, Senator of Aroostook

ReliiiMi

TJHJE press.
SATURDAY MORNING, JAN.

20,1872.

^ x.

_

--—-

strongly in faand quotes from
vor of a general railroad law,
the address to the legislature of Gov. Washbum of Massachusetts in support of it. The
dispatch in’the Argus of Friday morning in
which it is attempted to show that such a
policy conduces to monopoly and that Judge
Rice is “red hot” for it, is too absurd to deceive anybody.
These little maneuvers to
put innocent people on the wrong scent must
be very adroitly managed if it is intended to
make them successftil.
Perhaps Mr. Pike’s
bill of last year is not the best possible one,
but it is better'than nothing, and we are sure
The Rockland Free Press is

Wm.
t ounty, has been the Superintendent of the
-C ongregatiorial Clmrcli Sabbath School, at Sherii lan Mills, for five years.
Rev. Mr. Brastow, who supplied the pulpit
a few
f Rev. W. T. Sleeper in Sherman for
to preach to that
^ reeks past, has received a call
Church.
leople by a unanimous vote of [the
At the close of this month four Augusta
Univerhurches will be without pastors—the
and Baptist.
lalist, Unitarian, Congregational,
for the
The chapel recently erected at Alfred
is nearly ready for use.
Hon.

Congregational Society

of a\ estry
rhe Society has long felt the need
wants are now fully
,r lecture room, and its
the timely munificence of Wm. G.
aiet

through

Conant, Bsq. of that place.
Rev. C. M. Herring, pastor of the Brunswick
Street Baptist Church, in Gardiner, has tendered his resignation, to take effect in'April
next. The Society we understand have not accepted it and a committee was appointed to

modified as to deserve genMeanwhile let nobody be de-

that it can be

so

eral support.
ceived by any

pretended advocacy of such a
law by the railroad kings, unless they may be
in special cases governed more by their animosities than by their interests.

confer with him on the matter, but with what
result we are not informed.
The Executive Committee of the Maine S. S.
Association have not arranged for an Institute
at Alfred Jan. 26tli and 26th, as published in

The Kennebec Journal also believes that
“two years of consolidation” have wrought
wonders. It doubtless hopes that the new

several papers.
Several gentlemen of Biddeford connected
with the Young Men’s Christian Association,
visited Alfred on Suuday last, and held religious services in the jail at that place for the

sovereign will allow it to continue in the enjoyment of certain remunerative contracts
and that “ten years of State printing” will
work other wonders. But kings as well as
republics are ungrateful. Count D’Orsay
and Countess Blesslngton treated Louis Napoleon with distinguished consideration while
he was an unpromising exile, but when they

benefit of those confined therein.
Rev. Mr. Van Cleek, pastor of the Baptist
church in Patten has resigned.
Rev. Mr. Preble, pastor of the Free Will Bap,
tist church in Houlton, has closed his labors in
that place and gone to Alva.
At the parish meeting of the Winthrop street
Universalist society of Augusta, held in the
church Sunday afternoon, to consider the resignation of Rev. C. It. Moor as pastor, resolves

called at the Tuileries after his coronation the
ex-loafer and inan-about-town didn’t know
them. Some of the provident courtiers that
are “crooking the pregnant hinges of the
knee” to our embryo monarch may also find
themselves, like Falstaif, ignored when their

were

princeling comes to the throne. “Prythee
rob me thy father’s exchecquer” is the spirit
in which many of them are paying their
mnrf

The

Portland, (Me.) Press desirous of
wamingLtlie law-makers of that State agaiust
the temptations of the lobby and the schemes

ms jitsi

paragraph appears in the Boston
is copied by the Bangor Whig.

public

will be

surprised

and

ministry
town

pained to

The Pine street M. E, church iu Portland
have been holding extra meetings during the
past three weeks, and t£e result has been a
number of conversions.
Their pastor is a
young man of marked ability, a scholar and a
devout Christian, full of zeal and good works.

They have

a large Sabbath
school, with an efficient corps of teachers. So rapid has been the
increase of this society, that their present quarters are very limited, and, as we are informed,
efforts are being made to build a larger church.

brigadiers of the militia. With the multitude
already bearing these titles in that State it must
be a, difficult matter to find the
privates unless
they form full companies of brigadiers and
make non-commissioned officers of
major
generals.

Cumberland County Conference, assembled
in tlie Congregational Church at Brunswick on

Tuesday forenoon, and elected Rev. L. Wiswell, Windham, Moderator, and Bev. J. J.
Bulfinch, Freeport, Soribe. The exercises were
opened with prayer by the Moderator. The Register, Bev. E. Bean of Gray, read the report
giving the statistics of the churches, and making up a generally .favorable state of affairs.
Questions arising out of the report were discussed by Revs. Messrs. Warren, Bean, Ilsley

Ezka. B. Fbench, formerly of Damariscotta, for many years past Second Auditor of the
Treasury Department is the man whose successor Col. Drew, late
Secretary of State, asto be.

Office seekers and the opponents of the
civil service are again reminded that several

and Richardson. The question up for discussion in the afternoon was—“Household
Baptism—Import of it and the duties of parents
and churches towards baptising children.” The
discussion was carried on by Prof. J. 8. Bewail,
Prof. Packard
and Bev. Mr. Byington of

small pox cases of a virulent character have
appeared in Washington.
The close vote, last night, jn the Railroad
on the prayer of the cities of Lewiston and Auburn, will greatly surprise parties
away from the capital. In that case, two cities,
with a population of twenty thousand, and a
business hardly second to any in the State—the
increase of which depends almost entirely upon

Committee

Brunswick, Rev. Mr. Bartlett of Yarmouth,
Pa.t
"8V-nr:_n" ir_i:_ _v 11
v

----

M

VU)

UUU

XXUUVUn

some difference existed as
to the true
state of facts all agree as to the importance of
the ordinance.
In the evening a sermon was
preached by Rev. M. H. Williams of Plymouth

and abundant transportation,—
are allowed to
bring a hill to thus avail themselves of its advantages, at their own
expense,
Vy only one majority in the Committee. It is
to be hoped that the
will
Legislature
promptly
pass the bill. If it does not, they had as well
supplement their action by a vote setting forth
hnnnraKla

I.

While

cheap, prompt

et——t inll

and Prof. Barbour gave

of the 1st Congregational church in Bridgton, and Bev. H. Kendall of Waterford, took
part in the exercises.

Gcv. Walker of Virginia has just made
five new major generals and twenty-three

Umt

sermon,

son

it was so

—

Congregational church in Oldon Tuesday 10th inst.
Bev. G. W. Field

preached by Rev. George Webber,
D.D., Presiding Elder of the Gardiner District
The pastor of the church, Bev. B. Grovenor,
Rev. G. F. Cobh of Eliot, Rev. K. Atkinson of
Oxford, Bev. A. Hatch of South Paris, Bev. A
B. lovewell of Bolster’s Mills, Bev, E. P. Wil-

painfully apparent that he
was taken to his residence by his friends.
It
is hoped that it is but temporary and induced
by a protracted season of ill-health.

***•

was

sermon was

dications for some weeks that have led his ini'
mediate associates to fear this, but Thursday

pires

nxr. narris

pastor,

The new Methodist meeting house in Bridgton was dedicated on Wednesday last. The

ta and so well known throughout the State,
is reported to be insane. There have been in-

public

ns

at the

preached the
the charge.

learn that Mr. Alanson B. Farwell of Augus-

in

as

salary of 84000 at Providence, but in
accepting the call reduced his own salary to
A Council on Monday met at the
83500.
church and dissolved the relation existing between him and the church.
Mr. William H. Band was ordained to the

Journal and
This is a very different matter from our alleged slander of Speaker Blaine. Here there
is an express declaration that our exact words
are quoted.
We shall be glad if either the
Whig orfthe Journal will cite the article in
which they occur.
If they cannot the latter
would do well to mend not only its manners
but its morals.
The

sermon,

offered a

of spectators, uses this
“gentle euphuism.”
“Members must resist the insidious approaches and golden arguments of the disciples of
fraud.”
The above

unanimously adopted expressing profound

regret at his resignation, and commendatory of
his work and character as a Christian minister
and citizen, and instructing the Executive
Committee to request him to withdraw his resignation nntil the close of the parochial year.
Rev. Mr. Harris preached to the High street
Congregational church in Auburn last Sunday,

Church, Portland, from Eph. 4, last eight
verses; subject, grieving the Holy Spirit,
The
devotional exercises were conducted by Rev.
Mr. Bartlett. On Wednesday from 9 to 10 A.
M. was held a prayer meeting, and then a discussion

took place upon the question—The
Christian Church—what it is—how it grows inMumna -hristian nurture,
ordinary means of
grace and revivals of religion.
The discussion was opened by Rev. Mr.
Abbott, of Yarmouth, and participated in by several other

hnSjr fco JJjg

development of manufacturing interests in
Maine; for as much as any other cause, high

rates of transportation retard the growth of industries in the interior of the State.

clergymen. In the afternoon, the sermon was
preached by Rev. Mr. Hincks of State Stree4
church, Portland, from the text 1 John, 3:2.
The Holy Communion was then administered
and the Conference adjourned.

The Conkling-Fenton feud did not
appear in
the Grand Army department
meeting at New
York as has been predicted. Gen. Woodford
denounced the statements of the Tribune and
World that it is a political organization while
the officers of last year with Gen.

Log Studies, the continuation of
“Wilfred Cumbermede” and “At His Gates,”
“How One Woman Kept Her Husband,” by
Saxe Holm, author of “Esther Wynn’s Love
Letters,” a sketch by Mrs. Greenough, “Christine Nilsson and her Maestro,” several poems,

iI

now turning eut three thousand yards of Cas! imeres, of fine quality, per weak, severely testag the capacity of its machinery. Mr. Taylor
J ontemplates
improving this property eonsider-

ner's Back

s

richly freighted.

the magazine, and is

Letter from Alfred.
Alfred, Jan. 17, 1872.
This is not one of the towns so often described by romantic writers, as nestling in the
bosom of an overshadowing mountain, or sitting majestically upon the banks of some broad
The most romantic by the utmost
river.
stretch of the imagination, could hardly find,
in this immediate vicinity, the mountain or the
river. But as a*place of residence, or for carrying on mechanical business, requiring but
little power, or by steam, it has many advantages. It is on the line of the P. & It. Railroad,
affording easy communication with all the busiThe village is pleasantly located
ness centres.

for criminals or for poor debtors, the worst of all criminals in public estimation may not be advisable, common humanity
demands that a proper regard should be had for
the comfort and health of those who are committed to jail on suspicion of being guilty of a
crime’ of which they may be able to prove
themselves innocent.
Mr. Mark Nowell of

nvinirAd

to

sum

Law Student”
by
Iligginson contributes “In a
Wherry.” The poetry is contributed by Mrs.
Piatt, William Ellery Channing and Miss
Phelps. “A Norse Stev” is by Hjalmar Hjorth
Boyesen, whose Scandinavian birth is beyond
question if there is anything in names. The
editorial departments are full, able and inter-

militia company then raised to defend the town.
The two days being added, Mr.
secured

a

warrant

for 160

Peabody

acres

of land.

The City is

Hays, is

at

hand.

its jou

pages is surprising. It contains a complete review of all that is new and
fresh in the medical profession, in this and other countries.
Published quarterly at $5 a year
by Henry C. Lea, Philadelphia.
The new theory of Tides by D. K.
Chase, Sentor for Waskington
County,is published by Hichard L. Gay & Co. Maine is to be
on

having a

man

congratulated
of profound scientific attain-

ments among her law-givers.
of tides only occupies twelve

phlet, but there
less.

is

a

good

His new theory
pages of a pamdeal in it, neverthe-

our

Banking and Currency
Committee says the Committee will
probably
report a bill later in the session, providing for
specie payments; but there is no prospect that
Congress will pass any measure looking to this
end, at the present session.

&

Harmon.)

Book Second of the Chronicles
of Gotham
has been published by G. W. Carleton &
Co.,
New York. It is, like the first
part, very
amusing, and the same dramatis personas are

The Springfield Republican speaks thus
approvingly of Mrs. Abby Sage Richardson’s
in
that
reading
city:
The program of the evening embraced quite
a number of selections that were
by no means

introduced.

Mrs. Jane Thurston has issued
from the press
of some Portland
publisher A New Art or
Principle in Law, “for settling national questions without war.” It is a
pamphlet of 30
pages, and is marked by the

easy to render, and which required refinement
of thought and careful culture of voice. That
both these were her
possession Mrs. Richardson
fully showed, and the impression which she
left was a very
one.
Her greater powpleasing
er seems to he rather in the
direction of tragedy
than comedy, and those selections
which contained the tragic element were most

legal subtlety,
logical argument and persuasive eloquence for
which “Jane the First” is
distinguished.
D. Appleton & Co., New York have
issued
the following: Ballads of Good
Deeds, by Henry
Abbey, is made up of the author’s contributions
;o nearly all our leading American
periodicals,
ind is dedicated to George Wm. Curtis.
Many
>f them have become popular favorites. There
s a wide
in
of
the
little
topics
range
volume,
:rom classic to modern, and from pastoral to
iriental. Mr. Abbey’s verse is far better than
iommon. David Copperfleld is the volume of
die “Handy-Volume Edition” of Dickens last

successfully

Mu. Shanks of the New York Tribune
walks
into Judge Barnard of the New York
Supreme
Court after this manner:—

published.

Bound in flexible cloth

covers and
lold at the very reasonable
price of 75 cents.
Pleasure, a holiday book of prose and verse,”
las a decidedly outre
appearance externally for
he publishers of
Darwin, Huxley and Spencer,
he designer of the
highly-colored paper cover
laving apparently taken his hint from the king
if diamonds or the
queen of hearts.
But it
lontains a variety of
pleasing matter, the selecmns being from
Hood, Kingsley, Swinburne,
ilrs. Norton and other well-known
English
To “Appleton’s Illustrated
! rriters.
Library of
tomance” has been added Mohammed All
( nd His Home, a historical romance
by L.

!

luhlbach, translated by Chapman Coleman'
’aper covers. Price SI.
(For sale by Bailey
i t Noyes.)
Scribner's Monthly for February is rich in il1 lstrations, having over
fifty soft, clear and
fell executed
engravings. It has the second
aper on the Yellowstone, an
interesting and
ally illustrated paper on the Mormons, an aricle on the Banking System, a renewal of War-

And all kinds of

V

county

Extra

!

by

be carried on by steam. There has been considerable talk about a shoe
manufactory, and I have
no doubt a liberal
policy would be adopted by
the town as an inducement for
capitalists to invest here.
C,
can

robbed of

Miss

OUR

Will be

-Will return to

NO.

335

Where he will keep

jnlie

n

HOSIERY,

IMITATION
I

HAIR GOODS,

UMBRELLAS,

EDGINGS,

ol Thread

FANCY GOODS,

CUTLERY,
PLATED WARE,

JEWELRY,
MILLINERY,
DRESS GOODS,
4

OTH,

BEAYER C

TOWELS,
CORSETS,

STREET,
AND THE

full

I4>/ihha>

or'

:
line of

ten thousand articles

WHICH

WITH

THE

COGIA HASSAN STORE

MAINE.

WAS

N«

This

entire

PACKED!

stock will be

closed ont

Jyll

SN

any

S.

Tlfe’
Jan20dltAw3w

WE

SHALL

RUSH

OFF

ALL THESE GOODS
FOR

WHAT

BRING?

WILL

THEY
1
1

AND

!

THEN

BUY

—•

AN

CARRYING

iBjurious compound-

BOND STREET, N.
1Y

FRESH

NEW

STOCK!

Y

Halardaj, Jan. lOth.
Immediately after the arrival of the Train
previous day from Montreal.
89 ARM ATI AN,

Capt. Wylie,
Saturday, January* 27.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (ac
cording to accommodations).$70 la
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H. <& A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage Inward and outward, and to
Sight Drafts on Euglaud for small amounts apply t
JAMES L. FARMER,
No*3 bxM* Street.
WY
Portland, Dec. 5-tf

STUTTERING !
CURED.
PROF. LIBBY,

AYERS,

CUSTOMERS

Late of the School of

DRS. WHITE AND
Will open

-AT-

Additions to the Stock
will be
made at once, making the assort-

NO.

PORTLAND,

r.

patient

tirely cured.

*

_

ouiis,

auu

A.

J.

Comrade

Sals bury,

Will appear “Ou the
AT
,

Post 173,

Trail,”

jyl6sn

It

a

Skirmish line to meet him."
By Order 300,000 more.

EEA A PERRINS’ SAUCE,
Pronounced by Connoisseurs

The
It Itn

COUNTY.

J

Only Oood Sauce.”

appetite
dlgestiuu, and It is unriva ed lor Its flavor.
We are directed by Messrs LKa & PERRINS to
P rosecute ail parties making or vending counterfeits
JOHN DUNCAN’S SONS,
augl2snCm
Agents, New York.
roves

GEO. C. ROBINSON & CO.,

MUSIC HALL,

>n Friday and Saturday Ermine*. Jan.
nary 19th and JOth.
“Throw ont

m

f

j

A

[A

A

O £
'2
THE

j

PROPRIETORS OF

Sedalia City Mo.

At Lowest Prices.

ALBION

COGIA HASSAN
Uti*

and

190 middle,
6
Janl2

STORE,

?'«•*

department, thus insuring
Latest Styles and good fitting Garments to the large number who
are sure to call.
ting

jn2

Is

4w

CHARLES HI. HAWKES,

EN COURAGE

own

manufacture, I would call sped*! attention to

my assortment of

Pertlnad .tlunicipnl,.

Slate af

furnish In any style of upholstering,
with coverings of the finest
quality of
can

Plush,Rich Patterns of Striped Terry*, the best quality of all Wool
Cloth and
Terrys, Hair
French Lasting*.

0.,

Rockland aid R.R,..

0^

Portland &

SIDEBOARDS,
ETEGERLS

SWAN A BARRETT,

—--

Temple Streets.

GROWTH

IT

DARK

The COCOAINE hold., In
proportion of deodorized

!

OF

AND

AND

OLOSSY.

liquid form,

a

a

largo

COCOA-NUT Oil.,
PREPARED

With my facllites for

EXPRESSLY FOR THIS

OTHER

NO

MANUFACTURING AND PRODUCING,

which so exactly
the human hair.
MM m
eodly

_For salebyalI_Druggtoe.

HALFORD

LEICESTERSHIRE
TABLE

FURNITURE!

'1’He

IX

NEW ENGLAND

Beat

SAUCE

Sauce

and

Relinh :

Made In any part of the World

To niy Mauls and patrons, I return mv
sincere
thanks for their yery liberal patronage, and hope by
strict atentlon to business to merit the same in
the
future. I shall be pleased to see auy of
my friends
and patrons at my Warorooms, and will take
pleasure
In showing my extensive stock, which is one
of the
Iwst in the Country
For Spring trade I shall
otter a
* huge line
C
#t
lower prices than have been
market.

FOR
r°

1<E

HAD

FAMILY
OF

ALL

CLASS

FIRST

NINE

offer"” in'thls

USE.
UROCEUS

Portland by

For Sale in

^SooK AgliVofmv^e

At

NEV1.NR.

a u ns.

GEO. A. WHITNEY,
.No.* 56 Exchange St.,

A
IRKKCH

new

lot ot fine English

AND

IH’ZZLB

DOUBLE

And Over 5*4 and 54,
STREET.

PURPOSE.

COMPOUND

poxctwea the peculiar properties
mit the various conditions of

prepared to sell my goods on the most favorable
terms, and at the very lowest market prices.
Having greatly enlarged my Ware
Rooms, can now exhibit one
of the most complete
and finest assortments of

am

J ust

LOADINU

GUN8!

received per steamer, to be sold
©.

L. BAILEY, 48

Very Low

Exchange

tV" sign of the “Golden Rifle."

NOTICE.

!

8t.

no24eodtf sn

LIVE BAIT !

i*r

PRIVATE REHEARSAL of the Haymakers
will take place this Wednesday evening, at the
festry. A lull attendance is requested at precisely
1-2 o’eiock, to go through with all the work.

4

CHARLES M. HAWKES,

Exchange St.

Jan 17-dlt

PICKED

THE

AND RENDERING

rniuira

STATES!

MIDDLE

STREET.

BEAUTIFYING THE HAIR,

County Bonds

Found

N’o

•BURNETT’S COCOAINE,

IN THE

prices
yield lO to 19
cent. Interest. A very desirable
FOR
security for Investment.

the street one gold chain, with
charms attached. The owner can have the same
by calling at this office and paying charges. jalldSt

niDDLK

FOR PROMOTING

CHAMBER SETS

BELOW
Jan13

}l|

oc23sn mwf

MODERN STYLE AND FINISH !

Ponce for New York.
Jan 15, lat 33 07, Ion 77, sch Ella M Pennell, 10 days
from St Marys for New York, (with loss of jibboom
and sails split.)

«•,

Bankers and Brokers,
lOO

OF THE MOST

SPOKEN.
Jan 10, lat 32 35, Ion 73 40, sch J K Lawrence, from

8. ©old,

..

DRESSING TABLES,
HAT TREES,
*
CENTRE AND
LIBRARY TABLES,

I

K.

..

WARDROEBS,

[Latest by European steamers.]
Cld at Liverpool 4th inst, Annie Kimball, Stinson
New Orleans.
Off Brixham 4th, Mary G Reed, Sfcorer, from Havre
for New Orleans.
Oft* North Foreland 5th, Jennie Prince, Priucc, ftn
Sunderland for Now Orleans.
Off Deal 3d, Ukraine, Melcher, from Rotterdam for

up in

Ogdraabarg

FOR SALE BY

UNITED

0t<

St. Lonia,

SECRETARIES,

--

#)<

Raise,.

Portland * Rochester R. R.,.

My WAliltT CHAMBER SETS, embrace
new ami original
designs, and the best finish in
this market. I am offering besides

Hook

g,,

aid R. R.,.

Portland

PARLOR SUITS!
Which I

Mariner, Durgin, do.

and

street.
dis3w

BONDS!

Almon Rowell, Atherton, for
Philadelphia or Portland ; J Polledo, Dyer, for North of Hatteras.
Ar at Cardenas 8th, barque
Endeaver, Mountfort,
Portland; brigs G W Chase, Bacon, do; 11th, Mary C

28

Exchange

AN

January 10,1*72.

Portland Manufactures

Bars tow, Marseilles; 10th, brigs E C Redman, Redman, New York: sch Old Chad, Mculintock, Cardenas; 12th, Geo Gilchrist, Hart, Portland.
Sid 6th, barque C S Rogers, Dickerson, Baltimore;
9th, brigs Antilles, Thestrup, Las Tunas and North
of Hatteras; 11th, sch Old Chad, McClintock, for
Charleston; 12th, J Polledo, Dyer, Matanzas, and
North of Hatteras.
Ar at Matanzas 6th, brigs Adelaide, Wilson, Fernandina; 8th, brig Geo S Berry, Bradley, New York;
9th, barques Jane Adaline, Hutchinson, Troon, and
cld 11th for Havana; Genevie M Tucker,
Tucker,
Glasgow; 10th, brig F I Henderson, Henerson,Troon
and cld lltb for Havana.
In port 11th inst, brigs Jeremiah, Ford, for North
of Hatteras; Hyperion,
Woodbury, for New York;

dclltf Is

bonds

These Bonds are issued for internal improvements
The kel.li. City to pay for
introducing water int.
the city upon the -‘Holly plan,” and the
Living..
*•* f.nty Bend, for
Bridge improvement!
within the County, and like ail the Bonds which 1
oflfer are purely BONDS of the
City and of the Coun
ty respectively. Parties seeking both a safe and re
munerattve Investment will do well to examine them
The Sedalia City Bonds bear lo per cent. Interest
have semi-annual coupons which, as also the
principal, are payable at the Bank of America, New York
Particulars furnished on application either in person
or by mail. Government Bonds
received in exchange

PRINCE,

Long and favorably known as one
of the Best Cntters in New
England, will be employed in the cut-

uuraui,

which

p- m-

Livingston Co. Mo. Bonds.

Testings, Tailor’s Trimmings, &c.,

i>lCDOIS, ior
New York, ldg; Mary A Marshall, Wright, for do do;
Sarah, Tihbetts, and Ella, Oliver, for Boston, ldg;
Hester A Blanchard,
Shawmut, Lord, ior
Hardy, for Antwerp; Pbilena, Chase, from Portland,
ar Nov 28; Reuniou, Tucker, from do. ar Nov
17, for
New York; Tarquin, Taylor, from Brunswick, Ga,
ar Nov 14; brig Annie W Goddard, Johnson, for Boston,'ldg; Sparkling Water, Dahl, from Rio Janeiro,
ar Nov
and others.
Ar at Montevideo Nov 17, barques Nellie May, Blair
Montreal; 22d,Tatay. Morse, Portland; 26th, Sami E
Spring, Small, New York; 29th, Sami B Hale, Mat-

SALE at

to u

ALSO

New York.

Western City and

m-

a-

unstness Salts I

WINTER AND
SPRING OVERCOATS

Sid ftn Newport 2d inst, Brunswick, Allen, for
Havana.
Ar at Genoa 30th ult, Valencia, Small, New York.
Ar at Havre 1st inst inst, Cathedral, Nickerson, fm
New Orleans.

R., ATTENTION!

STREET

UK.

Where he will treat and cure all earn of Hesitatiui
of the speech, or
Stuttering, in from 30 to 60 davs.
The Prof. wtU take no pay until the
'is en

FOR

me

CONGRESS

209

complete.

CLOTHS,
X

OATMAN,

School,

a

JANUARY 23d,

EXCHANGE STREET

T1 *

w

—OR—

to continue their liberal
patronage
at the same store,

ment

WA

STAMMERING.

the

Would Invite their

50

th<

of

by the steamship

To be followed

STOCK!

Petre;

Steamship

The

A¥ER^,

COOK &

THK

United State, nail..

NORTH AMERICAN, Capt. Miller,
will leave this port for Llveri»ool on

New York.
1

Bankers,

Passengers Booked to London
derry ana Liverpool.
Heturn Ticket*-*
granted at Reduced Rates.

CEO. H. LIBBY,
«West Buxton.

w4

H.

Cld at H&lifax 15th Inst, brig Springbok, Malstrom,
Portland.
Ar at St John. NB, 17th inst, sch Maggie Quinn,
Foster, Portland.
Cld 17tb, sch S J Gilmore, Rich, Cardenas.

ENTIRELY

in person

Nassau Street, New York.

23
is

Canadian and

a few pure blood
My stock Hogs I
celebrated breeder,
Dlood Hog tor ser-

Having Bought

VINEYARD-HAVEN
Ar 17th, sch
Lookout,
Thompson, Portland for Baltimore.
At 18th, schs Ida Ella, Smith, and Emma W Dav
Clark, New York for Boeton.
BOSTON—Cld 18th, barque R A Allen. Tarr, New
Orleans; schs Geo V Richardson^(Br) Chalmers, for
Portland, to load for St John, NB; Rebecca Florence
Rich, Portland, to load for Philadelphia; Belle, Crowell, do, to load for Baltimore.
Ar 19th, sch Atlantic, Alexander, Campo Bello.
Cld 19th, sch Albert, French, Calais

Griffin,do; 9th, Sandy

apidication

on

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.

J

BALTIMORE—Ar 17th, schs A F Ames, Achorn,
Savannah.
Sid 17th, sclis Maggie D Marston, Marston, Cuba;
R C Thomas, Crockett, Savannah; Sunbeam, Gilley,
Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 17th, sch Louisa A Johnson, Mahlman, St John, NB.
Also ar 17th, barque Commerce, Zabraska, London.
CM 17th, barque Send, Wilson, Nisita; schs Hattie
Ellen, Dix, Kingston, Ja; Mary & Eliza, Crowell, for
Savannah.NEW YORK—Ar 17th, barque Union, Safford, Providence ; sch Belle, Simpson, Bridgeport.
Cld 17th, barque Cardenas, Sundberg, for Havana;
brig Moses Day; Crosby, Matanzas; schs M A Witham, Rogers, Port au Prince ; Keokuk, Gates, for
Mansanilla.
Passed through Hell Gate 17th. barque
Marathon,
Donnell, from Port Johnson for Boston; sch Senator
Grimes, Pliilbrook, Port Johnson for Portland.
NEWPORT—In port 17th, schs Wg* Arthur,Hutchinson, aud M C Hart, Delay, Portland for New York;
F P Frye, Alexander, Camden for do; Celeste A Hendrick, Greenlaw, Baltimore for Belfast.
Also in port, barque J G Norwood,
Harkness, Providence for Baltimore.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 18th, sch Hastings, Chase,

John

any future financial

as

to

CROCKETT,

naddirectly from Dr. Cutter,the
at Warren, Mass.
I keep a pure

New York.

York; 7th, barque

Natural

or

certain

are as

Apples!

subscriber offers for sale,
THE
ChesUir Pigs for breeders.

SAVANNAH—Ar 17th, ship Southern Rights,Weymouth, Li^rpool; brigs Jas Davis, from Baltimore;
Selma, Cienfnegos.
SATILLA—Ar 8th, barque Albert, Reed, Savannah; brig F H Jennings, Sears, New York.
Cld 1st, schs Cora Etta, Sleeper, Cardenas; Koret,
Crocker, Curacoa.
GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar 10th, schs Samuel Fish,
Teel, Boston; Kolon, Jasper, Fernaudina.
NORFOLK—Ar 15th, brig Ramirez, Bernard, from

uanjuis

of the

enterprises, and the prompt

ALLAN LINE!

Chester Pigs for Sale !

PENSACOLA—Ar 13th inst, ship Mount Pleasant,
Si>ear, Galway, I.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 12th, sch J C Libby,
Libby,
J

C/um

as

well be.

janlfid&w3m

ALSO

UPPER

Freeman Clark.
MOBILE—Cld 11th, sch William Slater, Watts, for

ill WV11 iiu*

none

OR TO

_new
To Let!
part of House^No. 5 Mechanic st; 5 rooms,
rent 910 per month. Inquire at house, or of
R. ABBOTT,
ja20-lw
170, Opp. foot of Exchange st.

New York.
Sid 13th, ship

a

attended with

PORTLAND, MAINE.

85 COMMERCIAL STREET.
Jan->0
lw*

thews, Portland; 27th, ships Premier, Merrithew, fm
Montreal; 29th, Atalanta, Eastman, Cardiff.
Sid 22d, brig Amy A Lane, Carver, New York.
In port Nov 30, brig Clytie, Dow, for New York,
ldg; and others.
Ar at Rio Janeiro Nov 28, ship Geo Skolfleld, Merriman, Liverpool.
Sid fm Guantanamo 29th ult, sch Mabel F Staples,
Coffin, New York.
Sid ftn Cienfuegos 4th inst, barque Lucy Frances,
Upton, Pensacola.
Ar at Havana 5th inst, brig Neponset, Strout, New

IMMEDIATELY

instantaneous;

Factory, 16
D&W

J.

to A E Stevens

Boston.
Cld 12th, brig Isaac Carver, Shute, Point
13th, sch E V Glover, Ingersoll, New York.

are

SWAN & BARRETT,

Bodies made to Order.

Choice Lot

27j

is the best in the world—perreliable and
no disridiculous tints or disagreeable odor
Wm. A. Batchelor’s Hair Dve produc-

....

can

by ma,[.

oj

J. F. MAYO, No. 7 Casco St.

Liverpool;

/"i *1 n o a o

j o I i &JL

Marriage.

genuine
1
IMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or
esfrown,
leaves the hair clean; sof,t beautiful; dees not
.*.

Friday,

principal,

event

All Order* promptly attended t*. Jyaoeodtf

At Bombay 9th ult, ships Tabor, Otis, from Liverpool, ar Nov 25, for Calcutta; P Pendleton, Pendleton, for Cochin and Colombo.
Cld at Genoa 30th ult, barque Walter, Stinson, for
Trapani, to load for Boston.
Ar at Queenstown 17th inst, ship J L Hale, Pike,
Baker’s Island, and sailed for Hamburg.
Sid ftn Buenos Ayres Nov 12, barque Serene, Oliver

jan20sntf

SuUJ «tgi°sts!ead

Carriage

FOREIGN PORTS.

to business and honhis old friends and former cus-

Dye

FOB SALE.

Brig

me usual varieties.

no

AM
AM

New York.

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.
j appointment;
rhe

They

safe.

—

treatment. New and remarkable remedies. Books
ind Circulars free, in scaled envelopes
A rid ram
TOWARD ASS°CIATI°N, No. 2 South
Philadelphia,
novlsnd3m

This superb Hair

&

PH/ETON BODIES:

1AO.

Fall River.

LACES,

Happy Relief for Young Men from the effects
if errors and abuses in early Be.
Manhood restored,
impediments to marriage removed. New method of

ectly harmless,

do not hesitate to recommend these Bonds

GENERAL AGENTS,

DOfflESnc PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 16th, barque Columbia,
Mayhew, Newcastle, NSW.
N EW ORLEANS—Cld 13th, ship
George Hurlbut
Mason, Cork.
Ar at SW Pass 13th, brig R B Gove, Harkness, fin

REAL AND

1

the first of April and October,

on

payment of the interest, and the final payment of

Of the late firm of

Spt

for $1,000 each, have torty years to

FIRST-CLASS

Barque Commerce, at Philadelphia from London,
had rough weather the eutire passage and lost and
split sails, sprung a leak and threw part of the cargo

KID GLOYES,

only

W. B. SHATTUCK A CO, Banker*

dock for examination.

WOOLEN GLOYES,

8000 Dozen

payable

unusually

seen

old.

his old Store,

Pa._

be

can

Brig Winfield, from Cardiff for Cienfuegos, has put
back leaky, and with loss of anchor, and will go into

■.

I

Agents far the sale of the
Bonds of the Portland &
Ogdensburg R R
sn
jn3

!

Monday

Bridgton News says the Bear River
Mills, IlarrisoD, Mr. Taylor, proprietor,

iTwnciiiiri'

unsold is

them should make im-

want

at the FALMOUTH HOTEL each
8 to 9, from 1 to 2 p. m., and from 6 to
7 p. m. He will be pleased to see any parties in relation to Pianos, that may favor him with a call.
Persons desiring a really line Piano, at a moderate
price will do well to give him a call.
Jan20-4t

MEMORANDA.
Br sch MRG, from St John, NB for Boston, which
got ashore in York Narrows, has been got off and
taken into Bass Harbor. She was sold by auction to
Capt Geo Reed, for $800; the sails, rigging, cables,
anchors, &c, were sold to other parties for $1,231.
The vessel registered 124 torn* and was four years

HANDKERCHIEFS,

York!

On

He

Sch Margie, McFadden, Matanzas—J D Lord.
Sch J C Koker, Taylor, Boston—Chas Sawyer.

DAMASKS,

THIS HOUSE is established*for the transaction of
General Banking Business.
DEPOSITS received subject to check at
sight. Interest at the rate of Pour per cent, per annum allowed on all Daily Balances. Accounts rendered and iuerest credited monthly.
CERTIFICATES "IF DEPOSIT issued
bearing interest as by agreeme
and available at
maturity In
Portland, Boston or New York.
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts,
Coupons, and
Dividends made in all parts of the United States and
Canada.
DEALERS in Government and other Investment
Securities and in Gold and Silver Coin.
STERLING BILLS drawn on
Englnnd, Scotland
and Ireland. Sight bafts on
Paris, Berlin and other
European cities, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
Gold and Currency Drafts on Boston and New
APPROVED Commercial Bills purchased.
FACILITIES afforded fbr the transaction of the
Special as well as the General Business of correspondents.

handling

ft oolen

A

a

a

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTV.

CUMBERLAND

a

are

morning from

Sch E E Sampson, Price, Boston.
Sch Mary Louise. Simpson, Boston.
Sch Alice M Gould, Farren, Beaver Harbor, NB—
frozen herring for a market.
CLEARED.
J W Hennessey, (Br) Hennessey, Arroyo PR—

DOMESTICS,

NECK-TIES

PORTLAND,

The Lewiston Journal says the
City Mills
burned Thursday, at Danville Junction, will
not be rebuilt by the
present owners—much to
e r®sret,
especially of the people in its vicini*
ty- The mill has done a very large business,
about 150,000 bushels of grain per anThere were burned in the mill about
oOOO bushels of best white
wheat, valued at
about $2 per bushel, 500 bushels of
corn, 100
bushels of meal, 100 barrels of
flour, the equivalent of 50 to 80 barrels
being
just ready to be
barreled, besides a large quantity of middlings
shorts, &c. The stock of corn m the mill was
unusually low—there beiug several car loads for
the null on the track at the J
unction, which
was just
being carted to the mill. The loss of
the mill will be felt
at
especially this season, as
there were hardly gram mills
enough, with it,
to supply the demand.

The

1/10*

small

and bear interest at the rate of 7 per cent. i**»

We

JANUARY 33d, 34th dc 35th.

Crowell, Boston, to load for Baltimore.
Sch Rebecca Florence, Blah, Boston, to load lor
Philadelphia.
Sch Baltic, Parker, Boston, to load for New York.

.*

i

remaining

the amount

as

so

seldom in the market.

Full particulars furnished

PrldayRIau. 19.
ARRIVED.
Steamer New Brunswick, Pike, St John, NB, via

_

BLANKETS,

J. B. BROWN & SONS,
BANKERS,

NEWS.

Almanac..January

per mile.

mediate application.

>

.KMif.lt- IS HARI* '■»

stock of

a

Wednesday, Thursday

PORT OP PORTLAND,

I

are

$1,018,000, parties who

the

MARINE NEWS.

Honing by diligent attention

that

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.
[From our Correspondent.]
Mr. Lewis Johnson, our new
Sheriff, bids fair
to be a popular officer.
Oats are selling in Houlton at 55 cents.
Very
few come over from the
Provinces, as it will not
pay to enter them at the Custom House.
Mr. Stickuey, of the Sunrise, is on a visit to
Augusta, to look after his net amendment to
to the Aroostook Railroad bill.
Frank Stetson of Hodgdon, the brakeman
who was so severely injured on the E. & N. A.
Railway is better, with a fair prospect of recovery.
Theodore Addington of Hodgdon, while at
work in Baskehegan woods last
Saturday, was
by falling from a tree that had
»everely_injured
lodged, while he was attempting to cut it off.
Last
morning Mrs. James* Starrett
if Hodgdon, died very
suddenly. She was ill
out two or three hours.
Iota.

Miniature

THAN COST

$18,500

I both principal and into* eat being payable in gold in

.New York.. Liverpool.Jan 24

rises.7,23 I Moon sets...3.15
Sun sets...4,38 | High water. 7.30

with all the desirable

formerly,

amount,

The Bonds

WILL BE IN THE CITY

,1a.-.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 27

7,

about

uncertainties of projected

DATE

Sun
I.ESS

POPULAR

than 50 percent, above its in-

finished lines, so certain to pay and tor

upon
an

more

;

His motto will be as usual, “QUICK SALES
AND SMALL PBOEITS7”

Sir Samuel Baker is well near Khartoum. The
English surveyors at Soudan have nearly finished their labors. The Herald
expedition received great assistance from the Khedive officials.
A maiden lady of twenty-six
summers, belonging to a good family of ample means, living near St. Louis, is infatuated with the idea
that she is the destined wife of the Grand Duke
Alexis, and is following him whereever she
can.
At last accounts she was at
Omaha,
waiting his return from the buffalo hunt.

STATE

as

I

GORHAM PIANOS

Calabria..New York. .Liverpool.Jan 31

AiM tt

! ,T )/../■, ID

DRY AND FANCY GOODS,

est dealing, to meet
tomers.

FOR

portion of the road opened for buslm^H

New York.

Wlscousiu.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 24
Lastle.New York. .Havana.Jan 25
JJ?ro
City of Parle.New York. Liverpool.Jan 27
Austrian.Portland
Liven ool.Jan 27
Columbia....New York.. Liverpool.Jan 27
VlUe de Parte--- .New York., Havre.Jan 27
City of Brooklyn.. .New York. Liverpool.Jan 27
Nevada.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 31

35 TO 95 PER CENT.

ABOUT JANUARY 93d.

politically,
badly disappointed.
me

J®va

cents per lb.

CONGRESS

lujiu

FROM

new

able to

is

While Railroad Bonds may be plenty, those

annum,

—

dTsTROUT.

MR. L.

I

I

DEPARTURE OP OCEAN STEAMERS

Bold at (tom

& CO.,
384 Congress Street.

OF

•'

wloil

OF THE

in most

as

that the Company

The amount of the mortgage is very moderate,

6th.

MR. C. L GORHAM,
MANUFACTURER

uses.

liabilities.

7th.

I

i.i

1 nwoTi

ioi

North American.. ..Portland—Liverpool.Jan 20
Anglia..New York.. Glasgow.Jan 20
Atlantic.New York.. Liverpool..Jan 2*
Hecla.....New York. .Liverpool.Jan 20
City of Antwerp —New York Liverpool.jan go
Mcrrimac.New York. .Rio Janeiro.. .Jan 23

DAVIS

LINE

5th. The

last year, earned

Jan. H, Mr. Charles C. Coombs, aged
^

SAME

argument Is required,

to show

8th. That

years 9 months.
In Bowdoln, Jan. 15, Beulah Mosely, aged 83 veers
10 months.
In Lisbon, Jan. 9. Mrs. Susan
Rogers, relict of the
late Chas. Rogers, aged 69 years.

.b'ilmt’W lioll

)

our

«a#,.

for domestic

as

a

manu-

build it.

PIANO FORTES!
,J.

well

as

no

enterprises,

being only

.,jt,

the shortest road to the cele-

built

increasing market in Chicago, In the

and

money,

CABINET ORGANS!

...

$10,000 per mile per

over

paying large and regular dividends.

are

The road is done, wen equipped, and earning

4th.

terest

Jan. 15, Eunice Snow, aged 71 years
13th, Angelette Purington, aged 21 years.
In Topshain, Jan. 16, Mr. Mark R. Nash, aged 33

INJURED AND UNINJURED

NELSON & CO„

“if Gen’l Grant, with all the
persistency which
carried him through the
Wilderness, urges on
the Civil Service Reform, he
may count surely
upon having all thexorrupt politicians in Congress against him, but he will grow
‘day by day
in favor with God and man.’
According to General Pleasanton, who collected the tax on them, there were
1,332,246,000
cigars used in the United States last year. This
one billion, three hundred and
thirty-two million and two hundred and
forty six thousandcigars w’ere undoubtedly retailed at 10 cents a
piece. So we smoked up in this country last
year, #133,224,600 worth of tobacco.
Gen. Hancock is in New
York, but he will
not submit to be “excavated”
and
are

•»

and

Jan 16-new 614 wit

In Brunswick,
71 years.
In Brunswick,

J

Norton Black, 907 Congress Street.
Jan 20-sn3t

blanket.
The Hartford (Conn.) Ccmrant
says truly that

-'vis
«
aavi.hu irna auviccB irom

*

New Style, in Lace and Linen Cellars.

the Indian
Chief, was present to greet the Duke Alexis,
and she carried away all her
presents in her

the Agent of the

Lewiston.
In Springvale, Jan. 10, by Rev. Wm. H.
Yeoman,
Dea. James Sayward, of Shapleigh, anti Mrs. Sarah
Collins, of Springvale.

•,'.

/>

OUR ASSORTMENT OF HAMBURG EDGINGS
IS COMPLETE.

Spotted Tail, daughter of

TT

18

has again been replenished
shades of the season.

positive

interviewers

g

TO OAT.

UNTIL FEB. 1.

It is proposed to move a resolution in the
legislature declIHng Tweed’s place vacant if that
gentleman does not present himself, and in the
latter case liis expulsion will be moved. The
election committee at
Albany have summoned
Tweed to appear before the 25th inst.
A Washington dispatch states that
Secretary
Robeson will positively marry Mrs. Aulick on
the 23d. All marriages should be of a

character.

>

■;

-A.T REDUCED PRICKS,

#120,000.

to

THE

Ladies’ Ready-Made Undergarments!

whereby

some

Raisins

Booksellers,

MAHON & HAMLIN

In North Yarmouth. Jan. 18, by Rev. B. P. Snow,
Cyrus Fendenion, of Bldclefbnl, and Miss Maggie A.
Hamilton, of North Yarmouth.
In South
Brldgton, Jan. 17, Stephen E. Hlmball, of
S. B., and Miss Frank Whitney, of Denmark.
In East Livermore, Jan. 11, Capt. Sam'l B. Washburn, sixth son of Israel Washburn, and Addle B.
Reade, only daughter of the late Hon. S. B. Reade, of

LINENS,

Wo shall continue to sell

The Times says that further frauds have been
discovered in the Department of Public Works
growing out of a contract for iron pipes conduct
ed under the auspices of Tweed
the

by letter

& Co.
Sch Belle,

in

large

_DIED.

LADIES’ UNDERWEAR.

The latter stated in his remarks, that
now where he had been
long wishing to

was

Cooking

or

of the

one

brated Block Coal Mines, whose products have

THE CELEBRATED

FOR

road,

mainly with

the State, where all the old road*

of

They have

3d.

NOYES,

Qhickering Pianos,

Wood-Turning.

MARRIED.

CITY TEA STORE.

P. C.
ja20dsntf

Items.

brother.

city

„•'. /«

.•

Choicest Layer Raisins,
17 centB tier lb.
Extra Muscatel Raisins,
20 cents per lb.
14 cents per lb.
Very Best Currants,
Or four lbs. for 50 cents.
Prime Molasses
45 centB per gal.
Extra Molasses,
tiO cents per gal.
90 cents per gal.
Hlgbgrade Syrup,
Kerosene Oil,
35 cents per gal.
Pea Beans,
10 <H> 12 cts. qt.
Prime Flour—warranted, $9.50
Best Flour in use,
10.50
EF*Flour In Bags at low rates, together with all
kinds of goods which are warranted to be of the
very
beet quality and give perfect
satisfaction, or goods
may be returned and money refunded.
300 quarter-boxes Layer Raisins to arrive on
Monday, Jan. 22, which we will sell at 85 cents per
box—20 per cent, less than wholesale prices.

At the State

he was

***'

fliMI
€0!VTINUE8

•"

MONEY!

Family Stores, usually kept

AGENTS

these

to

first class

a

first-class manner,

a

Chicago are earning

Annum, and

run,

Granulated Sugar,
12$ cents per lb.
Demarara Sugar,
11$ cents per lb.
Superior Yellow Sugar,
10 cents per lb.
Prime Oolong Tea,
00 cents per lb.
Superior Ooloug Tea,
78 cents per lb.
Best Oolong Tea imported, 1.00 per lb.
iMrne Japan Tea,
no p. Hr.
Best Japan imported.
1.10 per lb.
Best Breakfast Teas,
1.00 per lb.
COFFEES!
Raw.
Roasted.
Old Government Java,
32
38
Choice Rio,
28
30
Male Berry Coffee,
30
GOODS IN GENERAL
Prime Cooking Raisins,
12$ eents per lb.

!

and

portions

experienced in

person

Eastprot.
Sch Phenix, Dodge, Boston—iron

PRICE LIST

The remains of several buildings destroyed
by
Still remain undisturbed and will,
probably,
until a new impeteus is given to business
the

*

I

/<

PURCHASING YOUR

FOREST

a

it in

facture of iron,

16-d3t*

STORE,

.ftrtllxji'Hr

Mr. Jefferson Lewis of

first class Grocery at the

fire

*..v

The Poems of Celia Thaxter are
published in
nice, prettily bound little volume by Hurd &
Houghton, New York. The mechanical execution of the book is
worthy of the fine poetry
which it contains. (For sale
by Loring, Short

COGIA HASSAN

TEAS, COFFEES,
flour, sugar, molasses,

the expenses would be far less. They value
their estate at #100,000, which amount would
enable them to purchase a large tract of land in
the West, where the
surrounding influences are
not so liable to lead away their members.

introduction of manufacturing that

Apply personally

I

\-

commenced.

BY

Into

PORTLAND, ME.,

CHANCE

ldre

relation

2d. They have built their road through
richest

which he may be qualified.

's

*•«»•»<** l l

SPECIAL NOTICES.

ing been reduced from near 200 to about 60.—
They are a vety industrious, quiet, law-abiding
in

'■

way vu

YOUR

the promisee
TENNEY.

V.un| Men’. Christian Association

Mr- Blaino's little son, about three years of
dangerously ill with intermittent fever, which has been
unusually prevalent
at Washington, since the public improvements

one

none worse

*"*!«"**

•»■

Jan

age, is said to be

SAVE

A.

a'so willing to do any miscellaneous work lor

machine for edging boards; Simon H. Richardson, Bangor, sawmill; William P. Rix, Rockland, windlass for vessels.

pairs
pants
market. They have

me

a

hold their church nronertv
The Chairman of the

outrage against

by

journal in

Washington Matters.—The report of the
Special Committee on Southern Outrages will
be presented in both Houses of
Congress early
next week.
Senator Scott was prepared to rebut
the
port long ago,
Democratic members of
the Committee did not seem to be able to
agree
upon a report. The latter had a final conference Thursday night and determined what
course to pursue, and will now be
prepared to
report.
It is said that if Mr. Sumner’s Civil
Rights
bill passes its operation will invalidate the
tenure
by which sundry colored congregations

the Catholic religion.

illustrated magazine, the

It is one of the very best
medical publications in the
The
country.
ground covered by the present number of the

Mr.

Under the Republican government of Thiers
three officers of the National Guard have
been
condemned to three months prison each for
singing the Marseillaise in a cathedral in Persignan the day that the Republic was declared.
The prosecutor considers it an

new

which has been issued by
Company, New York. It
typographically and its engravings are of the highest order. Its contributors are such men as
Greeley, Sumner, Stedman, Bellows and other prominent writers.
The January number of the American Journal of the Medical Sciences, edited
Isaac

actually-

Georgia papers publish the official count of
the votes cast in that State
for Governor at the
late special
election, showing that James M.
Smith, the Democratic candidate, received
39,905 votes. The Republicans had
no candidate
but ‘here were 100
scattering votes. Not onefourth the usual vote of the State was east.

a

the American News
is a great success

The telegraph made Mr. Lebroke of the
House say that the Press was far from
right
in making a certain statement when he

iiltjdatecl?aSe

a

January number of

bers, 1ft returned it, declining to sign on the
ground that he desires to remain independent
for the present.

I believe you lie in
insinuating it of any man;
I know and will prove you lie in
insinuating
such slanders of me. R you will make
yourself responsible at law for the slanderous inuendo you have hissed like a snake, and which
you have not shown the moral courage to speak
openly like a man, I will give you an opportunity to prove your words before a jury If you
are not that meonest and most
cowardly of
slanderers, the slanderer by inuendo, you will
accept this challenge and take the consequences
Which I promise shall
speedily follow. You
pretend to be anxious to get before a grand
40 8ku**f anl*
you shall be aecom-

as

esting.

Horace Greeley, who is the member from
New York of the National Republican Committee, did not attend the recent meeting of
the Committee, and when a copy of the call for
the Philadelphia Convention was sent to him
for his signature with those of the other mem-

said “the Ppess was not far from
right.”
Lebroke’s head—is level on that question.

“Jefferson

ml*

#/

t;

•

Saturday, a small boy- named George
Mitchell, while coasting in Biddeford, had one
of his fingers nearly cut off by getting it under

were

J.

Publishers and

IN

!heir own money.

—AND-

Patents Were issued for the week endingJan.
16th,' to the following citiaens of Maine: Theodore Johnson, Portland, folding chair; Linneus
Cheetliam, liewiston, spindle-bearing for spindle machines; Simon H. Richardson, Bangor,

1

to

Circular (Sawing

j
!

Enquire on

RARE

presented

THE

AT

IN GENERAL.

timber for spiles for the B. & M. Railroad. S.
A E". Littlefield at theunUl, at the lower village i 11 Alfred, are gettiug out quite a large
quantity of manufactured lumber. Thomas
Holland is manufacturing woolen blankets on
the same stream. Messrs.
Littlefield, Leavitt,
& Co. are getting out about 2000
of

come.

Parton.

j

large quantity, all along the line of.
the road, paying the Railroad Co. $00 a
day for
an engine and cars to
get it to his mills, Mr. B.
C. Jordon is getting out quite a
large quantity
of ship timber, and Mr. Libby is
gettiug out the

people, and if we had

A
la

&

equipped

»nd

two

improvements.
No 25 Emery st.
sn
sep5dtf

^ OOf

^*1*

BAILEY

in

list. The Stockholder* have built
to

sure

AND

OPERATION.

Bonds are as follows:

find

Retail Price. $1 50; $13 50 per dozen. Specimen
copies by mall, post paid, on receipt of price.

on

Dexter Livigne, who some time since stole a
package from the mail car between Biddeford
and Portland, was arrested in Biddeford,

a

Hawthorne’s newly-discovered tale is contin-

Protection.”

«\M0cl

the sled.

operations

In March 1857,
lionaire solicited

is

1

Mr. Charles McKenney of Bar Mills, is

Congregational Conference, held
in Brooklyn,
Thursday, Henry Ward Beecher
warmly welcomed Rev. Mr. Hepwortli as a

So is “A Comedy of
Terrors,” and “Diversions of the Echo Club.” Edward Atkinson has another thrust at the
disciples of Carey
in his article on “The Visible and Invisible in

by

You will

CO.nPI.KTEO

Leading Points

Thk

THE SACRED CROWN.

Railroad Co.

story French roof house just finished
THE
Cushman st.; house piped for Sebago, and all
the modern

Last

with the demands of humanity.
The facilities afforded by the railroad to
get
timber from one point to another has stimulated the lumbering
in this vicini-

Receat Publication!.
The February Atlantic is hardly inferior to
the magnificent January number. Dr. Holmes’s
delightful papers called “The Poet at the
Breakfast-Table” is the first thing we read—
and what is there better in modem literature?
ued.

owned

Musical Gems for the Fireside, and Sa-

Songs for the Home Circle?

them iu the Sacred Crown.

For Sale.

1

the afternoon of Jan.
contents, consisting of fanning implements, three hogs, poultry and about
teu tons of hay. The amount of the loss is
not given; partially covered by insurance.

compliance

month for the Boston
of the largest and most commodious stores
in York county, and have an extensive trade.—
Several of the farmers have turned their attention to the sale of milk, sending from six to ten
cans a dav to Portland hvtlio P X* p
;1
1
The Society of Shakers have not succeeded In
disposing of their property here, although they
have sold a large tract of wood land. The
spirit
of the age does not appear to be
very favorable
the growth of this Society, their number hav-

In

■.

g

or

however, not to state that the erection of a new
Wednesday night, In the the grocery store of
jail has been decided upon and the foundation Porter Ford, into which he had
broken. He
laid. I learn that the County Commissioners f was bound over in the sum of $500 for his apat
the
pearance
will petition the Legislature for the
May term of the S. J. Court.
power to j

a

»

DAMAGED GOODS!

was

give
death.”
It would be doing the County great injustice

Barnum,
Commander, were re-elected unanimously.—
Gen. Sickles addressed the meeting,
saying in
the course of his remarks that while in
Spain
as the Minister of the
United States “your
badge, was my only decoration.”
George Peabody then a milthrough W. W. Corcoran of
Washington a bounty land warrant for services
in the war of 1812, he
having been a member of
a Washington
artillery company. The law required fourteen days service, but Mr. Peabody
had only served twelve days.
Subsequently
it was ascertained that Mr.
Peabody, while on
a visit to Danvers,
Mass., served two days in a

A barn

prisoners,

cutting

i-

new

burned on
Kittery(
ITth, with all its

forgetting drunk,the

ty.

Lam

»1R

*i

H4

-**#■'

YORK COUNTY.

for the comfort of those committed to his care
that the county gives him the means of
doing.
There are now in the jail about thirty

raise the necessary means to go on and complete the building. The building when completed will be an honor to the
county and in full

b

The Eastport Sentinel says a lad named Calvin W. Morgan was
fatally injured while skat/ /
1 V
ing In Lubecoo the 13tb inst,, by coining in
THE ENTIRE STOCK,
oontact with a clothes line, which threw him
*
"*"•
upon his back. He died the next morning.
nSO^'ti‘1

faults, was unquestionably the victim of misplaced confidence. Mr. Warren, {he Sheriff of
the county, who is also jailer, does everything

committed for light offences while drunk
most of whom If in for
along term would feel the force pfthe language
of Patrick Henry—“give nje
me
liberty or

,Tllsi«u*8 b*L*AL

mitts m|

don, Coqn.

county as a sohool teacher and fitter*# lo years
past, and although he was not without his

Do you

want

CROWN!

Get any other Music Book you want, but be
•‘Get the Best.” Get

Dividend of 3 per cent, on the interest scrip of
May 12, 1870, will be paid at the office of the Treasurer, at Augusta, on the 15th day of February, 1872.
J. S. CUSHING, Treas’r.
ja 15-sn d2w
>tl» *|

WASHINGTON OOUNTY,
Lieut. J. E. Sawyer, 5th XT. S. Infantry, lias
been transferred from Eastport to New Ixm-

session of several thousand dollars worth of his
property for which they gave him no consideration. Mr. Nowell was well known in the

mainly

ncra vii tuc

i.uio

SACKED

I.INE

Slice EH* Ell.

Jan 17

Bridgton

vmv/

rHK

THE
•red

Exchange St., Portland.

32

bcudfiS

Maine Central

>

bonds.

Issue oply $18,500 per wile.

use

A

OXFORD COUNTY.

Saturday
hand of death, very much tp the Satisfaction,
no doubt, of persons who are said to be in
pos-

or

m.MM

B

Begister learns that Samuel S. Russell of
Newrv, was killed last Saturday at Millsfield,
near Errol, N. H., by the
falling of a lodged
birch tree as he was passing under it, fie wag
on his way home from the
wood*, Where he had
been at work lumbering. He was about ss
years ojd, and leaves a wife and two children.
The Bridgton News says a drove of oxen,
nearly thirty head, owned by Messrs. Ira Johnson of Norway, J. E. Mclntire and Charles
Young of Waterford, passed through

of $700 to keep the peace.
last he was released by the kind

On

Til.A.

Banker Sc Broker.

The

Berwick, 75 years of age, was committed to
jail in September last, charged with threatenwas

Company.
These bonds are on an old and pavi g road; the Issue is less than $17,000 per mile, and they are Guaranteed, principal and interest by the Maine Central
K. H. Co. But a limited amount oi them remain In
the market. They have been taken largely by .Sarinaa Banka throughout the State.
k For further particulars address

OF

Danville and Vincennes

a

Then

H. m. PAYSON,

THE SALE

Chicago,

FIRST mortgage

EEEE

JV1H*

ijOKaHS r.iiM*hIt»K

<

truly successful and agreeable Singing School the coming fall and winter?

Do you want to have

Leeds and Farmington Railroad

F X II E !

Eirt,

building palaces

Ha

0 1

Excels any music Book Pnblished
in America.

—OF THE—

A

The Rockland Gazette says the plan proposed
Mr. Case at the meeting of the manufacturers of lime iu Rocklaud, Thomaston and Rockport is, that all the lime-manufacturers in the
three towns shall unite in choosing a Board of
seven Trustees, to represent and act for them,
one of these Trustees to he taken
from Rockone from Thomaston, three from the Cobb
ime Company, and two from the manufacturers in this city, outside of that
corporation.—
Each manufacturer is to do his own business
and use his own capital, a» now, hut all lime
manufactured is to he sold to the Trustees, at a
uniform and equitable prioe for similar quailties, and not to exceed the actual oast of manufacture, In computing the oust of manufacture, kiln-rent is not to he reckoned, hut material and labor only. The lime is to be controlled, put upon the market and sold by the Truetees for the joint benefit of the manufacturers.
At the end of the year the Trustees, are to declare a dividend of the. profits realized from the
sales of lime, to lie paid to the manufacturers,
in proportion to the number of casks manufactured and delivered to the Trustees by each.

The County Buildings are sufficient to
answer all the purposes of the oouuty, exoept
the jail, and that ought to be indicted as a nuisance.
While the course some would adopt in

to ftp.t tiro to ahnililuior

:^ff

by

case.

M ISC'ELL ANEOUS.

SIX PliK CENT BONDS

KNOX COUNTY.

are

give bonds in the

:,}

lace.

B. J. Herrick, esq., Hon. Nathan Dane, etc.
It is distinguished mainly as the shire town of
York county, where the good men and true are
summoned to set on a jury, or to testify in the
case of State v. John
Roe, or in some other

HlC

,b

1

The Neats says last Friday, the 12th inst, as
Ur. Levi S. Newcomb of Pinhook was riding
>ver Windham Hill, his horse by a sudden turn
;hrew him violently out of the sleigh, putting
bis arm out of joint and badly bruising his

the names of some of the ablest
men
of the State, prominent among whom
are Hon. John Holmes, Judge Goodenow, Attorney General Appleton, Hod. Bion Bradbury,

past history

1

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

M O II T Gr A C i E

FIRST

earn.

generally independent and
wealthy. Connected with its

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

: i’FFF

i

The Nam* says P. Tolman & Co.’s Wire FacHarrison, is again running with plenty
< f business.
f, /.
The News says the Sash and Blind and Shov"1 1-handle Factory of Messrs. Coy & Bolster, at
tolster’s Mills, is fast approaching completion
It is also rumor1 ind will be in operation soon.
id that a Suit Box Factory and Stave Mill is to
| >e erected there.
The Bridgton News says it is rumored on the
! itreet that Postmaster H armou has tendered
lis resignation. His successor has not been
lesignated as yet, as far as we are able to

and the inhabitants
many of them

Spring, putting in an additional set of
capacious boardinghouse
of his employees.

( ory, at

'"

--

next

< ards, and erecting a
1 or the accommodation

and the usual editorial departments. The number fully sustains the well-known reputation of
————

bly

SPECIAL NOTICES.
__■.

SE in want oi Plain or tuucy Job Printing
will find it to tbeir advantage to call on W u. M
1 f auks, at tbe Daily Press Job Printing Office, Ex-

IiH

(

hangs Street, Portland.

w

IrrMl.a.w. for Winter
Fishing constantly
on hand, and
supplied in any
quantity.*
A Iso a general assortment of
©«„., Fi.h,__
Tackle and
bportiag V.od,,
B. L. BAILEY, 48
Exrkangr 8t.

Janfeoctox

—

THE PEESS.

Trial of Siniou A. l.ovcill for (he

SATURDAY MORNING, JAN. 20, 1872.

of

!

An Old-fashioned Meeting.—'The Temon Thursday evening in the
perance

j

school house at Strondwater village, the secoud
in the series under the direction of the Ladies’
Social Circle connected with the 1st Congrega-

Lronnrd F. Swell iu Portland Sepl.

BY TELEGRAPH.

meeting

Killing

j tional Church in Deering,

to, isri.

was

AdverliiM-uientw To-Day.

PORTLAND

Union Line.)
(Special Dispatch by
Augusta, Jan. 19.—At the meetings of the
Railroad Committee this afternoon, leave was
granted the Directors of the Portland and
Rochester railroad company To bring in a hill to
legalize its doings.

j Superintendent

REBUTTING TESTIMONY.

Passadumkeag railroad company
granted leave to so amend their charter

of Massachusetts, a young lady speaker
of rare prom.se (who has spoken to crowded
audiences in Music Hall, Boston) is engaged
one Sunday in March, and during the month of
May. This society will make specfal efforts to
.employ the best talent in the field, and all persons interested in Spiritualism, radical thought
and liberal ideas, are cordially invited to tlilir

Leys,

meetings.

Per order.

**

I

THE MAINE CENTRAL LOAN BILL.

The next matter taken up was the hill of the
Maine Central Directors to consolidate its bonds
Judge Rice first occupied an hour and a half in
presenting the case and was followed by Hon.
J. W. Bradbury on the same side.

unanimously
granted the Maine Central leave to bring in a bill
similar to that already published in the Press,
No one appeared before the Committee to opCommittee

evening the

This

pose the

it may appear, the Lewiston and
petitioners barely obtained permission
to bring in a hill, the vote standing five to four
in its favor.

Strange

as

HEARINGS.
assignments were made for fu-

ASSIGNMENTS FOB

The following
ture hearings:
On the petitions for a charter from Bangor to
Calais, Friday, Jan. 26tli.
On petitions for a road from Castine to Calais,

day.

On the TViscasset and TVhitefield petitions,
Friday, Feb. 2d.
On the petitions for the extension of Boston
and Maine, Friday, Feb. 2d.
On the extension of the Dexter road to Dover,
Thursday, Feb. 6th.

LEGISLATURE.

MAINE

SENATE.

Augusta, Jan,

19,—The Committee on Maine
Year Book reported resolve and that it ought
to pass. This authorizes the Secretary of Seate
to purchase 600 copies at $1.25 per copy.
Acts relating to the Tmstees of African
church; also incorporating Farwell Mills at
Lisbon, were read and assigned.
An order wqs passed proposing the repeal of
the laws paying bounties for the destruction of
bears.
The reports on the Waldo Senatorial vacancy
up by assignment, the question being the
substitution of the minority (Mr. J1 inks j report
for the majority. Mr. Hiuks occupied an hour
and a quarter in the support of his proposition.
came

Mr. Chaplin of Cumlierland, replied in favor
of t he majority, and the debate was continued

by several Senators resulting in the adoption of
majority the report, 20 to 6. Adjourned at two
p. m. until Saturday 9 a. m.
Passed to be enacted—Bill an act to incorporate the Yarmouth Savings Bank; to incorporate
the Nichols Mills; to incorporate the Pemaquid

Monumental Association.
Petitions, Bills dr., presented and referred—
Remonstrance of citizens of Chesterville against
a part of that town being set off to Fayette; remonstrance of D. Cram and other; G. O. Gtehell and others against a charter to the P. S. &
P. R. R.
HOUSE.

Orders Passed—That the Committee on Rail*
roads inquire to the expediency of passing a
law authorizing railroads to take land for borand gravel pits under the general railroad
laws of the State; that the Judiciary Committee
be directed to inquire into the expediency of rerow

pealing section 52, chap. 3, of the Revised
Statutes, relating to elections in plantations;
that the Committee on Legal Reform be requested to inquire into the expediency of so
amending the statutes that officers serving precepts shall be allowed mileage

the

rumor

that

Capt.

Winslow is

Whittier has just received from
Co., London, Eng.,(the largest brush
turers in the world) a large invoice
Brushes.

distance

necessarily
duties;
Railroads, Ways and Bridges

or

not.

be discharged
from further consideration of bills for a general
railroad law heretofore referred to them and
that the same be referred to the Special Commute on general railroad law; that the Governor be requested to inform this House if the
Maine Central Institute has complied with the
condition of a resolve in its favor, approved
March 12th, 1870, providing that said Institute
shall within one year after the passage of the
resolve establish and maintain a normal
ment for the preparation of teachers.

depart-

Passed to be engrossed—An act to legalize the
doings of Brewer Artillery Co.; an act to incorporate the Richmond Factory Association.
After a long discussion on the Madawaska
contested election case, an order was passed directing the Committee on Pay Roll to make up
the pay of Phillip Gagner to date, and ha was

given leave

to withdraw.
Petitions and Bills Referred—Petition of
John S. Ayer and others for extension of the
Kennebec andWiscasset railroad; remonstrance
of William Hill and other against the extension of the Portland, Saco and Portsmouth
railroad from Kittery to Biddeford; petition of
C. S; Baker and fifteen hundred others, W. L.
Berry and others and of city councils of Auburn
and Lewiston for railroad from Lewiston
through Auburn to Grand Trunk railroad; of
Melville C. Kingsbury and others of Bethel for
iucorporation of a Savings Bank; of Solomon
Jones of Lyndon for deed of lot of land; of
Governor Susup Soccalexis and others for an
appropriation for the Penebscot Indians; of J.
L. Wilson and others? for the incorpation of
New Portland Camp Meeting Association; remonstrance of Edward Coolidge and others of
Solon againt the removal of
county seat of Somerset county; remonstrance of Elijah Pinkham
and others uf Phipsburg againt a charter for
a bridge from Baileys to Orr’s Island.

Prout &
manufacof Tooth

These brushes were made to order

I wish further to say that there has been no dis- j
Remember the sale of fine sleighs to-day.
crepancy of opinion in regard to the nature of
this case, either entertained or stated, publicly
All lovers of good dancing should not fail
or privately, between his attending phpsician,
to go to Congress Hall this evening.
See anDr. Fitch, and myself.
nouncement in another column,
was
taken
ill
Winslow
last
week.
He
Capt.
aware
that he had been exposed to
We shall keep open this Saturday evening
was
it
was time for him to be
and
that
are
and
so
Both
reeds
measles,
until 10 o’clock.
street.
pipes
Myrtle
sick, provided he had taken the disease. On
Cogia Hassan, 129 Middle Street.
combined as to produce magnificently round,
the other hand he had no knowledge of having
full and sweet tones, with a wonderful volume
been recently exposed to small-pox.
By W. X. Walker, W- ®.
But like many others cases of measles, which
of tone, an organ of ordinary cabinet size ri! [From the Medical Record of November 1st, 1871.]
are constantly meeting with, the
physicians
of
three
in
ordinary
pipe
organs
power
valling
Having been requested to state what I know
primary symptoms were not such as usually pertimes the magnitude. Such acknowledged mutain to the disease.
therapeutically of Kennedy’s Concentrated ExAlbert
W.
W.
When the eruption appeared, it was of that
sicians as George
Morgan,
Berg,
tract of Pinus Canadensis, and furthermore bevariety, known to physicians, as the papular
Caswell and J. B. Thomas give it unqualified
form; which differs in some respects from the ing requested to send it for publication in the
praise.
ordinary eruption of measles. Still, in summing columns of your journal, I beg leave briefly to
up the whole of the lymptons of the case, in- I tax your patience and generosity.
The Great Society Sensation.—Mr. Aucluding its history, Dr. Fitch believed it to be
For the past six months I have used this exmeasles, and so informed the family and all othgustin Daly’s brilliant comedy of “Divorce,” ers
tract in many cases affecting the mucous memwho inquired. But as there were certain
the
depicts in a vivid and interesting manner
symptoms analogous to those of the initiatory j branes, and in almost every case it has given
frivolity and misery of the so-called fashionable
stage of small-pox, he took the precaution, as ! entire satisfaction.
In abrasion of the os and
all conscientious and careful physicians would
life of the great metropolis of America, and
cervex uteri, when applied in its full strength
do, to vaccinate the inmates of the household,
conoften
are
secrets
which
the
bitter
exposes
and request that until the next day, visitors
by means of a pledget of cotton, I have found
cealed beneath the smiling mask of fashion or
might lie denied admission to the sick room.
it far more satisfactory than tannin or iodine.
At his visit the uext day, Saturday, he found
the covering of pride. In a series of graphic
In endometritis it has proved equally satisfacthe patient in a condition” which fully warrantdramatic pictures, he has so touched the public
I have used it with perfect success in
ed him in saying positively, that there was
tory.
heart that it feels and acknowledges the sad
nothing of the nature of small-pox about it.
acute and chronic vaginitis, by applying it in
for
reout
cries
and
truths presented,
earnestly
Which opinion he has continued to give, and
its full strength every other day.
I have also
will continue to give, to all who inquire.
orm.
The press is unanimous in the praise of
used it in several cases of gonorrhea, and must
By order of the City Marshal, I saw Captain
this great master piece of dramatic art, prothat I vastly prefer it to the vaunted remsay
Winslow on Saturday, of last week. And alnouncingit to be a wonderfully correct picture though I could not have taken oath then, that edy of claret and tannin.
It is certainly a most valuable astringent and
of one phase of American fashionable life.—
the case was not small-pox, yet J had so little
tonic j and I doubt not that it will very soon
I
Its
character
that
had
no
of
hesitation
doubt
have its place in our Materia Medica.
Large and fashionable audiences have attested
in reporting it to the Marshal as measles. And
121 East 33th St.
its popularity, and its success has been remarkfrom a conversation with Dr. Fitch this evenFor sale by W. W. Whipple & Co. Portland,
able. This great play will lie presented at Muing, I am pleased to learn on that day, Satur- and by Druggists generally,
dee23-lw
sic Hall, on Monday and Tuesday evenings
day, he entertained substantially the same opinion I did myself.
A
few
more
of
those
nice
the
French
felt hate
stock
from
the
Fifth
next, by
company
T
T
nlaaaml
T
tiloi T trwvlr tlm ,
left at half price.
Avenue Theatre, New York, which includes
And knowsame view of the case that he did.
Cogia Hass an, 129 Middle Street.
Messrs. J. F. Wlieelock, Sol. Smith, Jr., B. C.
ing the Doctor’s professional experience to be
Porter, Miss Ida Vernon, and the famous child extended over many more years than my own,
A Stable Institution.—Just at the period
matured
and
his
to
be
knowing
fully
judgment
actress, little Minnie Maddem.
when all stable-men were complaining that
and most excellent, Ishall always be pleased,
The sale of reserved seats will commence at
when I have expressed an opinion on any prothe horse ointments of the day were unstable
fessional question, involving doubt, to know
the box office of Music Hall, this (Saturday)
remedies, the Mustang Liniment made its enthat his
is identical with my own. I
morning, at 8 o’clock, and all who are desirous have notopinion
tree in Missouri, without any flourish of trumthe
I
doubt
but
had
]
slightest
that,
..r_zr/wwl nlapAa ulmiilrl annlv in
seen Capt. Winslow on Friday of last week, I
pets, and within one year, became the favorite
Ire
hall
will
crowded
is
the
that
should
have
entertained the same slight suspias the prospect
embrocation for the external distempers and
cion of something more than measles, that the
on both evenings.
Dr. did: and taken precautions accordingly,
j injuries of horses and cattle in all the Western
It is a fact well known to physicians, that
and Southern States. From that time to this,
The Liverpool Courier says the new steamer
some cases
of measles so
resemble \ it has never had a rival in the estimation of ac“Sarmatian,” Capt. James Wylie, one of the small-pox, and some cases closely
of small-pox so
complished horsemen; nor is its household replatest additions to the magnificent fleet of the
closely resemble measles, on or about the second day of the eruption, that it is an utter im- i utation as a cure for rheumatism, neuralgia,
■“Allan” company, has just made one of the
possibility for any man, however skilful, to sav sore nipples and caked breasts, tumors, mumps,
She
fastest Trans-Atlantic runs on record.
positively which disease he has to deal with. sore throat, earache, toothache, bruises, burns,
3
m.
on
Sunfrom
at
a
sailed
Portland, Maine,
And in one of these cases, which at first runs
out of the usual track of its class, we have to ! wounds and sprains, a whit behind its celebrity j
nay, the 17th inst., arriving at Londonderry at
as a horse Liniment.
The Mothers of America
wait a day or two for further developments, be8 a. in. on the 115th, and at Liverpool at 9 p. m.
fore we can decide the matter. And surely in
know its value, and apply it promptly to the
same day.
Making allowance for difference of times like these, when smali-pog is spreading I
external injuries of the “rising
generation,’
time, the “Sarmatian” has completed the run over the country in every direction, and of a
to ; and in fact there is not a city or township in
known
has
been
than
more
malignant type
in eight days to Londonderry, and eight days
the United States where the Mustang Linifor years, it behooves us all, when we
and thirteen hours to Liverpool.
ave a case that leaves a
shadow of doubt in I ment is not regarded
by both sexes and every
toand
that
our
doubt
has
minds,
any leaning
Where did they come from?—A man was
as a blessing to the
community.
to use every precaution to i class,
ward
small-pox,
about the city yesterday offering to exchange
against the spread of a disease so terri_janl5th-eodlw&wlt
dollars
for
death.
greenle in its results, whether they be life or
old, pure, Spanish quarter
The positive cure of kidney, bladder and
I have bad more than one case, where I have
backs, when, if he had taken them to a broker,
had
to wait a day and sometimes two. before
glandular diseases, mental and physical de»
Ire could have obtained a handsome premium
I could decide whether my patient had smallbility, gravel, diabetes, and female irregulariHis story was that they were some
on them.
pox or measles, and expect to continue to have
ties, as well as complaints of the urino-genital
a long time by ar
for
the
I
as long as
cases
hoarded
such
doubtful
practice
that had been
to
duties
which
organs in either sex, can he effected by the aid
number
my
profession,
of
a
pertain
tht
large
old farmer. He had
of SMOLANUEit’a Buchu. It acts at once on the
ltcspeetfnlly,
coins and disposed of them in ten and twentj
8. P. Getchki,, M. D.,
nervous system, and is a diaphoretic, deobstruThen
them.
wanted
who
lots
to
dollar
City Physician.
people
It
ent, alterative, diueretic solvent snd tonic.
fron
stolen
were
is some suspicion that they
excites genoral action of the dormant state of
We take pleasure in announcing the fact tc
somebody._
our citizens of the return of those celebrated : the system, and all the aveuuas of health are
Miss Edith O’Gorman delivered a lecture t<
and much admired artists, Mr. and Mrs, Join ; restored by its occasional use.
jauldth eodlw
ladies only at City Hall yesterday afternoon, oi
L. Hall and their company. It is hardly neces
Aphonia CubmP.—Fellows’ Cqmpounp Sythe abuses existing in Convents and the criini
sary to make any comment on them, for the.!
bup of Hypophosphites.—Aphonia or Loss
nal improprieties between priests and nuns.—
known.
The
are so well
reputation they hav<
of Voice, is remedied in a short time, no matThe hall was quite well filled. On Sunday eve
gained for themselves in the past are still fresl ter whether the cause be from iuflammation of
ning she proposes to lecture again, and wil
in the minds of our amusement going public
the lining membrane, from cold, or from nertake occasion to refer to the statement* of th<
and they will receive a hearty welcome hack t<
vous derangement,
cer
Pilot
jan2Uth-ded&wlt
Boston
concerning her, and explain
Mr.
the
that
Monroe,
We learn
grea
our city.
tain letters published in the Romish papers, al
connected
witl
A Monument.—As big as a grand Pyramid
sensation of the day, is also
leged to be from her after she left the Conven
us with hi
be built of the teeth that have been
will
might
be
mystify
their
when
party,
of St. Joseph.
ruined by neglect. Shall this thing go in face
changes
Mr. C. L. Gorham, the manufacturer of tin
of the great fact that Sozodont is a certain presPbof. E, 8. Morse will deliver one of hi 1
celebrated Gorham Piano Forte, will be in thi
ervation of dental decay?
M&W
highly interesting lecture in the Army & Nav;
city next week- See his advertisement.
Fob coughs, bronchitis and consumption in
Supplementary Course next Tuesday evening
its early stages, nothing equals Dr. I'icrce’s
Thf. attention «f persons interested is invite' l
Let none of our readers w ho cap secure ticket (
Golden Medical Discovery.
S&Wk
573
fail to do so at once as but few reinaiu unsold.
to the advertisement of the Spanish Consul.

ACQUITTED.
Belfast, Jan. 19.—After a trial of three
days duration, Elder Garland of Monroe, has
been acquitted of flia ririp' of sodomy.

noir

am

am

|.

Washington, Jan. 19.—The Comptroller of
the Currency lias doclgre4 a dividend of thirty
cent, to the creditors of the Oeean Ifgjjonal
Sank of New York, payable on the 25th.
MAINE AGRICULTURAL MEETING.

THE NUMBER THAT USE

Prevail

bU(U

oajn

LHC

DANGEROUS COUNTERFEIT.

The reverse of the new $50 counterfeit is a
close imitation, but the face is poor in the engraving, printing and papur; it having a general lighograpliic appearance. The red seal of
the treasury in the centre of the note is want-

ing.

DISPUTE ABOUT LAND GRANTS.

An argument was commenced to-day before
the House Judiciary Committee, in the case of
patents for lands and bonds at issue between
the central branch of the Union Pacific and
the Hannibal and St. Joseph Railroads. About
a milliou acres and a
large amount of subsidy
bonds are involved in the controversy in which
Boston capitalists take a prominent part.

JAPANESE GLORIFICATION.

The House Committee on Appropriations today, considered the application for an approof $50,000 for the entertainment of the
apanese embassy.
Gen. Banks argued in favor of the appropriation, and it was finally decided that the Secretary of State, Gen. Banks and Gen. Garfield
have a conference upon the subject.

Sriptlon

OTHER APPROPRIATIONS.
An Indian appropriation bill for about $5,500,000 will be reported next week. The committee
will take up the naval appropriation bill on

RAID ON GAMBLING HOUSES.

The

police to-night

made a raid on the gambling houses, but witli little success however as
the most of the gamblers had got wind of it.
WARMOTHITS.
A private dispatch from New Orleans says in
reference to a vote of the Legislature expelling
absent members, that tpe. State constitution
required a two-thirds vote of all the members
elected to expel a member; also that the New
Orleans Tillies to-day, publishes a very bitter
article on the course of Gov. Warmouth.

THE EXPELLING VOTE

OF

Co

KAA AAA

SENATOR ELECTEP.

19.—The Legislature to-day
elected Hon, George R. Dennis, U, S, Senator,
vice Vickers, for six years, from March, 1873.—
The Republican rote was cast for Dr. Lewis
H. Steiner.

[Mr,

Dennis is

a

member of the

Maryland

Senate.
KENTUCKY.
LIGHT BREAKING.

[

Cincinnati, Jan. 19.—The Kentucky Senate
to-day, hy 20 to 18, voted to allow colored persons

to

testify

in the courts.
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The Japanese embassy are
visiting the schools,
factories, and other points of Interest in San
r ranulsco,
Tbore will be a grand military parade in their honor, on Saturday, and a ball oil
Tuesday evening.
Capt. G. Y. Fox declines the appointment as
of three arbitrators to settle the claims of
the heirs of Admiral
Farragut to prize money

one

for the capture of Njew Orleans.

Wm. H. Smith, for many years manager of
the Boston Museum and recently stage manager of a theatre iu San Franoiseo, died in that

burned to death.—

city Wednesday night.
Dr. Richard S. Spofford,

WEST VIRGINIA,
DEBT QF THE TWO V1RUINIA8.

well-known physician of
Newbury port, and a member of *tlie
Masonic Order, died Friday, aged 84.
Thiers will resign it is said, if the bill to tax
raw materials is not passed. There is no foundation for the report that the tobacco monopoly
will he sold to bankers.

Wheeling, Jan. 19.—The West Virginia
Commissioners have published a statement
showing the amount and character of tlie debt
of Virginia prior to the war, and the manner
this State
pjoppsps to spftlp with Virginia for
her proportion of the debt. After
crediting
Virginia for tlie amount expended in'our territory for public improvements, hank stocks, $c.
and charging her with the estimated interest in
buildings and various funds, they find a
public
balance due Virginia of about $1,000,000. The
public improvements of Virginia which represented some $30,000,000 of lier debt before tlie
war, they tup) pyer to that State, together with
their debt for the same. Their language is as
follows: “That Virginia has tlye property and
owes the debt which it represents."

Detective Whlteley seized about $4,000 worth
of smuggled teas, velvets and liquors at Priucetown, Mass., Tlmrsday.
In Natick, Mass., Thursday night, Reed &
White’s shop, and Friday morning, the Metho-

roSs^Wcs?

Af Pottsvllle, Pa.,
$80,000 fire.

3
Legislature

Jan. 19.—In the
Fowler (Rep.) in a debate
said he was in doubt whether Senator Pendegast
(Dem.)was a fool or a knave.
Pendegast, on
the adjournment of the Senate sent some friends
to demand a full retraction and
apology and in
the case of a refusal a demand to fight,
Fowler’s friehds decided in favor of a retraction anil
which
was
written
out
apology
by IVndegast’s
friends and it was agreed to read it at the opening of the Senate in the morning,
Tlie affair created much excitement, bloodshed being anticipated,
The foreign trade of San Francisco has increased over $9,000,000 during last yea-i, over

rpiMirffiil ltiiKnimr

New

Gen. Hancock is

ville, Ky.

THE POLITICAL MUDDLE.
New Orleans, Jan, 19.—There is no change
in the political situation. The
Warmothite
House passed a resolution by a vote of 48 to 8,
tlie ebsent members. The Metropoliexpelling
tan police have left their rifles in the Station

House.

Memphis, Jan. 19.—The stockholders of the
Memphis and Charleston railroad have ratified
liii

uuimuiii

Co.,

of which Thos. A. Scott is
vote of five to one.

1 Spring at 1 56
Red Western

{

his son

lady-love,

utv

uui^
a

President, by

Nival

THIEVES.

Two clerks in the Cleveland post office were
arrested on Wednesday, charged with abstracting drafts and money orders from letters.

SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOR THE PAST
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

Office Chief Signal
)
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Jan. 19 (7.00 P. M.) \
Probabilities—An area of rising barometer
with northwest winds and clearing weather will
probably extend Saturday from Lake Superior to
Florida and westward. Northwest winds with
snow and clearing weather will extend eaNt into
Ohio valley and Michigan. The lowest barometer will move northeast over New York, and
subsiding area continue in the South Atlantic
States, moving northeastward, ltain will continue on the South and Middle. Atlantic coasts
during the night, followed by clearing weather
Saturday afternoon, and rain and snow prevail
from the New England coast west to Lake Hurom

\
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Corn

oi»eued firm and closed No 2 Mixed ai 40k* fe
**• Oat# d.11 and a shade ]lower jNmij
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•S 68c,
Barley dull; No 2 Spring 60 ® 624c- Vo s at
48 A<Wc. Pork opened firm
closed dull’at 12 65.
Lard Bteady; salej i:t SJe* Bacon
unchanged. Hogs
hi 3 90 ^ 4 30; dressed quiet
W"1:
at
1
4
at 80 @4 85,
Whiskey at 87c.
lteceipts-H.OOO bills flour, 12,000 hush wheat, 102
000 bush corn, 27,000 bush
oats, 2,000 bush rye
000
J • 8 ,wu
bush barley, 25,000 hogs.
Shipments—2,000 hWa flour, 2,000 bush wheat. 3 000
bush corn, 13,000 bush
oats, 1,000 bush rye
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1
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00
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Lard
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firm
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dul1 "houblers 5 <as
Me* shies
akhSVoak1
9 @ 6k; noBulik
54c,
sales. Bacon Arm; clear rib at
7k, shoulders and clear sides quiet at 64 ® 7|c. Live
4 25 ® 4 SO. ’keen meats
dull at 4J, 5$ aun
and 7Jc for a.1
hams,
T°ledo, Jan. 19,—FVmr Is dull and unchanged.
anl4 unchanged; Amber Michigan 1 46.
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i ?,u11
Cbini
and a shade lower; high mixed
47k i lew do
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American securities—U. S. 5-20.1862, 924; do 1865
*
old, 93} j do 1867, 93}; U. S. 10-40‘s 92}.
London, Jan. 19-5 P, M.-Tallow Sts 3d ® 51s 6d.
12 a 13*.
Sjwrm 011 £98; Whale
Pjtrolemn
£37 @ AJ7
10». Calcutta Linseed 62s ® 62s 6<1. ComRosin lls 6d Q 12s.
Spirits Turpentine 52s 6d
(S 53s.

19.—United States 5-20’s, 1862,

mc&™rpoo.l’

l^P. M.—Cotton closed firm;
Middling uplands 10$d; do Orleans 104d; sales 18,000
bales; for speculation aud export 6000 bales: sales on
ship named at New Orleans at lid.
acivices irom Manclio»t«r are more
favorable but
ilo not attect tbe markets here. Clover Seed
60s.

NUN.
EDITH O’GORMAN,
TTte heroic and pajputar
her fourth lecture,

Sunday

young Leturess, wUl deliverr

Evening, January Slstt
-AT-

HALL,

This will moat poaitively be her last
appearance in
Portland, as her engagements ahead will not permit
her to remain longer. A new
Lecture.
Subject,
“Mysteries of the Confessional.” Also, “The Mesa
and Ceremonies of the Catholic
Church explained.'*
Aum iseciure ih or a
religious nature, and one in every
way approprirte for a Sunday
evening. It was given
in Boston to a crowded house
Sunday night. On thitf
occasion Edith O’Gorman will take occasion
to reply
to the letter published in the Portland
Daily Advertiser a few days ago; also to the
several letters that
have been published in the Boston
Pilot, asking that
she be taken back into the Convent.
Gentlemen and
Ladies both admitted on this occasion. Remember
that this Lecture will g*ke place in FLUENT
HALL.
Admission 35 cents.
No reserved seats. Ticket*
now for sale at Hawes «&
C’ragin’s store, 77 Mkldlo
street; also at Fluent Hall to-morrow (Sunday) evening. Doors open at 7 o’clock. Lecture to commenco
at 7^ o’clock.
Edith O’Gorman will lecture in Bath
Monday evening, Jan, 22d, Bangor Tuesday evening, Jan. 23d, Augusta Wednesday evening, Jan. 24tb, and Lewiston
Thursday evening, Jan. 25th.
Jan20-lt

hall';'

music

Managers.Furbish
NOTED

fcVENT

&

Wilson.

OF THE SEASON

•
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2

2

TWO NIGHTS ONLY!

MONDAY & TUESDAY

EVEN’G,

JANUARY 2‘Jad, nmd 23rd.
The Great Society Sensation!

DIVORCE!
KKOM THE

5TH AVENUE

THEATRE,

YORK.

NSW

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF

AUGUSTOE DALY!
PRICES

AS

TJSTJAX.!

Reserved Seats will be icady at Box Office of Music
Hall, on and after Saturday Morning, Jan. 20th at
* A. M.
St
janlS

Army

and Navy
Nupplrmentnry C.nrut
popular Scientific Lectures at Army and Navv
Y
Union Hall, by Prof F. P. WORSE.
TUESDAY EVENING, Jan. 23d.
j,e*t
Subject ‘The Glaciers of New England
Doors open at 6.30.
Lecture at 71-4. Courw,
for sale at Stockbrldge’s and Hawes A
Cragln’s MuOf

saatassS-'4

DA NC1NG.

Boston Stock Idol,
[Sales atftlic Broker's Board, Jan. 19.]
United States 5-20s, 1862,.
1091
Maine State Sixes 1878.
loof
Boston and Maine Railroad. 138
Eastern Railroad.
mg
Michigan Central Railroad.
1171
Union Pacific Railroad.
37*
Union Pacific RR Sixes.931
Union Pacific Land Grants 7s.
821
Bate** Manufacturing Company
inj
Pepperell Manufacturing Co.700
Vermont Central 1st Mortgage 7s..
85j

J*R® A. B. GEE’S
Second Course of Assemblies In connection

with the*

fescrac sri
continue every Monday Evening.
MUSIC

BY

CHANDLER.

Mr. Gee will

commeneo Li* nurd term for be pin.
,,,K, „„
..euuesuay jcvenmg, Jan. 3.1
Union Hall, cor. Browi and Con

at

Army & Navy
grwwsts., and be continued every Wednesday erenlne

Forp"'

AUCTION SALES.

We shall take Account
OF

Auction Sale of Elegant New

Sleighs.

hired the Repoiiitorv of John Russell
HAVING
No. 311 Congress Street, for the purpose ot

STOCK,

1872 FEB. 1,

showing my Sleighs, I shall sell at that place,
urday, Jan.20th, at 11 o’clock A. M.:

1872.

■e™*;

NEW,
FALL,

BOUGHT
AND

AT

ALL
THIS

WE

Al FICTION !

CuitalngJ'alilw^Si^nR, Sic, Sic.

STOCK,

General Agent National Life Ins. Co.
_Jal8td_F. O. BAILEY & CO., Aucte.

Administrator's Male of Steam En-

gine.
virtue ot
license from the Hon. Judge ot
BYProbate
in and for the County of Cumberland, 1
shall sell at the
a

Cor. Congress & Brown Streets.

Salesroom of F. 0. Bailey Si Co, 18
Exchange st., on WEDNESDAY, the twentv-fourtW
day of,January 1872, at two o’clock P. M, one double
Engine, 6}xl2} upright; has been put in thorough re-

_janl6eodlstf
FACING THE BAYONET!

pair by Staples & Co., and can be seen at their shop
previous to day of sale.
PATRICK MORGAN,
Administrator of the Estate of A. McKone.
F. O. BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers.
jalStd

When soldiers face the bayonet they take the chance
of life or death; but when private citizens, deceived by
the pretences of unscrupulous dealers, apply poisons
to their heads to change the color of their hair,
they have no idea of the terrible risks they run. The
first analytical chemists have endorsed one hair dye
as “free from everything deleterious to health," viz:

any time

It. K.

Commission

Let the wise and prudent stick to that. It imparts
shades of color that are perfectly life-like, and is in
all respects the very best.

a

BURNKTT’8

STANDARD FLAVORING

no

FOR

CHRISTADORO’S HAIR PRESERVATIVE.
w2-4

8*dn

PERFECT PURITY AND GREAT STRENGTH I
There is no subject which should more engross attention than the purity of the preparations which
are

BUTTER AND CHEESE.
received,

Vt.

fresh stock V choice

a

A VT.

Dairy & Factory

Cheese

BETTER,
(plain

and

sage)

Worcester County, English Dairy and
Pine Apple Cheese.
Also a good variety of Beans, Pried Apples, and
Cauada Peas. Lard in tierces, tubs, palls and cad-

ALDBICHA CO,
_21. Exchange st.

AARON R.
snjal5-m,w,f tf

Foreign Exports.
MATANZAS.
Sch Margie—1000 box shook*, 817
potatoes, 146 prs headings, 38,100 hoops, 710
shook* and heads.
ARROYA, PR. Brig D W Hennessey—108,038 feet

in

I'ahooa

k, next

City Hall, Congreaa

Exclusively Agency for
(vii pnrTJJ >ao(1 llie

fresh

W tDtu

PIANO

flavoring the

and

chea{»est

at

an

canvasser

!

to Trappers A Hunter..
undersigned him two valuable receipts fbr
scentiug bait anil attracting game from 50 to 100

_

Important

Jlouey Iflarket.
New York, Jan. 19—Morning.—Gold 108 J. Money
6 per cent. Sterling Exchange 109$ @ 109$. Stocks
strong and steady. Southern State bonds strong and
steady.
The following arc the forenoon quotations of South-

THEwhich

any part of the United
Address CHAUNCKY S.
3m
w42
BRANCH, Plantsville, Conn.

rods,

States

for

I will send

6Gf
55

^

Missouri 6’s. 96J
Louisiana 6’s, new. 50
Alabama 5’*.. 60

Srjl /

Jjftjk

I

iZ|'wLj|

to

fifty cents.

ern ■securities:

udioL

For Sale Cheap,
Schr Keho; 4% tons, old measurement

and will be sold tor $400.

A.

w46

Mui

\ dress

GOTT,

Lanesvill^Ma*?.

them in order t

largor profits.

For sale

by first-class

Grocers and

Druggists

gen-

_dc3axeod

erally.

De Oficio.
CONSUL ADO DE

Maine, to
ready sale,

and on which a Lady can make good wages. For further particulars address DAVIS Jk CO., Portland,
wl
3m
Me.

New Vork Stork nnd

obtaining

Sole Proprietors, Boston.

’"FORTES

a

afford*

JOSEPH BURNETT & CO.,
&

for every town in

market

avoid many of the factitious brands offered, becaua
of their

ewett

article, which will command

the

^

tracts,- to insist upon

Wanted.
LADY

A sell

Extract

Fruit

the
J

comi>ounds prepared

Their Standard quantity and quality will be strictly

Also other standard mAkei9 all sold ar the lowest
ocJ’Ssntf
reduced prices.

and Mtenmboatn.
Steamer Montreal from Boston—2 hhds sugar,
5 tons pig iron, 20 casks nails, 27 bars Iron, 445 bbl*
flour, 55 coils cordage, 40 bbls sugar, 1 steam pump,
12 stoves, 100 hides, 26 hhds mola*se», 10 cases and 10
bales domestics, 49 bdls leather, 15 pumps, 5 tcs lard,
8 bdls iron, 10 bags nuts. 3 dressed hogs, 50 chests tea,
3 horses, 100 pkgs to order; for Canada and up coun50 bbls
try—146 bales wool, 30 bdls leather, 1 piano,
flour, 4 do liquor, 4 pea marble, 639 hides, 5 coils rope,
75 pkgs to order.

various

ty It is necessary in some cases for persons desiring ‘Burnett’s Superior Flavoring Ex-

ED. R. ROBINSON,
Has the

used iu

for the human stomach.
These Extracts are warranted perfectly free from
the poisonous oils and acids which enter into the.
composition of many of the factitious fruit Jiavord
now in the market.
They are not only true to their
names, but are prepared from fruits of the best quality, and so highly concentrated that a small quantity
only need be used.
They have stood the test of eighteen years time and
competition, and are pronounced unrivalled by tha
most eminent connoisseurs, proprietors cf the leading
hotels, and prominent dealers in the United Stated
and Canada.
They arc neatly put up in five size
—unpaneltd bottles, holding more than paneled
sizes appearing much larger. They are the best

maintained.

Rooms,

PIANO

etc.

Tlie superiority of these Extracts consists in their

The way to it they often miss;
have wealth, it does not bring
Them peace by day, nor rest by night;
Nor is there any other thing
Will these secure, “but doing right.”
But Boys, when they desire new “Clothes,”
C'oat, Pants, Vest, Hat and Shots complete,
Can find a “Suit” at Geokoe Fknno’s,
Corner of Beach and Washington street.
sn 2w
Boston, Dec 27.

YORK

Creaou, Custards, Pin,

lev

soup*, liravifa,

Though some

Just

Nyrupe,

EXTRACTS t

FLAVORING

Blase JIange, Jellies, Ranees,

HARD TO FIND.
Search the world through, *tis hard to find
A place of perfect happiness;

SEW

Auctioneer

in

dressing after dyeing, use

Jau5-eodlm

and

Surchasers

Remember the Swsrd
is not more dangerous than the lead compounds
the market, and that the Excelsior Dye contains

HtfNT,

Merchant

NTO 316 Congress St., w ill sell every evening a largo
i-v assortment of Staple and Fancy Goods.
Goods will be sold during the day in lots to suit,
at wholosale prices. Cash advamed on all
escription of goods. Consignments not limited.
dtf
February It, 1S68.

Christadoro’s Excelsior Hair Bye

As

&c.,

I shall sell
1 Counter and Case of Drawers.
1 Writing Table with Drawers.
2 Car] >ets.
Lot Office Chairs,

MUST

COVEL1 & VALPE1,

lead.

ALBERT CHASK.
CO Aac"“wr*’

SATURDAY, January 20th, at 10 A. M, at the
ONrooms
of F. O. Bailey & Co, 1»
Kxchauge stree' •

HAVE THE ROOM FOR
OUR SPRING

*

Furniture, Carpets,

LOW PRICES.

GOODS ARE

OUR

aw_

JaM

GOODS, SHAWLS, *C„

VERY

at

Sat-

\

UNTIL THAT DATE
WE SHALL CLOSE OUT
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF
DRESS

on

1 line double Sleigh,
5 round-back single sleighs,
1 single trotting do,
4 first-class business do,
“-*««"> ‘wo-seatcsl do, made
by Martin Pennell,
2 2d-hand single sleighs, &e.
These sleighs are all flrst-class, custom
made, a part
of them plush lined and silver
mounted, and vary iu
price from $85 to $300. Sale positive and without re-

bbl*

84

ESCAPED

924 for

for money and account.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

Georgia 7’».

fifty cents admitting gentleman and ladies.
by Buxton’s Full Quadrille Band. Ja20dl't

Music

Snu-

money and account,
Amerioan Securities—U. S. 5-20‘a 1862, 924; do 1865
*
old, 93} ; do 1867, 93}; U. S. 10-40's. 93}.
Paris, Jan. 19.—Rentes 56f 60c.
LnrERpo°L, Jan. 19-10.30 A. M.-Cotton Is Arm;
Middling uplands 10pl; do Orleans 10} ® lOld; sales
ot «“d»yesttaiated
atl5,000 bales; sales ofIhe week
were 130,000 bales; for
export, 18,000 bales; for speculation, 28,000 bales; stock in port 519,000 bales; of
which 21,000 hales are American.
Receipts of wheat
for three days 27,500
quarters, of which 17,500 were
American.
London, Jan. 19—1.30 P. M.—Consols 92 for money
anu account.
Bonds unchanged.
Liverpool Jan. 19-1.30 P. M.-Cotton is active
and firmer; Middling uplands
10$d; do Orleans load;
sales are now estimated at 18,000 bales, of which 6000
were for speculation and
export; stock afloat 338,000
bales, of which 160,000 are American.
Paris, Jan. 10-2.30 P. M.-The amount of specie
in the Bank of France has increased
3,500,000 francs
during the week.
Liverfooi, Jan. 19-2.30 P. M.-Breadstuffs dull.
California Wheat 12s 6d; Red Spring 11s® 11s 7d;
do Winter 11s lOd ® 12s. Corn 30s 6d u 30s 9d.
Flour
26s @ 28s. Lard 44s 6d.
London, Jan. 19—5 P. M.—Consols closed at 9°4

a
perfect digestion, purify the blood,
clear up the complexion and produce a state of
mental and physical electricity, which gives
symmetry of form, bright eyes, white skin,
glossy hair and a genuine type of female loveliness, which no cosmetic can produce.

Virginia 6’s,

Evening.

IRRESISTIBLE ATTRACTION t

Earopeaa Markets.
London, Jan. 19—.11,30 A. M.—Consols

Frankfort, Jan.

!

at

HALL!

This Saturday

THE

,Jan* 19.—Cotton active and
»rBxiTi
iV;RLKA*TH'
er; Middling
uplands 21c.

keenness of the

new.
new.

asHiinbly

FLUENT
Stores^**
%
w @ tS^iSS’^ST^
4 70 tor strained,
Petroleum
Cottonper

knows that he is thinking of the former.
Women are fond of admiration; hence one
of their longings is to be beautiful. The grand
secret of female beauty is health, the power to
eat, digest and assimilate a proper quantity of
wholesome food. Take Vinegar Bitters. It
will cleanse the stomach, tone the vital organs,

Tennessee 6’s,

social

CONGRESS

«.-

CiucAO0, Jau. 19.—.Wheat dull and a shade lowerNo 1 Spring 1,26 (a 1
261; No 2 do 1 221; No 3 do 1 lo!

in Louis-

lumber, 19,001 shingles.
Foreign Imports.
BEAVER HARBOR, NB. Sch Alice—200,000
herring to order.

a

Ohio

g.“““cJffe'e° «*®

j
nomlnJjerndelSJc;

Receipt* by Railroad*
RETEOROIiOGICAL.

There will be

1

dies.

HEAVY EIRE.

Saturday Night Dance

Rosin aulet at

jan6th-4wf

Cleveland, Jan. 19.--The aggregate loss of
Younglove, Manslcy & Co., by fire last night is
estimated at $100,000; insured for $50,000, in
Eastern companies, principally in Boston. A
watchman named J. T. Birdsell is supposed to
have perished.

round

^ 7 40:

Hfa*H®S5i

woman

OHIO.

Dep’t,

» *0

—

NOTICES.

but the

«loc,k-,.Tickets

■

give

TENNESSEE.

KVA

sg°ST30;

Southern 6 70 g
-8.WXI bush; N*
g 58; No 2 at 1 52 g 1 54; Winter
160gl64; White Michigan 1 65 «
anil
heavy
lower; sales 68,000 bush; new
ill
iCntni
Mixed
Western at 72 g
74Jc; oiddu T8c. Oats heavy
ami lower; sales 39,000 hush at 53
g 56c. Beef <miet
and a shade firmer; now
mess l; *» J
14 50; oM do 13 '29 g 13 50.
Lard firm at 9 g 94c
Butter quiet and steady. Whiskey
quiet
at 91* Rice
firm at 8 fa, 8jc. Sugar
firm; Muscovado 9 x=,
™

A Beautiful Woman.—The perceptive faculty of women is usually keener than the same
phrenological organ in men. Women know
that beauty rather than genius is worshipped
by the sterner sex. A man may talk of the latter to liis

LOUISIANA.

iuuu

visiting

BUSINESS

DESTRUCTIVE FIRE.

uuir,

S<ate
®££. We8toru

®

Viou orrira/l at. Walifuv

England.

MOUTH CAROLINA.

fire is unknown.

°

as

■

was

The Commercial of Wilmington, Del., urges
Senator Wilson for Vice President, and expresses the opinion that he will be the candidate of

$7,000,000 being with China.

Charleston, Jam 19.—By a terrible fire last
night in the village of Abberville, the court
house, all the hotels; and one side of the business square were
destroyed. The origin of the

night, there

Dispatches from Batavia, report heavy Hoods
iu Java and considerable damage to crops.
Alexis has accepted an invitation to visit the
Missouri Legislature next
Tuesday.
The Georgia Legislature adjourned
yesterday,
after confirming Hiram Warner as Chief Justice.
A telegram from Bombay, reports the loss of
a vessel off Sprat and 35 natives drowned.
The brig James Blatchford from New York

CALIFORNIA,

avwov

Thursday

Alexis seems to have a splendid time in the
West, After another buffalo hunt at Kit Carson, he will return to St. Louis.

GENTLEMANLY LAW MAKERS.

San Francisco,
yesterday, Senator

WCrt'

Domestic markets.
New York, Jan. 19—Evening.—Cotton In
moderatereouest at Jc advance; sales 2666
Middling
uplands 224c. Flour dull and heavybales;
and 10c lower

dist parsonage were burned.
a

partkul‘ri‘ aml Synop.U of play Ke p,n.
tuna], Doors open at 7, curtain rise, at
*
now for sale at the Box
Office
janl6d3t
M. B. I.KA\
ITJ, Business Manager.
Prices

**“ <,u0,a,U>ns f»r Pacific Rail.
Central Pacific bonds.
Union Pacific do.
Union Pacific stock..
,Vf
Union Pacific land grants!! !,'.'. tit
union Pacific income

Cloudy

Ovation.

me

$27,000.
THE

Kxcell.nl Distribution of
Character.

bonds.gj*

HOTEL AND TWO MEN BUHNED.

night.

New aud Original Music-Art latte
Scenic Dlanlav—

®,7,f

FOREIGN.

1

TRaie,

HONEY AND HINERv

grammes'*

Cleveland &
Chicago & North WeJtern'.!!!!. 2.
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. is
Chicago & Rock Island.
??,
.
Mllwaukie A St. Paul
MUwaukie & St. Paul
prefer^.::.

Cloudy

temperatureagd

OH

j

sop

Southern.:.:.':.::::::
™tfeaM,dilg““
Ptttshurg.

&dy

SW

entra* a°d

Michigan Central.!!!!.'..

Cloudy

San Francisco .30,18 53
Savannah.29.84 60

OV THE

preferred.\\\\\\\\. iS"
Hurjoro..
Harlem preferred!!!

Oloudv
H'y s’w
Lt rain
Clear
I.t rain

SE

LSBURY,

Erie

clear
Ltwiow

W

SW

t*>. 19th and vIOlh.

(lateof the Beaton

971
93I I

River consolidated!!!!
anJ, Hutison
Hudson River consolidated

n' y'
£rte#*

Cloudy

Tljn tliv

Barometer

The Committee of the Whole reported
progress add asked leave to set again,
Sjr. Alberger of Buffalo moved to disagree and order
the bill to a third reading. This was regarded
as a test vote and was lost, 52 to 56.
The bill
was made a special order for
Monday evening.

War

Annapolis, Jan.

Cloudv

DISCUSSION OF TRADE RELATIONS WITH THE
time amounted to 845,730. The moieties
the two and a half years added to tlie
VNITSP STATES,
salaries of officers of Col. Howe's
Ottawa, Canada, Jan. 19.—At a meeting of
agency were
less-than 50 per cent., making
of
the Dominion Board of Trade Mr. Smith of
inspectors pay
#0 per day, assistant agents pay less than $9
St. John, N. B., spoke on the
question of inor
per day,
$3285 per annum. Agents at from justice done Canada by the Government
of the
$8 per day to about $12, or $4:480 per annum.— United States in the excessive consular fees
C ol Howe s
law
is
and
customs
$10
by
per day, which
salary
c|iqrges to which Canadian prowith 50 per cent, for moieties,
aggregates .el,5 ducts are subject to upon entry at United
per day or $5475 per annum. I11 many eases
States ports. At St. John the exports amount
the investigations by the treasury
agents have to $<>,000,000 annually, while the imports were
been the cause of the large additional duties be5,000,000. The complaints were that the matto
the government.
ing paid
The entice exter was one of great incopyeniquc* and
great
penses1 of the special treasury service of the
post, f he inconvenience was the necessity of
L nited States, Comprising sixteen districts and
making a double entry. The cost amounted to
fifty-three special agents,for the fiscal year end- about $5.50 on each such entry but the mering December 1st, 1871, were about $100,000, of chants even then would not complain so much
which $40,000 balances in salaries.
During if the entry amounted to anything when made,
the same period of time over
in cusp but consuls oertijlcqtes when presented to the
$1,000,1)00
were paid into the
treasury recovered hv agents custom house officials were not worth the paper
with a number of large suits still pem|Iqg.
on which written.
They felt they were comCol. Thomas Thrope, the next
witness, lias pelled to submit to injustice.
Mr. Hazard of Buffalo explained that a congeneral supervision of the warehouse. He remembered the old system of the general order
suls certificate must of
necessity accompauy all
stores when they were in the hands of the
the invoices coming into custom officersr
hands,
steamship companies oil the Jersey City side.— no matter from what country,
Hon. Johq Youqs thought that some reciproThey were extremely obnoxious to tlie merchants and press, but be could not uurne
aiiy cal arrangements should be adopted. He was
particular journal that opposed or wrote against not aware that tlie relations between the two
them.
countries were different from that between the
Charles Squire, the next witness and a wareUuited States and other countries. He
thought
house man, testified to some of the routine
that it was unadvisable to bring this matter
therein.
before
practice
the Government
time.
the
present
W. F, Stocking, of the firm of I wet &
Stock- ! Mf- Muiitb after a few remarks withdrew his
resolution and the trade relations with the
ing, testified that he met J. P. Lindsay'nt Williard’s Hotel, Washington, and was introduced
United States came up.
Mr. Young opened the discussion
by the clerk.
advocating
Soon after Mr. Lindsay told him that Grina zollverein which was
opposed by Messrs.
nell was getting up a cartage bureau in Mew
Howland, ^ ^kes, Frye, Burtou and others.
York, and with.liis influence lie ought to be
Mr- Howland explained the position taken
able to get it. He procured about thirty letters
by the Dominion delegates at St. Louis. He
from Senators and others and cams on. Got
sgid tlie feeling of the National Board was to
tlie bureau at $50,00 a year as Superintendent
give reciprocal trade only on their own conand held it till the Secretary abolished it. Alditions, with the evident intention of forcing
most immediately after lie joined CoL Leet and
Canada into annexation.
Mr. Horton in the general order business. Col.
Messrs. Lever and Hazard, American deleLeet and I got into partnership through a likgates, contended that the commercial men of
for
each
other.
the
Grinnell
United States did not want annexation. It
ing
said
lie
would
like to
do
for us was less spoken of in the United States than in
something
and gave us a portion of the general order
Canada? Mr. Hazard Stated that a zollverein
business, and afterwards tlie whole. No one would meet with strong opposition from lumhas any interest in our business hut Leet and
ber, coal, and salt monopolists, Besides these
myself. I ligve only a bowing acquaintance there were political obstacles to its observation
with Gun. Porter, f hail jio letter fyopi him In
and adaption, but Americans were open to free
commercial intercourse, and upon any fair
coming on here.
A motion by Senator Stewart that they adterms would meet the Canadians half way.
journ to-morrow to meet in Washington Tues- The debate was resumed on the resolution to
day was lost, and tlie committee will continue appoint a delegation from the Dominion Board
their labors here next week,
of rrade to meet the executive committee of
The brig Virginia, from Martinique, passed,
the National Board at Washington.
Jan. 9th, lat. 28.50, ion, 72.10, the American
A second resolution condemning a zollverein
frigate Congress, under sail, bound for Port au but expressing a cordial willingness to negoto
tlie
tiate fer the purpose Qf relieving the trade bePrince, convey
JJornet to New York,
tween the two countries from all restrictions,
THE PROPOSED CHARTER.
were unanimously passed.
The charter adopted by the Committee of
FRANCE.
Seventy differs from the draft recently published in the following particulars: A new departTAX ON RAW MATERIAL.
ment of public safety is created,
consisting of
Paris, Jau. 19.—Iu the assembly to-day the
the bureau of police' fire, health, buildings and
wa* resumed upon the proposition of
statistics; each bureau toUgue a chief. Tlie of- (liaounsjqn
the Minister of Finauce to impose a tax on raw
fice of Chamberlain is abolished und the submaterials.
Finally the assembly 376 against
treasurer is authorized under the control of the
offered, by Deputy
Comptroller to receive city moneys. Tlie board 307 adopted the resolution
Ferry, providing that the government only reof finance is authorized to make estimates of
sort to the taxation of raw materials when the
moneys required for all the departments of the
taxes fail to produce sufficient to meet
city government, which, when certified by the other
the expenses pf the nation,
board of aldermen, skull l»e raised by the board
of supervisors. Oil the first Monday of
(JOLLEGE PROFESSOR SENTENCED.
May
next, the terms of office of the Mayor, bo»rd of
Paris, Jan. 19.—The Principal of the Colaldermen, comptroller and deputy chamberlain, lege of Vitry Le Francois who was arrested
corporation council and corporation attorney, on account of the hostile demonstrations made
tax commissioners and commissioners of
public by the students of the institution has been coninstruction, shall expire 011 tlie 15th of May.— dernned by a German Court Martial to three
The coqimigsidners of parks, works, charities,
months imprisonment,
and corrections, health', fire, dopka. commisThe cifoiimstance causes much uneasiness
sioners, superintendent of police, register, etc., here.
with all the above named officers shall turn
DEMAND FOR A COMMUNIST.
over their respective offices to their
successors,
The French government has made a formal
whose elections is appointed for April.
demand on Austria for the extradition of M.
D. Esenes, Gambctta’s private secretary, durLEGISLATION FOR NEW YORg.
Albany, Jan. 19.—TheAssembiv to-daycon- ing the German war and subsequently connectsidered tlie bill
allowing Comptroller Green to ed with the commune.
issue four and a half million dollars in bonds to
pay off tlje claims against the city of New York.
TEELGRAPHIC ITERS.
Mr. Twombly moved to substitute his bill makSmall pox is decreasing iu Brooklyn.
ing the Comptroller, President of the departThe extensive agricultural works of Massey
ment of Parks, Commissioner of Public
Works, & Co., in Cleveland,
and President of the Board of Aldermen and
O., were almost destroyed
by fire Thursday night. Loss, $70,000 to $75,Board of Audit, and providing for the raisins of

THE

RARVLAND.

32

ThretPv
Lt snuw

during

MR. SCOTT IN THE SOUTH-WEST.
FISHERMEN MAKING CALLS.

The delegation of Cape Cod fishermen who
called on Secretary Boutwell this afternoon and
made formal representations similar to those
made to the President and Committee on Foreign Affairs. The Secretary thought that there
would lie some compensation for the losses
sustained by the action of the government, and
advised them to apply to Congress for the necessary legislation,

|

wiuvc

x---um

Monday.

THE

Portland.29:94

I.t rain

NW

vw
'

Washington... .29.68
29.68
Wilmington

dispered by the

same

THE LOUISIANA COMMITTEE.

The House Committee to investigate the
trouble in Louisiana to-day, decided to postpone
their visit to New Orleans for the present, but
will have another meeting to-morrow week, to
determine their action.

!

j

ah.

of 24 cents a pound
prohibition of the
sale of the leaf to consumers, and thorough
collection of the taxes would produce a revenue
of $25,000,000.

fuard

|

uuiiuuii;,
is a

tax

|
j

j

TOBACCO.

Mr. Kimball, the head of the tobacco division of internal revenue department, has prepared a paper for the information of the Committee on Ways and Means estimating that the
number in the United States at 8,000,000 who
use eleven pounds and fourteen ounces of tobac-

57
27

SE
SW

SW
NW

ONLY,

Saturday Evening,

first ap^aranoe of
the young American Star

oi

Stik»:fdl0WiUg

NBW YORK CUSTOM HOUSE INVESTIGATION.
«BEAT BRITAIN,
The retrenchment committee met at the Ho. ; TERRIBLE EXPLOSION in a cartridge factory
tel this morning. A letter was rfcad from Col. I
London, Jan. 19.—A terrible explosion ocHowe, treasury agent, asking to be heard lie- curred in a
cartridge factory in Greenwich yesfore the committee to controvert the false stateterday afternoon. The clothing of a large
ments made relative to him and his officers
bv
number of girls
employed in the factory took
tue junior
partner of Naylor & Co. Governor fire. They rushed shrieking through the town
Jewell of Connecticut was present as a lookevinto thu surrounding marshes, in hopes of
011 this
morning. A broker testitied relative to quenching the flames. The factory was totally
the appraisement of damages on goods. Col.
Frank Howe called and submitted documents
A GLOOMY VIEW OF THE SITUATION.
showing the amount of fines, penalties and forHon. Mr. Hoasmau, M. P., in an address to
feitures paid to the government from May,1809,
his
to November, 1871, on information furnished
constituents at Liskeqrd, last night, took a
by
the special agent’s office under Ids direction to
g|qomy view of the political prospect and declared that the present government was unfit
he $187,173, and the amount distributed to the
same officer
during the same time in moieties to deal with the English question.
was $22,500.
DOMINION OF CANADA.
Mr. Howe said that the salaries of
MEETING OF THE DOMINION BOARD OF TRADEagents and

Ser

A convention of the delegates
representing
the interests of the State Agricultural and
Horticultural Societies, the Boards of Agriculture and the Agriculture Colleges of the United
States, will meet ju Washington on the 15th of
February, to confer upon tile subject of mutual
interest.

Omaha.29.9'

I

t’

11

Norfolk.29.88

large hotel at Hawes’ Cane, N, Y., on the
Albany & Susquehanna railroad,
bqmeij
last

DIVIDEND TO BANKS.

"'v'

Mt.Washington.29.66

WORK.

police.

35
60
20
32

> PV.
t,dull,.. .29,00 -If
New if
Orleans. 80.08 48
New York.20.68 44

Monday.

tear up the track but were

I

and

...

9

v

Oorinne, Utah. .80.42 18
Montreal.. ....29,74 30
Indiana)Kills— 29.75 38

VANDERBILT’S MAN-TRAP.
New Yohk, Jan. 19.—A man named White
yesterday was killed up town on Vanderbilt’s
Feurth Avenue slaughter-nap. Boon aftef the
accident a large crowd gathered and threatened
to

I

*

§

*i

i Frld»y

Triumph.

HALL,

TWO XIUHTM

....
coupon 6’s, 1881.
United States 5-2u’s 1862.
.IJbf
United States 5-20's 1864...
.fi:f
United States 5-20’s 1865, old
.fir?
United States 5-20's 1865, new
iiAl
United States 5-20's 1867.
.fir*
United States 5-20’s 1868.
.if?.
United States 10-40’s„ eoui<on......}}»
Currency 6’s..
were
the closing quotations
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Charleston,S.C.,29.82
Cheyenne. W.T.30.01
Chicago.29.72
Cleveland
$9.df 35
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closed quiet.
**“ d°“lng
of Govem-

mmt^iriUes*:*"
Unlted States

u

Boston.$9.85

hours.

Main®.

the above facts.

A New Organ.—Those who desire to acquaint themselves with what is regarded by
admitted musical authority to be the crowning
triumph of musical instruments for church
purposes should examine the Goodman Cabinet
Pipe organ at Mr. Bobinson’s music room on

of their

mance

from drawings furnished by Whittier. Every
brush Is tilner-wired, red backs, and with his
name on every handle, fifteen different styles
Every brush is warranted not to annoy the
user by loose bristles in the mouth, and by the
enterprise of Whittier in ordering direct from
the manufacturer, the prices are much lower
than usual.
The public will be glad to know

have no doubt that his friends will see him on
the street in a few days as well as ever, when
his countenance will show whether he has had

only for the
travelled in the perforthat the Committee on

observation.

passed.
Mr. Plarlfe of Texas, introduced a bill tp refund the State of Texas disbursements made
prior to the war in defence of the frontier. Deferred.

Adjourned
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Mr, Starkweather of Connecticut, reported

ne*

6’s.

uoverxinientH UP*
*er« * 17 uo<f
“"-j «""“»"*«•
State ^uth* ateadv
except South C%r
were depressed „v
*°wer. stock,were
°y a t'wiw °* the failure of a down
town bank, *’
l>rices
i@2 ]»er cent., with
enormous
krie and Union Pacific.
rumor
The
proved
unfounded
and the decline was
iv^ f*»
partial
P
but tbe market

Commerce.ele*rams
<5

l

ow.

Weuiher Report, Jim. (»,
p>
War Department, Signal Service, U. S.
Army, Pla,,a K^rt“ *»r the benefit
«t

hill for the funding of tlie debt of the city of
Washington in six per cent, gold bonds, running not less than fifteen ijor jnufa than thirty
years, to be negotiated at a discount of not oveT
three per cent.
The bill, Wits explained by Mr. Starkweather
and Mr. Cniginan,'
The debt oi the city of Washington due the
1st June, 1871, when the new territorial
government went Into existence, was $3,000,0110,
$2,000,000 of which is already funded, leaving
a
debt of some $800,000 to be covered
by new bonds. After some discussion the bill

measure.

THE LEWISTON BRANCH.

nnnwuin

sick with the small-pox is still gaining ground,
and obtaining credence among people who
should know better, I wish to use a part of a
column in to-morrow’s issue in disabusing their
minds of an idea, which seems so persistont,
and is so chimerical.
The. facts are, Capt. Winslow has, or rather
has had, the measles and nothing more; and I

small-pox

„to

mail

rats

Finding

of the pioneer speakers in the spiritual cause,
has been engaged during the month of February. Prof. Wm. Denton of Boston will
speak two Sundays in March, and Miss Jennie

as

change their terminus.
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j
j
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ROCHESTER.

Western

Hon. W. H. Vinton, and stirring songs by a seJames if. Black called.—Stafford block Is
lect choir. The remarks of the speakers were
about 250 yards from the corner of Fore and
l’earl streets; Gould came for me; Chatham I eloquent and just what the place and occasion
street is 113 yards from the corner of Fore and
called for. Earnest appeals were made to the
Pearl; when I passed that street it was 13 minyoung to flee from the path of the destroyer
utes past nine; about two minutes after Gould
The following resoand live temperate lives.
went to the stable I went; I helped harness the
was about live minutes iu
lution was unanimously adopted:
horse;
from the
going
Escaped Nun—Fluent Hall—Sunday Evening.
corner of Pearl and Fore streets to the stable
Resolved, That this meeting views with
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
and back again; can’t tell how long we were
regret the sale of hard cider in our
profound
Choice Lot Apples—J. S. Crockett.
going to the police station; have stood on the midst, especially since it is bought and drank
To Let—R. Abbott.
of
the
custom
upper step
house; didn’t notice in the presence of childreu unacquainted with
whether I could see the stone post or not.
Piano Fortes—C. L. Gorham.
the terrible effects of intoxicating drink.
Cross
Examined.—Did
not
H.
Chester Pigs for sale—Geo.
testify as to this 13
Libby.
minutes past nine in my direct examination;
The Pilgrims.—It was our good fortune last
F.
Phaeton Bodies—J.
Mayo.
don’t recollect of talking with Decelle since
evening to listen to a rehersal of the cautata of
my direct testimony; have no recollection of
the Landing of the Pilgrims, soon to be brought
Religion* Notice*.
talking to Decelle about the time, since my diout by some of our best musical talent, with all
rect examination; the two minutes is fresh in
First Parish—Morning services at 10$ a. m. Vespers at 7 p. m. All are invited.
my mind; took up the trace; the hostler helped
the historical costumes and stage accessories to
harness the horse; think 1 pulled the wagon
E. Bars tow will preach at the West
ET-Ryv. Thos.
give it a proper effect. The piece gives opporCong. Chapel next Sabbath at 3 o’clock t. M.
out; 1 think 1 moved the carriages; I worked
Preble Chapel, comer Preble and Cumberland
lively; I don’t think 1 was more tlian five min- tunity for the highest dramatic action, and the
streets. Sunday School at 2; Preaching at 3; Prayer
utes iu going and getting back with the horse.
music is really of a high character, far exceedand Conference Meeting at 7. The public are cordially
William Foster called.—Have smoked every ing in fine solos and harmonious and stately
invited. Seats free.
night in the custom house; there is no poster concert
Advent Christian Church, Union Hall, enparts the majority of the scenic compostuck up forbidding smoking; iu the custom
trance on Free street, opi»osite Baptist Church.—Eld
house every night between 8 o’clock and half j sitions of the day. It is undoubtedly one of
A. Bellows will preach to-morrow at the usual hours,
past b or 10; Mr. Swett and the other men were : Mr. George P. Root’s finest works. The cantaseats free.
standing near together when 1 first saw them.
ta is in the course of thorough study, and we
Portland Spiritual Association-Temperance
Charles S. Weoster called.—Was at the side
Hall, 351$ Congress st.—Mrs. A. W. Tanner, Trance of the railroad track on Gommercial street
hazard nothing in saying that at' the proper
Speaker, will speak to-morrow afternoon and evening
when I last saw the man lying down.
time the public will find their anticipations
at 3 and 7$ o’clock.
Cross Examined.—Decelle lias asked me a
India St., Uni vers a list Church.—Preaching
fully realized in the pleasure that its presenta1
few
words
since
testified
on
two
my direct,
by the Pastor, Geo. W. Bicknell, at 10$ a. m. and 7
tion will give.
or three times; 1 can’t say whether I stoqd in
p. m.
fthis room while Mr. Foster was being examinNew Jerusalem Church.—Rev. Mr. Hayden
County Sunday School Institute.—A
ed and had a conversation with Mr. Decelle; I
will preach in the Temple on New High street, to|
County
Sunday School Institute will be held at
morrow
at 10.30 o’clock.
Cheerfulto
him
in
I
Subject:
sjH)ke
yesterday sitting
my seat;
morning
ness as a Christian Virtue; John 16, 33.
can’t say whish commenced the conversation; I North Yarmouth, at Rev. Mr. Snow’s church ou
Lecture on same subject in the vestry at 7 o’clock
talked again yesterday afternoon; 1 commenced
Tuesday and Wednesday of next week, Jan. 23d
in the Evening; followed by Praise Meeting at 8.
the conversation; never said that time; the
and 24th.
The following named gentlemen
First Second Advent Church. 353 1-2 Congress
asked me just a question; I
t'ounty
Attorney
street—isider u. w. b argent, rrom uoncora, n, ul.,
will take part in the Instruction, viz: Rev. W.
was going to the ferry; was in a hurry; the ferwill preach Sunday, at the usual hours, on the
ry boat left at just 9 o’clock; it was’lit a very
Woodbury, Rev. H. Togthaker, Rev. E. M.
Prophecy and signs of the times.
dark night; kind of misty; could see a mail at
Haynes, Rev. C. J. Clark, Rev. O. M. Cousens
Spiritual Fraternity, Army and Navy Union*
the post from the other side of the railroad
Hall.—Children’s Progressive Lyceum meets at 10.30
and others. Let every one Interested in the Sahn uu
du uuv
until
Iiiftui, nio
|
o’clock. A meeting of conference at 3 P. m. All intermade a circle of 10 feet into the alley way and
ested are invited.
l>eeped out; I was on the railroad track when I will be provided for all strangers who may be
First Baptist Church, Congress st., comer of
saw him.
Wilmot, Rev. Win. H. Shailer, Pastor.—The morning
present.
J. D. Decelle called—Heard the testimony of
worship will be resumed at the usual hour. Sabbatn
School at 1.45; preaching at 3; Sunday School ConFoster; Mr. Foster has had conversation with
Theatre.—The Boston Museum company
cert at 7.00.
me; first on the morning of the 20th of Septemdrew a very large audience to Music Hall last
Allen Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Sabbath
ber; he said he was in the act of locking the
School Prayer Meeting at 2.15. S. S. Concert at 7$;
Custom House; he had just passed out of the ! evening, who enjoyed the play very much, apKega lar Prayer Meeting every Friday evening at
Custom House on the Fore street steps; heard | plauding the scenes heartily. The play is highAll are cordially invited. Seats free.
7.15.
the word “lie" very distinctly given; saw some
ly sensational, full of improbabilities, played in
Pine S't. M. E. Church.—D.H.Hannaburgli, pasmen standing in the corner of Donnell’s shop;
tor.—Morning Prayer Meeting at 9 o’clock; preachsaid he could not see the parties; said he sup- i respectable style. It was manipulated to suit
ing at 10.30 i Sunday School at 1$ p. M.; preaching at
posed they were fishermen and thought there the locality, and as a whole it was passable.
3.
Prayer meeting at 7 P. m.
would be a fuss so he left; the following SunY. M. C. Association, Mechanics’ Building, corA veteran of the war of 1812 living in Freeday, the 24th of September, Mr, Foster came
ner Congress and Casco streets.—Reading Room open
into
the Deputy Marshal’s office; he stated that i
desires us to urge all the soldiers of that
port
every day and evening. Prayer Meetings every Satwhile in the act of locking the door he heard
urday evening.—Social Meeting every Sunday at 10$
the “lie” given; looked round and saw three I war to push their claims now as a bill is pendo’clock a.m., In Muusey's Sail Loft, Commercial whf.
men
Casco St. Free Baptist Church, Rev. A. Astanding; he said they stood from six to ing which provides that all those who served
ten feet below the corner of Pearl; he said he
therein shall have a pension. He
Smith, pastor. Preaching at 10.30 A. M. Sabbath
ur^es all his
3
P.
m.
School at 12. Preaching at
Prayer Meeting
passed and saw Swett standing there; he iden- associates to send
petitions and letters to their
;at 7, evening.
tified Mr. Swett but did not identify the other I
The Reform School S. S. will be held Sunday P.
parties; another conversation 1 had at the post i Congressmen asking for the passage of the bill.
Coach leaves State Street at 2 o’clock. Every'
M.
office; I went to him; told him I wished he
Prime Norfolk Plants landing to day and for
teacher is requested to be present or to provide a subwould refresh his recollection for he differed
stitute*
from all the other witnesses; told him I should
sale at old prices by Timmons and Hawes,
10.30
services
at
St. Luke’s Cathedral.—Sunday
have to contradict his testimony; never told him
j Market Square.
a. m. and 7 p. m.
Daily services at 9 a. m., and 5
not to tell Mr. Strout; never advised him not to
and 7 P. M. Seats free to all.
mix up in this matter; he never told me that he
SabBethel Church, 97 Fore Street.—Services
saw
Swett in Blake's shop on that night; he
nncEU/ANEoim novices.
bath a. M.f at 10.30 o’clock; p. m., at 3 and 7.00
said something about my declining his services
o’clock. Communion service the first Sunday P. m.
at the coroner’s inquest; he said his services
Escaped Nun again Sunday Night.
of each month. Also meetings on Monday and
didn’t seem desirable and he didn’t care to press
o’clock. All from the sea
Edith O’Gorman is to deliver fourth lecture
Thursday evenings at 7.30
hemself on the inquest for the sake of a witness
and land are cordially invited.
to-morrow, Sunday evening. This will most
fee.
Mountfort Street A. M. E. Church.—PreachRev.
P.X.
positively be her last appearance in Portland, as
30
p.
the
Hr. John If. Blake called—There was a privy
M., by
ing at 10.30 a. m., and 7
in mv shop; Loveitt had used it; can’t swear
her engagements ahead will not permit her to
Stanford. Seats free.
Williston Chapel, comer of May and Danforth ; that he had used it at night; he did not ask for
remain longer. Yesterday afternoon she had
Preaching
a candle that night; couldn’t
Btr.eets.—Sabbath School at 10.30 P. M.
say that he used
a very large
audience of ladies, and they were
the privy the day before; it is some ways down
by Rev. Mr. Leavitt, at 3 and 7p. m. All are cordiall highly pleased with her lecture. The subally invited. Seats free.
to it.
foreFree Street Baptist Church.—Services
Cross Examined.—The cellar is underneath
ject of the lecture to-morrow, Sunday evening,
noon and afternoon at the usual hours.
the cellar the jury saw; the privy is someis “The Mysteries of the Confessional.” She
times
in
a
St. Paul’s Church, comer of Congress and Lofilthy condition.
will also explain the Mass and Ceremonies of
William Foster recalled.—(Article from Daily
eu»l street.—Services Sunday at 10.30 o’clock a.m.,
and 3 p. m. This is a free church, with free seats,
Press read) I have no doubt but that is the
Catholic Church. This lecture is of a religious
and all are welcome.
piece 1 read on the morning of the murder; (ar- nature, and are in every way appropriate for a
Plymouth Church.—The regular preaching serticle read.)
vices hereafter will be morning at 10.30 and afterSunday evening. It always draws a crowded
Jesse II. Crmoell—Am police officer;testified to
noon at 3.
house. Edith O’Gorman will also take occaa conversation with Foster on the afternoon of
tlie 20th; Foster narrated the circumstances of
sion to reply to the letter published in the
Brief Jotting*.
three
men
on
the
seeing
corner; thought they
“Portland Daily Advertiser” a few days ago,
There was no criminal business in the Muwere fishermen.
also to the several letters that have been pubCross Examined.—The conversation was very
nicipal Comrt yesterday.
lished in the “Boston Pilot,” asking that she
The First Baptist Society are to have two
brief; didn’t know who began it.
A. A. Dennett—Am deputy clerk of this court;
be taken back into the Convent.
Gentlemen
Co*'certs in their Church shortly.
have in my hand the criminal docket of the
and ladies both admitted on this occasion.
A Mr. Cartland of Cape Elizabeth complains
court [Counsel for the government said to the
This lecture will take place in fluent Hall.
court that
liU object was the record of the
that he went into the White House in Westconviction of Simon A. Loveitt for receiving
Edith O’Gorman will lecture in Bath, Monbrook Thursday night to return a pair of steelstolen goods, to impeach the credibility of Lovday
evening, January 22d; Bangor, Tuesday,
yards, and was there assaulted by some one
eitt as a witness.] The ceurt admitted the tesconnected with the house and thrown on to a
timony; to which the objections of the defence 23d; Augusta, Wednesday, 21th; and Lewiston,
were noted.
Thursday, 25th. See advertisement in amuseatone.
W. A. Stillings testified that he had been to
ment column.
Officer Cammett deserves the credit of first
the Custom House; standing with his hand on
discovering the boys who stole the rings from
Sale op Wines.—As I intend closing out
the door he could not see the corner of Donnell’s shop; but standing on the edge of the upSenter’s store, and recovering a part of them.
business this month, my entire stock of forper step could see the comer.
John L. Hall’s Adelphian Troupe will be in
eign and domestic wines are offered to the pubThe counsel for the defence asked to be allow__il_
npil._J O/'ll.
lic at less than cost. Those wishing such goods
ed to put Mr. Nathan Webb, ex-County Attortlio ctoml
f/vr flin
of uliruinntr
At the annual meeting of the Stockholders of
will do well to call at the wine store, comer of
the circumstances under which the docket en“The Portland Beal Estate and Building Comand Middle Sts. David Hooper.
Exchange
was
made.
tt
The
governagsinst Lovei
pany,” John E. Donnell, John T. Hull, Thom- try
janl7tk-lw*
ment objected and the objection was sustained
as F. Cummings, Bobert L Hull and George F.
by the Court.
Nelson & Co. have received auother lot of
The testimony here closed and the Court adAyer were elected Directors; John E. Donnell,
those Nobby Ties which are creating such a
President; John T. Hull, Treasurer and Clerk. journed until afternoon.
sensation among the ladies.
See their adverAFTERNOON.
tisement in special notice column.
The Spiritual Fraternity, an organizaMr. Strout began his closing argument for
tion for the promotion of the Spiritual PhilosoThey will also sell their entire stock of ladies
the .defence and finished shortly before s^c
phy, and liberal and progressive thought, hold
o’clock. County Attorney Mattocks will argue ready made Undergarments and Hamburg
regular meetings at Army and Navy Hall, cor- the government side this morning. The jury Edges at reduced prices until February 1st.
ner of Brown and Congress streets every Sunwill get the case this afternoon, probably.
Cogia Hassan is selling off his stock damagday at 3 o’clock, P. M. To-morrow the platform
ed by fire.
janlstf
Capt. Wisalsw’a Case.
will be occupied by a lady of this city, an inCrowds continue to visit Cogia Hassan’s.
Portland
Jan.
19th
1872.
Seats
free.
spirational speaker.
You can guess why.
To th» Editor of the Press:
Mrs. A. M. Middlebrook, of Connecticut, one
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
L. D. Strout—335 Congress St.
Save your Money—P. C. Davis & Co.
indies’ Underweai*—Nelson & Co.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Saturday Night Dance.
Army & Navy Supplementary course.

AND

Mr. Dawes of Massachusetts, occupied the
chair as Speaker pro tern, Mr. Hlaine being
still abseut on account of the illness of his
child.
Messrs. Edwards and Snyder of Arkansas,
consumed the time of the Mouse a long period
h.v a discussion of the Arkansas election case of
Boles against Edwards. Finally a resolution
was adopted refusing EdwarSs the sitting member, any more time to take testimony,

l

?or#
South s>roiin»
Carolina

CRIMINAL.

AUGUSTA.
THE RAILROAD HEARING.

ILLINOIS

Chicago, Jan. 19.—Alderman Glade lias been
eouvicted of receiving a bribe. He will
appeal
J v
to the Supreme Court.
At Utica, 111., last
Monday evening, Michael
'U dross y
outraged tlie
of Ann
rvTt
O linen, resulting in Her death person
mi Wednesday
Conlm is under arrest,

SENATE.
Jan. 19.—Not in session.
HOUSE.

»

~

•

XLIId CONGRESS-SECOND SESSION.

Washington,

characterized

by the enthusiasm and earnestness of the old
PSHIAV FORENOON?
The whole building
i Washingtonian times.
James II. Brawn was recalled by the defence ! was crowded with a deeply interested audience,
and a couple of belaying jfins handed to him. j There were addresses by Rev. Mr. Hutchinson,
He explained their use to the jury.
of the Reform School, and

CITY AND VICINITY.
New

I

NWETT MANSI.AI.’CIHTER
CASE.

THE

ESPANA

EN PORTLAND,

Dispuesto por el Goblerno de S M., el planteamlendel Registro Civil en las Agendas consulares, des*1#
boy quedan ablertas las suscnpclone* para todos 1* •
Esp&noles residentes y tnvnscuntes on este dUtrlu
consular, cualqniera que sea el motivo de su permsnencia en este pais: advlrtiendoles que las inatriciku
son obligatorias asi como los certifleauos tie naclons
marcauos eu
to

lidad, nor los que abonaran los derechos
las tarlfas exquest as en esta ofleina.
I
Lot* mpanolea qua eatando obligadox a !>™v«r«ad.

certlflcaXode n*?k>»aUd«d no ltAiagan
* «"
da

un met,
nanatan oor

demle la publicacUtii
de
via de multa el duplo

adfmax las reclamaclone*
esta mandatlo
endidas.

como

mcuwfL-u.-ra1

su

valor, y
toil-

<iue entobton xeran
eu el art II aei

^

regia

T0MAS lozAKQ.

SELECTED STORY.
[From

the

ng what a good supply of kindlings Josiah alvays kept on hand for her, and how much
nore confortable it was in the old times coning home to a house
and
with

m

Bazar.]

bright

A knock at the Squire's front door.
to
An eager “come in"’' from tlie squire,
whom any outside diversion is an inestimable
reached that uncomhe

him now as in the old
courting days, before
-he brightness and quickness of the black eyes
iad degenerated into sharpness, before the
smiling mouth had acquired its hard, firmly
set expression, before there were any wrinkles in the smooth forehead. People thought
N'abby had done well in marrying Josiah
Gould—a pleasant, good natured young fellow that every one liked; a youug mechanic,
not very rich yet, it was true; but, with a
good trade and such a wife as Nabby, there
seemed nothing to prevent his figuring as
“one of our first citizens.”
Anybody can be somebody in this country if they are only determined. But that
was exactly the difficulty with Josiah.
He
never was determined about
II*
anything.
fell into the habit of drinking because he lacked sufficient strength of will to avoid it. Then
Nabby’s sharp words, and his own miserable
sense of meanness and
self-contempt; of utter
discouragement and despair, drove him lower
and lower, and he sank down
supinely into
the Slough of Despond without effort or
o

having just
boon,
iortable stage of masculine convalesence
when life becomes a burden not only to the
m(-called “patient” himself, but also to those
unlucky feminine relatives whose duty it is
to officiate

as

his

“ministering angels.”

Mary, the servant, came in.
“Please, Mr. Hosly, there’s a woman down
stairs who says she must see you. She’s been
here before since you were sick, and now she
■won’t take no for an answer.”
“Show her right up, Mary,” said the squire,

up visibly, like the war
horse who scents the battle afar off. Not all
the cozy comforts of his surroundings, the
“Sleepy Hollowness” of his easy chair, the
pleasant pictures en the wall, the wood fife
which, uow that the wintry twilight was settling down over the bit of gray sky left visible by the curtain’s heavy folds, danced and
and flashed all over the room in rosy shadows,
could reconcile the squire to his enforced seclusion. Secretly he pined for his dingy old
den of an office, and chafed at the doctor’s
restrictions, which as yet forbade all thought
of business. But now the moral police force,
represented by his wife and daughter, being
luckily off duty, there was nothing to prevent his seeing this probable client.
“Show her up, Mary,” said the squire,
cheerfully, straightening himself, and assuming as much of legal dignity as dressing-

alertly, brightening

hope.

By a beautiful dispensation of Providence,
whenever a poor, shiftless, good-for.
nothing
man is sent into our
world, some active, goahead little woman is invariably fastened to

Mary disappeared, Presently the door
opened again. “Why, Nabby,” said the
squire, “is it you? How do you do?”
“Yes, squire, it’s me,” said Nabby, dropping down with a heavy sigh into a chair,
fifty,

i_i__j.-l_.

date. She had sharp, black eyes, and a resolute, go-ahead manner. Evidently a hardworking woman; yet In looking at her you
could not help the conviction thut something
more than hard work had plowed the deep

ran across and across her
forehead and threatened to lift her eyebrows
up to her hair.
Nabby had lived with the squire’s mother
fifteen years—from the tune when Mrs. Hosely took her in, a ten-year-old orphan, who
was, as the good old lady sometimes expressed
it, “more plague than profit,” until she grew
into the steady and reliable handmaiden, who
finally, with every one’s good wishes, married
Josiah Gould, and set up for herself Old
Mrs. Hosly had long since gone to her reward, but the family still kept up a friendly
interest in Nabby and her fortunes, the squire
in particular being her “guide, philosopher
and friend” in all the emergencies of life.
“Why, what’s the matter now, Nabby?”
said the squire, good-naturedly. “Are you

sick?”

“Yes,

I
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This is

good

a

location for either Farmer

or

Why

will

ieved by

you Cough

am,”

said Nabby, emphatically,
with a snap of her black eyes. “I’m sick to
death of Josiah. I can’t stan’ it any longer,
and I’ve come to talk with you about gittin’
a divorce. You see he’s been a-growin’ worse
now for a good while.
I’ve kep’ it to myself
pretty much because I was ashamed on’t, and
then I kep’ hopin’ he’d do better. I’ve talked and talked to him, and said and done everything a woman could, but it seems as' if the
more I talked the worse he grew.”
The squire looked at Nabby’s rather sharp,
hard face, and perhaps was hardly so surprised
as Nabby expected that Josiah had not been
reformed by the vigorous “talking to” he had

Fish-

The land is excellent—sea-dressing and
Qiuck abundant. The harbor is good and in close
proximity to good fishing grounds which with several
markets near at hand make it a rare chance to carry
on the market
fishiug and lobster business. Terms
moderate.
For particulars apply to
PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.,
West Commercial Sreet, Portland, Me.
jan 12-d&wtf

undoubtedly received.

her mind

to

wailed, and Nabby
very thought of having “freed
the squire had relieved her long

pent-up indignation, and now she felt more
sad than angry.
Up before her seemed to
rise a picture of her
life; the youthful dreams
and hopes, the chances and
disappointments,
the love turned into
wrangling. She even
of
Josiah
thought
with pity. For the first
time she “put herself in his
place,” and realized how almost
impossible it was for one of
Ins weak nature to
resist, unaided, the temptation
which would

fort.

cost a

stronger will

no

be

so

easily

DR. J. B. HUCims
CAN BE

re-

J Private

STEAMERS.

\ inpure connection
j

Wells*

urnishing

room over

the

Apothecary shop,
C. F.

cor.

CJORRY.

*x
*

LET.

Mrs H. E.

THOMPSON,*

JUST

Royal Backgammon Board of India. The
most fascinating and exciting game ever publiuhAd in this uminfrv
Prmnlnr Ailltiun £1 nn

THE
uni

$2.00.

Fine

Brisque, Zoo Lo and Kings
sale by the trade generally.
GAMES A

E. G.

tdec9-4w

and Grain business, larg
capacity, baying a frontage o> 36 feet, and depth 15
leet, accessible t>y water or rail, filed up -vitli every

modern convenience.
Apply to
Nov 4 is U

.r

H. N. JOSE, 194 Fore st.

Excellent Business Opportunity.
XXT^OLESALE and Retail Confectionery Store for
vv
Sale; on a leading thoroughfare; thoroughly
established; splendidly fitted up; regular run of good
paying butiness; lease, low rent.
ja5-lw

ef-

20

TAYLOR & CO.,
State st.. Boston, Mass.

&

Hare Confidence.

|

All who have committed au excess of any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the tingling rebuke of misplaced confidence of maturer years,
SEEK FOR SOME

Cavaliers for

ANTIDOTE

IN

SEASON.

Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow : do not wait for unsightly Ulcers, for

The

SPECIALTY.

SELCHOW & CO., Publishers,
37 John Street, New York.

ECLECTI

making

system

WICKES1

Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

Disabled

■low Jinny

bousandi Can

Testify to This

By Unhappy Experience!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth—treated scientifically and a perfect cure war-

C

ranted.

Hardly

more

intended for use in ordinary kerosene lamps,
wherever good light and perfect security from accident are required. It is prepared carefully at the

is

Furnished in cans, cases, and prime bbls. by

J. H. WICKES,
ISO Maiden Lane, New York.
J, R, BARTLETT & CO..
518 India Street, Boston,
Gen’l Ag’t* for New England.
JT. jr. CHENERf,

SECOND

Agents for Portland.

“Eminent

World,” by George Alfred Townsend.
A very interesting and valuable work.
dec7-4w_L. P. CROWN & Co., Roston, Mass.
Agents Wanted
“Convent Life Unveiled,” by Edith O’Gorman,
Escaped Nun, whose disclosures are thrilling
and startling. Agents are taking from 10 to 20 orders
a day. It is the best selling book published.
Send
for terms. CONN. PUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Ct.

OF SEMINAL

WEAKNESS.

by

forwarded immediately.

PSYCHOLOGIC

Women of the Age.” 45,000 sold.
A very attractive book selliug rapidly. Also for
FOR
“Old and New

STAGE

I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr. can
do so
writing, in a plain manner, a description of
their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will be

4w

Agents Wanted

men

There are many men of the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system In a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of atlihi,milkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid anpearauce.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

And cannot be equalled for
Purity, Brilliancy, and Economy.

Fascination or Soul Charming,
400 pages by Herbert Hamilton, B. A, How to
use this power (which all possess) at will.
Divination.
Spiritualism, Sorceries, Denonology, and a thousand
other wonders. Price by mail $1.25, in cloth: paper
covers $1.00.
Copy free to Agents only, $1,000
monthly easily matte. Address T. W. EVANS, Pub.,
41 S. 8th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
dec9-4wt

a

young

Middle-Aged Men,

HUDSON RIYER OIL WORKS.

dc6

day passes but

we are consulted by one or
with the above disease, some of
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends are supposed
to have it. All such cases yield to the proper and on
ly to correct course of treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.

Oil,!

JLET

CORNER
adapted to the Fli

suc-

engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treatment
and ours. Tne inexperienced general practitioner,
Having neither opnort unity nor time to make himsuAt acquainted with their pathology, commonly purof treatment, in most cases
sues one
an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

$3,00.

Also

3m

Store No 142 & 144 Commercial st
of
Widgery’s Wharf, particular!

of his skill and

plaints should

PABCHEESI

J. C, PROCTER, 93 Exchange st
GEO. M. HARDING. Architect.

TO

assurance

Every intelligent and thinking person must kuow
hat remedies handed out for general use should have
heir efficacy established by well-tested experience in
he hands of a regularly-educated physician, whose
»renaratory studies tit him for all the duties he must
‘ulnl; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
uod cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
vhich are not only useless, but always injurious.
Hie unfortunate should be particular in selecting
:iis physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice;
for it is a point
generally conceded by the best syphil^grapliers, that the study and management of these

MEN WANTING BUSINESS
Published for 1872, Map of New England
States, (on Large Scale). Beautifully Colored in
Townships. Best ever published. Will outsell all
other Maps, and with our U. S. and World
Map §75
to $200 per month cleared with a certainty. Send for
descriptive Circular, and secure Territory at once.
D. LJ Guerxsey, Publisher, Concord, N. H.
-4w

Lowell. Mass
No 91 Menimack st., or Box 117.

nev2

sufficient

| :ess.

IMPORTANT TO AGENTS and
BARBER’S

recently contracted, entirely removing

or

dregs of disease from the system, and making a
, icrfect and permanent cure.
He would cull the attention of the afflicted to the
act of his long-standing and well-earned reputation!
lie

«

To Let.

arising from
the terrible vice of self-abuse

or

Caution to the Public.

Let l

jnlOtf

Rooms,

Jevoting Ills entire time to that particular branch of
lie medical profession, be fet-ls warranted In GcarlNTEEINOA Cuius in all Cases, whether of
long

; lauding

TTHnmAT

Store,

A Fore and Market Sts.

EASTERS AND PORTLAND, SACO, &
PORTSMOUTH R. R.

HIS

Medical

private

“For the last ten years 1 have been a great sufferer
tom frequent attacks of 4-cute Bronchitis, an<i have
lever found anything to relieve me from these attacks
intil I tried Dr.
Carbolic Tablets.**
Elizabeth T. Root.
Don,t let worthless artir1 A
U A. lull • cles be palmed oft on you,
:>e sure you get only Wells* Carbolic Tajjleth.
John Q. Kellogg, Platt Street, N. Y. Sole Agent.
Sold by Druggists. Price 25 cents a Box.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,
nov22-3m
Portland, Me.

No. 149 Commercial st., recently occupied by Messrs. Purington & Butler; suitable for w holesale Flour or Groeery Business. Gas,
Water and all modern conveniences. Apply to
A. E. STEVENS & CO.,
146 Commercial street.
janl6tf

BRICK

AT

1

WITH

To

FOUND

-i

Room To Let.
board suitable for gentleman and wife, or
two gentlemen. Also a few table boarders accommodated, at 52 Free Street.
jn4-tf

MIDDLE ST.,

and

oan

using

51, 53,--47,49

.,.The,
fini,wailed
thought. The

RAILROADS.

No. 17* Cumberland Street,
Ioakseness, Catarrh and all Diseases of the
jUNGS, Throat and Bronchial Tubes.
| r*THERE lie can be consulted privately, anil with
Prom the great number of Testimonials as to the !
T ¥
the utmost confidence bv the afflic
ted, at all
ffleiency of this invaluable medicine the following is
j ours daily, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
| elected
Hr. II. addresses those who are
under the
Buttering
47 Wahpanseh Av., Chicago, 111., Jan. 14, 1871.
fflietion of
diseases, whether

him to tow him along through, and
keep his
head above water. It’s for the best, of course.
New House for Sale, or Bent.
What would become of the poor fellow withEmery Street near Pine. Very cosy and conout her ? At the same time she sometimes
venient, gas throughout house aud cellar, piped
finds it a little hard.
for Sebago, cellar cemented, everything in prime configure, or rented if not
Nabby was ambitious and proud-spirited, dition. Will be sold at lowW.
P. MERRILL,
willing to work, to save, to do her part—anx- sold.
dec9-tf
Telegraph Office, 24 Exchange St.
ious to get on in the world and stand well
Nice Bent for $200.
The fact gradually
among the neighbors.
realized, that in her husband she had no help,
lower rent of house 87 Franklin street,
no support, only a
containing eight pleasant rooms, with suit oi
drag and burden, and finice
parlors, and pure Sebago water.
nally a disgrace, had been a disappointment
Call on L. TAYLOR, 176 Commercial street.
04
embittering her whole nature. To have a
husband that no one respected, that even the
boys around town called “Si Gould,” was
dreadful to Nabby. Perhaps it was
hardly
strange that she grew hard and bitter.
Meantime Nabby had succeeded in
starting
the fire, and having
changed her dress, sat
down to dry her feet until the tea-kettle boiled. But even the ruddy
light and warmth
with which the kitchen now
glowed could not
fend off the dreariness of the
night. The rain
“tapped with ghostly finger-tiD UDon the winuow-pane, ana the wind howled and wailed
around the house like the
THOMPSON BLOCK.
spirits of the lost
pleading to be taken back into human life
Third Block below the new Post Office.
and warmth. Such a wind stirs even in the
Stores have a frontage of 41 leet, and nearly
happiest hearts a vague sense of loss, of 100Said
leet in depth, Brick and Iron Sates, Double
change, of allthat goes to make up the unsat- Counting rooms,
and unquestionably the best show
isfactoriness of life.
Dead sorrows creep windows in the city.
These Stores are fitted up in the nicest manner
forth from their graves on such
nights, and for Wholesale Jobbing Houses, and wiL be let at a
stalk up and down the
echoing chambers of low rent if applied
tor immediately. Apnlv to
the heart.

Nabby could not help wondering where Josiah was to-night.
It was so lonely sitting
there with no one to
speak to, listening to the
moaning wind, the creaking of the blinds, the
loud ticking of the clock.
“4nd Thanksgivin’ a-comin’,” thought
Nabby- “A pretty Thanksgivin’ I shall

when you

COUGH!-

Dr. Wells’ Carbolic Tablets?
They are a sure cure for Soke Throat, Cold,

Let.

ISLAND 13 miles from Portland and two
miles from main land, containing about 40
lores, together w ith the buildings thereon, consisting
)f new Dwelling House, Barn, Sheds, and Fish
House, all in perfect repair.
erman.

COUGH!

| 30UGH!

gas.

TO

wrinkles which

MEDICAL.

STEAMERS.

^

-

_i_a. ii___a.

i

MEDICAL.

mThe

woman

with considerable gray in the coarse,
black hair drawn stiffly and uncompromising-

of

LE^.

ON

gown and slippers permitted.

“and I don’t do very well.”
Nabby was a short, squarely built

light

varmth and Josiah’s welcome.
For Josiah cherished the most
profound admration for Nabby— an admiration not unningled with awe. He thought her a most
vonderful woman. She was just as beautiful

Nabby’s Husband.

TO

All correspondence
returned if desired.

strictly confidential and will be

Address:
172

iy*Send
1

a

medical

adviser,

to call at his rooms, No. 1

Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their

special

Commencing Monday, Nor’r 13th, 1871.

I

for

M

Leave Boston for Portland at t7.30 A. M., *8.30 A.
M., 112.15 P. M., *3.00 P. M., *8.00 P. M.
Blddeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returning at
5.20 P. M.

accommodation.

Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short timo.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obsttuctions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken

__Calling
*

* Accommodation train.
§ Mail train.

tExpress.

__________

OGDENSBURG

R. R.

til further

notice, trains

will

run as

run the season
¥';1
Leuvintr

Stage* Connect
South Windham for North Windham, Casco,

as follows:
Atlantic Wharf. Portland, at 7 o’clock
day, at 5 o’clock.

Cabin faro..$] jyj
1 00
Deck...........
Freight taken as uaual.
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
*
May 1, lS69-i!tf_

$80 Gold. Steerage, $30 Currency

Vliiine

At East Baldwin for
and Bridgton.*
At Baldwin for Cornish, Kezar Falls and Porter;1T
At Brownfield for Deumark and Bridgton.lf
At Brownfield for East Fryeburg.
At Fryeburg for Lovell.1T

Sebago

follows:
Leave Galt's Wharf, Portland
every MONDAY and THURSleave Pier 38 E. R.. Now York,
and
P.
at
4
M.,
DAY,
svery MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
Franconia
.are fitted np with fine
and
The Dirigo
accommodationsfor passengers, making this the most
comfortable
and
route for travelers beconvenient
tween New York and Maine.
Room
iu
State
$5. Meals extra.
I’ass&ge
Goode forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec.
ami
all
St.
Halifax,
John,
parts of Maine. Shippers
are requested to send their freight to the Steamers as
P.
the
as
4
M.,on
days they leave Portland.
early
For Freight or Passage apply to

HENRY FOX, Galt’s Wharf, Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York.

May 9-dtf

A.

S.

WEEKLY

Peake* Inland

Returning

v

8.15 A M. anil 3.15 P M.
leave Peaka’ Island 9 15 A

toi

at

anil 3.45 P At.

V,

eP”Privatt partlev ca > he accommodated by apply i* 2 to the Capiaiti on board.
Fare down and buck 25 cent-, children hall pr'ce.

J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
no9tf
Portland, November 8,1871.

^PorUaadeJun^3^871^^^^^^ie23dt^^^

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.
Wiater Arrangement.

shnl.'itf

_—On and after Monday, December, 18,
passenger trains leave PorUand
jmffffffffffH 1871,
'ot Rochester and intermediate stations
'at 7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P. M., making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also !

|

connect at Rochester with Dover and Winuipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Dover and Winuipiseogee, and Portsmouth, Great Falls
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o’clock train making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Boston &
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 5.30 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

PORTIVU-*!

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Kastport,

Calais and Ml. John, Di«b,,
Windsor nnd Halifax.

ARRAN GEMKNT

OME TRIP PER WEEK !
On anil after MONDAY, Dec.
the Steamer New tirini
wiek, Capt S. H. Pike, will leave
Kailroail Wharf, foot of State St.,

98th,

every Monday, at 3.13, p. m., for
Eaatport and St John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eaatport every
Thursday.
Freight for Calais and St. Anilrews, shipped
from Eaatport by sailing vessel.

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Limington, daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Newfleld, Parsonsfleld and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat-

Connecting at St. John with the Steamer EM
PRESS for
and Annapolis, thence by rail to
Windsor aud Halifax and with the E. i£ N. A. Railway for Sheiliac and intermediate stations.
ffy“Fieight received on days of sailing unt
o’clock, p. m.
Winter rates will be charged for freight after Be
2Mh.
A. R. STUBBS, Agent.
de20
Is t Sat
then ob
tr

Bigby

urdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Parsonsfield,
WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
Dec. 15,1871.
decl6-tc

Portland,

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington,
D. C. Steamship Line.

CENTRAL RAILROAD.

MAINE

,TOH\

WINTER

Limington, daily.

daiiy.

Scotia

LIME.

The favorite Steamship CAR
LOTTA will leave Galt’s Whaif
SATURDAY
every
at 4 P. M. for Halifax direct
close connections with the
.making
Nova Scotia Railway, for Windsor, Truro
New
Glasgow and Pictou, and with Allan’s Mail Steamers
for Queenstown and Liverpool.
Returning wdll leave Dominion Wharf, Halifax every Tuesday, at 4 P. M.
Cahiu passage with State Room.
$7 00
For further information apply to L. BILLINGS
Atlantic Wharf, or

OIJVKK.

Will leave tbe Wett Bide of Portland Pier, daily

Halifax, Nova

For

tVia 7.40 A. M.
HVia 3.15 P. M.

CAPT.

!

Steamers Dlrlgo an«l Franconia
will, until farther notice, run a*

Praia’, islaad Ntramboat Company
NTEAREB

The 8.45 A. M. train from No. Conway, arrives in
Portland in season for early afternoon traiu for Boston and passengers bv the 1 P. M. from North Conway can take the Portland steamers arriving in Boston early the next morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. R. R.

Co.

NEW abbanukheni.

For Peaks9 Island.

•Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.

Steamship

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

jn2dly

Raymond, Naples and Bridgton.t

up at a great expense wuh a larg
number of beautiful Statu Uooui»

md India Wharf, Boston,
every
[’. U.. (Sundays excepted.)

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.

P. M.
3.15
Leave N. Conw ay, 8.45
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P. M. from
No. Conway will be freight trains with passenger car
attached.
At

—g-.—,

appointed tc Hail

Prom Liverpool. Glasgow, Queenstown or Derrv to
Boston or New York, #34 CIJRBENCY.
Passengers booked to ail parts of the United States.
Draft* issued on Great Brittain and Ireland for All
Mid upward*. For Freight and Cabin passage apply
at the Company’* Office. 00 State Street. For steerage passage, at 90 State Street, Boston.
JTATIEM ALEXANDER, Acral.

—“-A. M.
Loave Portland,
7.40

ami supuriff NCgote;
FOREST C TY. and

MONTREAL, having been fitted

Har.

’assage Money/including fere from Boston to N York,
$00, $100, $130 gold—according to accommoda/abin,
ion. Steerage, $30 Currency. Ticket* to Pari*, $15
Jold, additional. Return Ticket* on favorable term*
t?" Passenger* cnbark at Cunard Wharf, Jersey
"ity.

On and after Monday, Nov. 13th, and

—y^.~tyoiiow8:

Queuiititown, Cork

Steamer* appointed to sail
PKOJI NEW YORK.
LAVA,
Wed., Jan. 24.IABYS1NIA. Wed., Feb. 7.
JALABRIA, Wad. Jan 31. ALGERIA, Wed., Feb. 14. |

N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A. M., and 3.30, 3.45 P. M.
trains from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
•
F. CHASE,
noOtf
Supt. P. S. & P. It. R.

&

Steamer*

at

new

at earners

DIRECT BROHI BOSTON
BA1AVIA, Saturday, Jan. 6.
I 1 IECLA,
Sat., Jan. 20. PARTHIA, Sat,, Feb. 10
i IBERIA, S. ., Jan. 27. BATAVIA, Sat., Feb. 17.
Sat.. Feb. 2-1.
TRIPOLI, Sat., Feb. 3. HECLA,
ftT^Paaseugers embark at the Cunard Wharf, East

k»str-n.
Portsmouth for Portland flO.OO A. M., *10.40 A.
! < .'ahin.
M.. *2.35 P. M., *5.30 P. M., *10.00 P. M.
•Pullman sleeping car express train.

PORTLAND

The

S AILING FOB LIVERPOOL.

Passenger

trains leave Portland daiPortsmouth and Boston, (Suulays excepted) at *1.10 A. M. *6.15 A.
—“-““M., §9.10 A. M., *3.30 P. M., *3.45 P.
__,,

WINTER

TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who
a

I

ROSTOV.

FOR

steadies hr

ti tii.

ARRANGEMENT.

DR. J. B. HUGHES,
Cumberland St.. Portland.

Stamp for Circular.

Eclectic Medical Infirmary.
need

WINTER

LINE

CUNARD

ARRANGEMENT.
For Fever ami Ague, Intermittent*, Biliousness and
all disorders arising from malarious causes.
Tbev
are highly recomm nded as an Auti-Dyapeptic,
and in cases ot
are In valuable. Ae
an Appetizer and Recuperant, and in cases o!
General Debility they have never in a single instance tailed in producing the most happy result*.

On and after November 13th, current, the new line between Danville
and Cumberland will be open for use.
and passenger and all other trains will
be run to all points of this line from the Depot of
Portland & Kennebec R. R. Co. in Portland only,
and all trains from this line will arrive at that Depot
in Portland. Passenger trains for Bangor and
all intermediate stations, via Lewiston and via Brunswick will leave at 1.00 P. M. Night Express with
Pullman Cars, at 12.30 A. M. via Augusta, every

Steamships

end

for NORFOLK

lnSi|c«tion

They are particularly

only

of this Line sail from
of Central Wharf, Boston,
and Saturdays at 4p. m.

Tuesdays

Steamships

and BALTIMORE.

ff'illiant Laurence.”

Appold.”
“George
William

Kennedy.”
“McClellan Capt.

BENEFICIAL TO FKA1ALEA,
Good Kent!
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington by
been alittle too sharp with
more and more shif less and
‘T,m,af™id I’veshe.
strengthening tbe body, invigorating tbe mind, and Steamer Lady of the Lake.
convenient lor small family, witihin three
I
Josiah,”
“F
and
tone
the
thought
to
took
it
whole
for
giving
Tbe
for
elasticity
system.
vejiorter
Freight forwarded from Xorfolk to Petenburg anti
good
nothin’,” continued Nabbv, “till,
minutes’ walk ol City Hall. Rent $150.
I was a saint and he a
night except Mondays.
Home Biller* are compounded with the greatest
Richmond, by river or rail; and by the Va. A Tenn.
and
to W. H. JERR1S, Real Estate
sinner,
finally, he didn’t do much but set round the granted
Apply
Afternoon
trains for Augusta, Bath and
passenger
and
no
Agent,
tonic
stimulant
has
ever
be
Air
Line to all points in Cirginia, Tennensee. Alacare,
tore
been
scolded him
nolOtf
kitchen fire half boozy. If there’s
along down hill. A nice
Lewiston via Danville, and all intermediate stations,
offered to the public so PLEASANT TO THE
bama anti
anything saint I am! right
As proud and high strung as LuGeorgia; and over the Seaboard and RoaTihTff
.__I_:__
at 5.15 P. M. Mixed train for Augusta, Bath and inI hate,” burst out Nancy, “it’s a man forever
with
noke
R. R. to all (mints In Xorth and South Carolina
at
all
times.
perfect safety
dec9-4wf
cifer himself!
termediate stations at at 6 A. M.
“Oh dear!” sighed Nabby:
remedial agents endorsed by the medical fraternity
!
Sent to any part of the country.
bv the Balt. <£ Ohio It. U. to
settin’ round the house underfoot.
full
First-Class
directions,
And
Houses
to Let.
Washington and all
FREIGHT TRAINS.—Through train for Bangor [ a* the best known to the
\r A
T A T?
L HUGHES,
Pharmacopoeia. It costs
by addressing
places Wat.
there I was a-takin in washin’, and a-slaviu’ ; ‘a pretty mess I’ve made of living! If we
NOT sold previous to Oct 1st, the two end houses
and all intermediate statious east of Waterville, via
•»
*
but little to give them a fair trial, anil
anl 1865d*Sfcw No. 172 Cum
rates
to
could
South
Through
given
and
West.
back
and
t,Portland.
In the n.w brick block of
begin over again, seems to
Lewsston leaves at 3.00 A. M., taking freight of night
early and late, to be kinder decent and fore- me go
tour, on the corner of
Fine Passenger accommocations.
Kerry Family Should Hare a Bottle.
Neal and Pine sts, will be rented on favorable terms.
GAMMON AT HIS OLD BUSINESS
things would go better.”
previous from Boston. For Waterville and all interFare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk
handed, and him no better’n a dead man on
Dr. R. J. JOI RDIIY
$12.30,
These are first class housea in every respect, conNo preparation in the world can produce so many
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